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COMMENCEMENT

UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO BOULDER

FOLSOM STADIUM

MAY 10, 2018

One Hundred Forty-Second Year of the University
The first commencement at the University of Colorado was held for six graduates on June 8, 1882, in the chapel of Old Main. It was not until 40 years later, on September 4, 1922, that the first summer commencement was held. Since the first commencement in 1882, the University of Colorado Boulder has awarded 350,000 degrees. The traditional Norlin Charge to the graduates was first read by President George Norlin to the June 1935 graduating class.

You are now certified to the world at large as alumni of the university. She is your kindly mother and you her cherished sons and daughters.

This exercise denotes not your severance from her, but your union with her. Commencement does not mean, as many wrongly think, the breaking of ties and the beginning of life apart. Rather it marks your initiation in the fullest sense into the fellowship of the university, as bearers of her torch, as centers of her influence, as promoters of her spirit.

The university is not the campus, not the buildings on campus, not the faculties, not the students of any one time—not one of these or all of them. The university consists of all who come into and go forth from her halls, who are touched by her influence, and who carry on her spirit. Wherever you go, the university goes with you. Wherever you are at work, there is the university at work.

What the university purposes to be, what it must always strive to be, is represented on its seal, which is stamped on your diplomas—a lamp in the hands of youth. If its light shine not in you and from you, how great is its darkness! But if it shine in you today, and in the thousands before you, who can measure its power?

With hope and faith, I welcome you into the fellowship. I bid you farewell only in the sense that I pray you may fare well. You go forth, but not from us. We remain, but not severed from you. God go with you and be with you and us.
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ORDER OF EXERCISES

Bud Coleman, Presiding

Processional .................................................................................................................................. Boulder Brass
The audience will please be seated during the processional.

The National Anthem ..................................................................................................................
Winona Martin
America the Beautiful .................................................................................................................. Winona Martin

President's Welcome ................................................................................................................. President Bruce D. Benson
Chancellor's Welcome .................................................................................................................. Chancellor Philip P. DiStefano

Commencement Address ........................................................................................................... Governor Kate Brown

Conferring of Awards

Chancellor's Recognition Awards
Bradley Charles Arnot
Ryan Michael Aronson
Sara Fatima Azimi
Gregory William Benton
Toby Eugene Bollig
Trevor Lawrence Borasio
Rose Elizabeth Briggs
Leo Frederick Bruell
Darby Noel Butcher
Ian Guo-fan Char
Kathryn Adams DesCombes
Nicole Taylor Mattson
Melissa Anne Merkel*
Kellin Pelrine
Ansel Rothstein-Dowden
Shelby Kathryn Saltus*
Sean Nicholas Tranchetti*

Hazel Barnes Prize ...................................................................................................................... Sarah Krakoff, 2018
Honorary Degree ........................................................................................................................... Richard F. Schaden

Confering of Advanced Degrees ................................................................................................ Chancellor Philip P. DiStefano

Recognition of Honors Graduates ............................................................................................... Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor Russell Moore
Recognition of the Graduates of the School of Education ............................................................... Chancellor Philip P. DiStefano
The Outstanding Graduate of the School of Education ......................................................... Brenda Yunue Ortiz Torres

Conferring of Baccalaureate Degrees ......................................................................................... Chancellor Philip P. DiStefano
The Outstanding Graduates of the Undergraduate Colleges and Schools
College of Arts and Sciences ......................................................................................................... Robert Mason Eastwood*
Toby Eugene Bollig
Leeds School of Business .............................................................................................................. Shelby Kathryn Saltus*
Kathryn Adams DesCombes
College of Engineering and Applied Science ................................................................................ Kimberly Rose Bourland*
Zoey Marie Craun
Environmental Design ................................................................................................................. Natalie de Carvalho Jorge*
Asia Michaela Peters
College of Media, Information and Communication .......................................................... Alexis Cristine Jaramillo*
Leo Alexander Borasio
College of Music .......................................................................................................................... Caroline Diane Vickstrom*
David James Leech

Alumni Association .................................................................................................................... Assistant Vice Chancellor and Executive Director Ryan Chreist

Norlin Charge to the Graduates ................................................................................................. Regent John Carson

Alma Mater ................................................................................................................................... Winona Martin

Hail, all hail our Alma Mater! We will sing forever your praises
Ever will our hearts be true: Ever more our love renew,
You will live with us forever, Pledge our whole devotion to you.
Loyal we will be to you. Dear old CU!

Recessional .................................................................................................................................... Boulder Brass
The audience will please be seated during the recessional.
Dear Graduate:

One of the greatest honors for the University of Colorado Board of Regents, the institution’s governing board, is to be part of a graduation ceremony. Your success is a success for us all. Your degree is a measure not only of an accomplishment of dedication and talent, but also notice to the world that you have the intellectual gifts and discipline to contribute greatly to any endeavor you pursue.

This commencement ceremony, like every University of Colorado graduation since 1935, will close with the reading of the Norlin Charge. As originally expressed by CU President George Norlin in 1935, graduation marks your initiation in the fullest sense of the fellowship of the university, as bearers of her torch, as centers of her influence, as promoters of her spirit. Welcome to the ranks of CU's alumni family of more than 350,000 graduates since 1882. Congratulations on achieving this milestone. Well done and well earned!
Dear University of Colorado Graduate,

Congratulations on earning your degree from the University of Colorado Boulder.

This is a momentous time in your life and the lives of those who have supported you. We take great pride in what you have accomplished at CU Boulder and are grateful you are part of our university family.

When you walk away from this exciting day, our hope is that you will do so with a passion to pursue your dreams. Never forget how the university shaped you and prepared you to face life’s challenges, just as you helped shape your university. Expect nothing but the best from yourself and those who surround you.

The University of Colorado community is proud of you and your accomplishments. As you leave here to start careers, draw on your academic achievements at CU Boulder to help you succeed and inspire others.

Welcome to the generations of alumni around the globe who carry that CU pride within them. Our collective legacy has been to leave a positive and meaningful mark on Colorado and the world.

Today is your day to shine and share your accomplishments with your family and friends. We wish you success, prosperity, happiness and good health in all your endeavors.

Sincerely,

Bruce D. Benson
President
University of Colorado

Philip P. DiStefano
Chancellor
University of Colorado Boulder
The Regents of the University of Colorado

Irene Griego, Chair
District 7
Heidi Ganahl
At Large
Glen Gallegos, Vice Chair
District 3

Kyle Hybl
District 5
Sue Sharkey
District 4
Stephen Ludwig
At Large

John “Jack” Kroll
District 1
Linda Shoemaker
District 2
John Carson
District 6

The Vice Chancellors
Campus Marshal

Bud Coleman
Chair of the Boulder Faculty Assembly and Professor
Robert Ferry
Boulder Staff Council Representative
Mirinda K. Scott
Senior Class Council Representatives
Emily Miller and Marina Chhouen
CU Student Government
Representative Carter Gruba
Assistant Vice Chancellor and Executive Director of the Alumni Association
Ryan Chreist

The Academic Deans
Outstanding Graduates of the Undergraduate Colleges and Schools
Chancellor’s Recognition Award Recipients
Hazel Barnes Prize Recipient
Honorary Degree Recipient
Honored Guests
ACADEMIC DRESS

In 1896, colleges and universities in the United States adopted a uniform code governing academic dress. Those who are receiving a master’s or doctoral degree from the University of Colorado wear hoods lined with the university colors, silver and gold. The velvet border of the hood indicates the degree and usually follows the same code as the color of the tassels.

The Oxford cap, usually referred to as a mortarboard, has a long tassel that is fastened by a button on the top. Candidates for baccalaureate degrees wear the tassel pendant over the right front of the cap before the degree is conferred, and over the left thereafter. The color of the tassel on the bachelor’s cap indicates the field of study, with the exception of the BA degree, whose candidates wear white tassels indicating the arts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Tassel Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arts</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>Sapphire blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Light blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Design</td>
<td>Blue-violet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Arts</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library Science</td>
<td>Lemon yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media, Communication and Information</td>
<td>Crimson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Design</td>
<td>Blue-violet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Arts</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library Science</td>
<td>Lemon yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media, Communication and Information</td>
<td>Crimson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE PRESIDENTIAL CHAIN OF OFFICE AND THE UNIVERSITY MACE

The Presidential Chain of Office and the University Mace were created by Mary Sartor, MFA, University of Colorado Boulder. Both were gifts to the university by Mr. and Mrs. David G. Hawthorn, Class of 1924.

Colorado gold and silver are used in both pieces to symbolize the importance of these minerals to the history of the state. The chain’s gemstones also consist entirely of minerals from Colorado.

The chain, created in 1980 for the inauguration of President Arnold R. Weber, holds three suspended pendants. The back pendant is the seal of the state of Colorado surrounded by a golden ribbon representing the golden circle of knowledge. The top pendant in the front is the seal of the University of Colorado surmounted by an arch set with diamonds and topaz, signifying the necessary link between the search for knowledge and its practical application to the world beyond the university. The laurel wreaths that decorate the bottom of the seal symbolize honor and success. At the center of the bottom pendant is a gold topaz indicating the quest for knowledge. The surrounding ring is inset with fragmented cubes and diamonds.

The University of Colorado Mace was created for the commencement ceremonies of May 1984. The foot of the scepter is encased in sterling silver bound in 14-karat gold, ending in an intaglio of the seal of Colorado. The shaft of the mace was carved from a black walnut tree thought to have been one of the saplings given to the settlers of the Colorado Territory by President Abraham Lincoln.

Sterling silver is also used in the crown, and the university seal is bound in gold and supported by an inner rod of gold surrounded by eight arching tapered silver ribs. At the base, the motto of the university, translated as Let Your Light Shine, encircles the crown in Greek characters. The wooden staff is bound at intervals in gold and silver rings.
THE UNIVERSITY SEAL

In its history, the University of Colorado has used three different seals. The current seal, adopted in 1908, depicts a male Greek classical figure sitting in front of a pillar and holding a scroll. Next to the figure, laurel branches frame a burning torch. The inscription in Greek reads Let Your Light Shine. The seal’s designer, Henry Read of Denver, chose the classical motif because Greek civilization stands as the criterion of culture. The laurel symbolizes honor or success; the youth suggests the morning of life; and the scroll represents written language.

From 1893 to 1908, the university seal was a copy of Wyon’s medallion, Science Trims the Lamp of Life. In this version, a Greek woman knelt before a lamp, and stalks of mariposa lilies decorated the border. Before 1893, an adaptation of the Colorado state seal was used, but it was never adopted by the Board of Regents.

The seal is used primarily on official documents, such as diplomas and transcripts that have been issued on behalf of the university. The Board of Regents uses the seal on its official documents and publications. The seal also appears on the President’s Chain of Office, the University Mace, regent regalia and various formal publications.

BOULDER FACULTY ASSEMBLY AWARDS

**Excellence in Leadership and Service**
- Arturo Aldama, Ethnic Studies
- James Green, Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences
- Matthew McQueen, Integrative Physiology
- Karen Ramirez, Miramontes Arts & Sciences Program

**Excellence in Research, Scholarly and Creative Work**
- Donna Goldstein, Anthropology
- David Shneer, Religious Studies/History/Program in Jewish Studies
- Katharine Suding, Program for Writing and Rhetoric
- Kenneth Wright, Integrative Physiology
- Paul Youngquist, English

**Excellence in Teaching and Pedagogy**
- Nichole Barger, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
- Jeanne Clelland, Mathematics
- Elizabeth Dutro, School of Education
- Andrea Feldman, Program for Writing and Rhetoric
- Marcia Yonemoto, History

**BFA Lifetime Leadership and Service Award**
- William Kaempfer, Academic Affairs

RECOGNITION OF RETIRED FACULTY

Fred W. Anderson
Daniel Olin Boord
Jeffrey William Browne
Alexander Cruz
William J. Emery
Claire Joan Farago
Elizabeth G. Farr
Judith Yem Siu Fong
Jeffrey M. Forbes
Zilla Jane Goodman
David L. Gross

Alice F. Healy
Charles M. Judd
William H. Kaempfer
Jules Gordon Kaplan
Carl A. Koval
Edward F. Kuester
John Chesley Lanterman
Kristine M. Larson
James R. Markusen
Patrick C. Mason
Jeffry B. Mitton

Thomas L. Riis
Vijaya Raj Sharma
David Sherwood
Phillip Solomon
Alejandro Spina
Patricia A. Sullivan
Karen Tracy
Paul S. Voakes
Charles F. Wilkinson
James F. Williams
Mark W. Williams

THOMAS JEFFERSON AWARD

Julia Willis, Assistant Director, Student Academic Success Center, University of Colorado Boulder

Ligia Batista Silverman (MA Theatre 2017)
Richard F. Schaden
If you traveled by commercial jet to attend today's Commencement, you can thank Richard Schaden for making your flight safer. An aeronautical engineer and aviation lawyer, his work forced aircraft manufacturers to be more accountable for the safety of their products.

Most people would call that a career, but Schaden's curiosity, generosity and creative drive have led him to apply his talents to such varied fields as education, restaurant ownership, international arts exchange, poverty reduction and bicycle racing. His support for Colorado and CU Boulder is also personal: His twin daughters graduated from the university last year.

Schaden earned a Bachelor of Aeronautical Engineering from the University of Detroit, studied mechanical engineering at Wichita State University and earned a Juris Doctor from the University of Detroit School of Law. Along the way he became a flight test and jet engineer. Since 1968 he has been a self-employed attorney in aviation and product liability, litigating more than 400 aviation accident cases.

Recognizing a need for young lawyers to graduate with practical experience, Schaden provided a substantial gift to the University of Colorado Law School, creating the Schaden Chair in Experiential Learning. In addition, Schaden has contributed to student learning as a guest lecturer at CU Boulder and elsewhere, teaching Trial Practice and Procedure, Engineering and the Law, and Product Design Liability.

After giving a seminar for CU Boulder aerospace engineering students, he and the chairman of the Smead Aerospace Engineering Sciences Department created what might be the first course in forensic engineering that brought together engineering and law students. At the same time, Schaden joined the department's External Advisory Board.

Schaden founded Escape Dynamics, a Colorado company that explored the use of microwaves rather than chemical rockets to launch vehicles into space. When that business closed in 2015, Schaden donated $600,000 worth of equipment to CU Boulder.

Schaden's creativity has extended into entrepreneurial and philanthropic ventures. He co-founded the Quiznos and Smashburger restaurant chains, and co-founded the USA Pro Cycling Challenge. His leadership and success as an entrepreneur were recognized when Gov. John Hickenlooper invited him to serve on the Biennial of the Americas board with a goal of encouraging business and arts interchange in the Americas. He served for many years on the Vision Circle of the XPrize Foundation, which sets the focus of the next prize competition.

A common thread running through Schaden's work is a sense of community generosity. Among those benefiting from his time, attention and contributions was then-Mayor Hickenlooper's program called America’s Road Home, which provided people with the resources to lift themselves out of extreme poverty. Schaden has been a longtime supporter of Boulder's Community Food Share program. He served on the board of the Oceanic Preservation Society and was instrumental in the making of The Cove, an Academy Award-winning documentary on the treatment of dolphins in Japan.

The Board of Regents is pleased to award the honorary degree Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa, to Richard F. Schaden in recognition of his generosity and dedication to engineering, entrepreneurship, education and the law.

Lucile Berkeley Buchanan
Lucy (Lucile) Berkeley Buchanan became the first African American woman to graduate from the University of Colorado 100 years ago. Buchanan was born on June 13, 1884, in a shed close to the South Platte River in Denver to emancipated slaves from Virginia. She earned a teaching certificate in 1905 from the State Normal School (today the University of Northern Colorado) and attended the University of Chicago before earning her bachelor's degree in German from the university on June 5, 1918. The moment was historic but sad; officials would not let her onstage to accept her diploma. Afterward, she taught in the Chicago Public School system for 31 years. She retired in 1949 and returned to Denver and the home her father had built.
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL DEGREES

The following list of candidates is not an official record that all candidates have been awarded degrees.

Graduate School
Ann C. Schmiesing, Dean

Fall 2017 Graduates

Doctor of Musical Arts
Tigranuhi Arakelyan
Sara Jessica Corry
Otto Lee
Laura Grady Moylan
Paulo Oliveira
Jason Lee St. Claire

Doctor of Philosophy
Elizabeth Aisenbrey, Chemical Engineering
The Role of Physicochemical Cases on MSC Differentiation and Tissue Regeneration in a Cartilage Biomimetic Hydrogel
Bagdeiser Akdogan, Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology
Characterizing RNA Binding Properties of Intrinsically Disordered Protein and RGG/RR Domains
Berkeley Blair Almand-Hunter, Mechanical Engineering
Development of Low-Cost Sensing Technologies for Air Quality Monitoring
Arthur L. C. Antoine, Civil Engineering
A Performance-Based Project Delivery Selection Approach For Highway Design and Construction Projects
Jane Elizabeth Barker, Psychology
How Do Children Begin to Engage Executive Functions in Self-Directed Contexts?: Modeling Environmental, Genetic, and Cognitive Processes Supporting Semantic Verbal Fluency
Owen Nathaniel Beck, Integrative Physiology
Prosthetic Configuration Affects the Biomechanical and Metabolic Cost of Transport of Athletes with Transtibial Amputations During Running
Bryce James Bjork, Physics
Elucidating Reaction Kinetics with Time-Resolved Frequency Comb Spectroscopy
Paul Jonathan Bowman, Philosophy
Climate Change and Corrective Justice
Kevin Bracy King, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Global Primate Species Decline in the Anthropocene: Threats and Trajectories
William Rawson Breidemeyer, Geography
Racial, Socioeconomic Status, and Age Distribution Over Time in the U.S.: Trajectories of Neighborhood Segregation in 1970-2010
Daniel Stuart Bryant, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Fragmentation Event Tracking within a Finite Set Statistics Framework
Benjamin James Chapman, Physics
Wideband On-Chip Microwave Circulator for Superconducting Quantum Circuits
Wei-Te Chen, Computer Science
Abstract Meaning Representation Parsing with Rich Linguistic Features
Nicholas Chisholm, Chemical Engineering
The Effect of Impurities on Permeance through Chabazite Zeolite Membranes.
Michael Coffey, Electrical Engineering
Millimeter-wavelength GaN MMIC Integration with Additive Manufacturing
Chelsea Renee Cooper, Communication
What We Don’t Know: Media Legacy of The Columbine Massacre and Present-Day Prevention
Sarah Michelle Dickerson, Biochemistry
Interplay Between the Helicase-Primase and the DNA Polymerase-Protease Factor During Herpes DNA Replication
Yuchen Ding, Chemistry
Materials and Biophysics for Selective and Efficient Photocatalysis
Daniel Weston Feucht, Geophysics
Magnetotelluric Imaging of the Lithosphere Beneath the Southern Rocky Mountains and Rio Grande Rift, Colorado and New Mexico, USA
Jacob Thomas Friedlein, Electrical Engineering
Device Physics and Material Science Of Organic Electrochemical Transistors
Benjamin Galloway, Physics
High-Order Harmonic Generation Driven By Mid-Infrared Laser Light
Jehusa Renee Iron, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Engineering Science
Multi-Satellite Orbit Determination Using Interferometric Observables with RF Localization Applications
Darin Trent Graber, English
Flag Dynamics in Nineteenth-Century British Literature and Culture
Glenn E. Grant, Geography
Exploring Antarctic Land Surface Temperature Extremes Using Condensed Anomaly Databases
Jacob Arthur Greenberg, Chemistry
The Design, Synthesis, and Testing for Inhibition of Polymyxins Resistance Protein, ArmA, and the Conversion of Esters to Acid Chlorides Using Thionyl Chloride
Mathis Habich, Physics
On Various Aspects Of Ion Collisions Analyzed Via A Hydrodynamc Hybrid Approach
Alice Frances Hill, Geography
Clairifying Hydrologic Controls of Remote Mountain Water Resources Across Varying Scales Through the Development of a Rapid Hydrologic Assessment Methodology
Jaimee Elizabeth Hoeft, Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology
Targets and Functions of the MicroRNA-200 Family in the Developing Skin and Hair Follicle
Brooke Marie Huihregtse, Psychology
Genetic and Environmental Overlap Between Behavioral Disinhibition and Risky Sexual Behaviors
Tyler D. Huismann, Philosophy
Aristotle on Accidental Causation
Amanda Kathryn Hund, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
How Parasite Communities Shape Host Evolution: From Individual-Level Experiments to Population-Level Comparisons
Mohammad Khajah, Computer Science
Optimizing Game Engagement via Nonparametric Models and Manipulations of Difficulty, Tension, and Perceived Performance
Bryan David Koerner, Music
Beginning Music: Teacher Mentoring: Impact on Reflective Practice, Teaching Efficacy, and Professional Commitment
Marina Kogan, Computer Science
Emergent Forms of Online Sociality in Disasters Arising from Natural Hazards
Katherine Ann Kravitz, Geology
Defining the Spatial and Temporal Behavior of a Gravity-Driven Salt System, Southeast Utah
Vasily Kravtsov, Physics
Coherent Femtosecond Spectroscopy and Nonlinear Optical Imaging on the Nanoscale
Jay Arthur Kroll, Chemistry
Studies in Photocatalysis, Hydration, and Divercity in Chemistry: Shining a Light on Sulfur Dioxide and the Effects of Gender and Sexuality on Belonging in Introductory Chemistry
Sung Young Kwak, Communication
Rethinking the Expediency of the Regional Flow of Pop Culture: The Case of the Korean Wave in Japan
Gregory Dean Lackey, Civil Engineering
Understanding The Incidence And Consequence Of Oil and Gas Well Integrity Loss In Colorado Through Public Data Analysis and Numerical Modeling
Lauren Landy, Psychology
A Randomized Study of Online Interventions to Facilitate Treatment Seeking for Social Anxiety
Geoffrey Legault, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
The Impacts of Demographic Stochasticity on Populations and Communities
Ana Lourdes Leon, Political Science
Minority Political Incorporation and Policy Outcomes in U.S. School Districts
Haoxiang Li, Physics
Angle-Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy of High Temperature Superconductor Caprate, and Potential High Temperature Superconductors K-Doped β-Terphenyl and Trilayer Nickelate
Charles A. E. Little, Mechanical Engineering
Microfluidic-based Broadband Measurements of Fluid Permittivity and Permeability to 100 GHz
Ian Michael Long, Mathematics
Spectral Hutchinson-3 Measures and Their Associated Operator Fractals
Daniel Patrick Lowe, Philosophy
Revolutionizing Moral Philosophy
Robert Oliver Parke Loyd, Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences
The Volatility of Far-Ultraviolet Radiation from Low-Mass Stars and Planetary Implications
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Ke Ma, Chemical Engineering  

Photocatalytic Biocatalytical Membranes for Renewable Energy Study

Premashis Manna, Chemistry  

Development and Characterization of Improved Red Fluorescent Protein Variants

Garrett John McKay, Environmental Engineering  

Relationships Between the Photo Physical and Photocatalytical Properties of Disolved Organic Matter

Laura Elizabeth Michaelson, Psychology  

Causes and Correlates of Apparent Failures to Delay Gratification in Children and Adults

Jessica Ann Mollick, Psychology  

Neural and Computational Mechanisms of Reward and Aversion

Christopher Samuel Moore, Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences  


Pate Allen Motter, Computer Science  

Hardware Awareness for the Selection of Optimal Iterative Linear Solvers

Daniel John Nelson, Chemical Physics  

Photoelectron Spectroscopy of Organic Aromatic Anions

Tevis Warren Nichols, Aerospace Engineering Sciences  

Particle Streak Anemometry: A New Method for Proximal Flow Sensing from Aircraft

Matthew Andrew Norcia, Physics  

New Tools for Precision Measurement and Quantum Science with Narrow Linewidth Optical Transitions

Juan Carlos Olarte, Civil Engineering  

Influence of Ground Denudation With Drainage Control on the Performance of Structures on Liquefiable Ground

Ruth Stellamarios Opara, Music  

African Women as Victims or Heroines?: The Performance of Music in Igbo, Nigerian Married Women’s Lives

Kyoung-Duck Park, Chemical Physics  

Tip-Enhanced Nano-Spectroscopy, Imaging, and Control: From Single Molecules to Van Der Waals Materials

Amit Patel, Economics  

Three Essays in Applied Economics

David Stephen Warren Proter, Biochemistry  

Contributions of Intrinsically Disordered Regions of Proteins to the Assembly of Ribonucleoprotein Granules

Jessica Jacklyn Ramirez, Chemistry  

Charge Generation and Recombination in Organic Materials for Photovoltaics

Rebecca Jean Rapf, Chemistry  

Aqueous Photospectrochemistry of α-Keto Acids: Building Complexity at Molecular and Supramolecular Scales

Brett David Roads, Computer Science  

Accelerating Human Visual Concept Learning and Boosting Performance via Computational Algorithms

Ashesh Sharma, Aerospace Engineering Sciences  

Advances in Design and Optimization Using Immersed Boundary Methods

Zobanveer Singh, Chemical Engineering  

Design and Evaluation of New Mixed-Matrix Membranes for CO2/CH4 Separations

Michael Skirpan, Computer Science  

Negotiating Our Future: Leveraging Sociotechnical Narratives to Engage Multiple Voices in the Ethics of Our Future

Claire Elvira Smith, Mechanical and Cultural Diversity  

The Academic Experiences and Trajectories of Gifted, Spanish-Speaking, Latina/o and Bilingual Students: A Multicase Study

David Gregory Smith, Biochemistry  

Discovery and Characterization of an Anti-inflammatory Lipid Derived from Mycobacterium Vaccae

Katherine Margaret Smith, Mechanical Engineering  

Effects of Submesoscale Turbulence on Reactive Tracers in the Upper Ocean

Rebecca Smith, Civil Engineering  

Co-Production with Water Managers to Evaluate Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithm (MOEA)-Assisted Optimization for Long Term Water Utility Planning and Shape Future Research Agendas

Benjamin Scott Southworth, Applied Mathematics  

Seeking Space Aliens and the Strong Approximation Property: A (disjoint) Study in Dust Plumes on Planetary Satellites and Noncommutative Algebraic Multigrid

Jaelyn Kelly Sprenger, Chemistry  

Electron Enhanced Atomic Layer Deposition (EE-ALD) for Room Temperature Growth of Gallium Nitride, Silicon, and Boron Nitride Films

Enrique Alberto Suarez, Education–Curriculum and Instruction  

Designing Science Learning Environments That Support Emerging Bilingual Students To Problematize Electrical Phenomena

Subhioksha Swamy, Business Administration  

Essays on Capital Reallocation

Ryo Tamura, Chemistry  

Study on the Effective Domain of MARCKS Protein as a Cell Penetrating Peptide. 2. Development of the Photactivatable Prodrugs of Doxazolidine

William David Tandy Jr., Aerospace Engineering Sciences  

Practical Design Guidelines for Fugitive Gas Detection from Unmanned Aerial Vehicles

Leigh Gilmore Terry, Environmental Engineering  

Organic Matter Removal via Biological Drinking Water Filters: Removal Efficiency Based on Quantifiable System Factors

Gaurav Girish Vaidya, Biology and Evolutionary Biology  

Taxonomic Checklists as Biodiversity Data: Hose Series of Checklists Provide Information on Synonymy, Circumscription Change and Taxonomic Discovery

Jamie Lynn Vickery, Sociology  

Every Day is a Disaster: Homelessness and the 2013 Colorado Floods

Isaac Josef Vimont, Geology  

Meteorite Type Stable Isotopes: Extraction Technique Development and Urban Atmospheric Analysis

Aaron Wacholder, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology  

Evolutionary Inference in Transposable Elements

Daniel Harrison Weingarten, Physics  

Experimental Verification of Photon Upconversion via Cooperative Energy Pooling

Alana McAllister Wilson, Geography  


Shanshan Xu, Mechanical Engineering  

Scalable and Low-Cost Micro-Mesh Wicking Structures: From Capillary Evaporation to Ultra-Thin Thermal Ground Planes

Fan Zhang, Electrical Engineering  

Modeling and Control of a Modular Battery Management System for Lithium-Ion Battery Packs

Spring 2018 Candidates

Doctor of Audiology  

Zoe Michelle Boxer  

Mai Leelani Cangelose  

Marin Danielle Dimmette-Schweigert  

Whitney Nicole Haggerty  

Chelsea Renee Heitzmann  

Kaylee Lynn Watson

Doctor of Musical Arts  

Emily Jane Alley  

Andrew Joseph Brown  

Charles Gregory Goodman  

Paul Charles Halverson  

Christopher William Huls  

Ksenia Ilinykh  

Jose Leonardo Leon  

Peter Lilipopp  

Charles Abram Lovell  

Daniel Shiner Nester  

Rafael Antonio Rodriguez  

Tessa M. Romano  

Sarah Patricia Rushing  

Scott Preston Schwab  

David Lorenzo Smith Jr.  

Ryan Carter Van Scoyk  

Steven Hans Vaughn

Doctor of Philosophy  

Joshua Daniel Aikins, Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences  

Investigating Small-Scale Microphysical and Dynamical Mechanisms within A Winter Orographic Snowfall Event and A Spring Squall Line Interacting With Mountains

Reem Ali Albaghli, Computer Science  

A Framework to Design and Evaluate Wearable Interactive Systems for Health Monitor

Mathez Ruan Arnold, Integrative Physiology  

Organic Cation Transporter 3 (OCT3): Characterization and Description of a Second Serotonin Presynaptic Transporter

Nicole Annemarie Arulanantham, Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences  

A Panchromatic Study of Molecular Gas in the Protoplanetary System BY Lupi

Aaron Habib Aziz, Chemical Engineering  

Bioinspired Hydrogels to Support Bone Development for Orthobndral Tissue Engineering Applications

Jonathan David Aziz, Aerospace Engineering Sciences  

Low-Thrust Many-Revolution Trajectory Optimization

Clémence Lise Marie Bacquet, Aerospace Engineering Sciences  

Dissipation and Dispersion in Viscoelastic Metamaterials: Theory, Experiments and Applications

Leah M. Baer, Business Administration  

Art All Interim CEOs Created Equal? Evidence from Investor Perceptions and CEO Behavior
Rajeshi Chattaraj, Mechanical Engineering  
Engineering the Phospholipid Monolayer of Fluorocarbon, Hydrocarbon, and Liquid Crystal Model Membranes for Applications in Biosensing

Suehyun K. Cho, Electrical Engineering  
Plasmonic and Upconversion Nanoparticles for Bladder Cancer Treatment

Sarah Kathryn Chorley, Communication  
Navigating Organizational Identity with Obsessive–Compulsive Disorder

Boris Chubukov, Chemical Engineering  
Production of Magnesium Metal by Carbothermal Reduction

Kyle David Connour, Astrophysical and Planetary Science  

Natalie A. Coston, Mathematics  
Spectral Properties of Products of Independent Random Matrices

Michael Sean Coughlin, Electrical Engineering  
Enabling User Space Secure Hardware

Matteo Michael James Crismani, Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences  
Cometary Gas and Dust Delivered to Mars

Jennifer Lynn Cullison, History  
Postwar Growth of Immigrant Detention: Policy Choices, Carceral Control, and Detainee Rights in South Texas and the U.S.

Cristen Nicole Dalessandro, Sociology  
Emerging Adulthood, Diverging Stories: Intimacy, Intersecting Identities, Aspirations, and Young Adult Lives

Ashmi Rashmikant Desai, Communication  
Communication Whose Journalism Is It Anyway? Vernacular Modernity, Symbolic Balance & Silence on Indian Mosaic

Andrew Ross Detch, History  
Liberty's Forest: Liberty Trees and Liberty Poles During the Age of Revolution

Velina Nikolaeva Dinkova, French  
The Role of Dynamics within BamA, the Lactate-Transporter, in Contemporary French and Francophone Literature and Film

Pamela Arden Doerner, Biochemistry  
The Role of Dynamics within BamA, the Central Component of the B&G Complex

Samuel David Dolzani, Psychology  
Differential Effects of Active Coping and Ketamine on Stress Resilience in Females

Elizabeth Kamman Eger, Communication  
Communication Organisational and Transgender Intersectional Identities: An Ethnography of a Transgender Outreach Center

Winston Howard Elliott, Mechanical Engineering  
Effect of Tissue Viscosity and Stiffness on Hemodynamics and Endothelial Cell Signaling

Jennifer Lee Ellis, Physics  
Development and Application of Extreme Ultraviolet Light Sources - Harnessing Novel Geometries for High–Harmonic Generation and Using Photoelectron Spectroscopy to Study Nanoparticle Dynamics

Luke Houlden Engvall, Mechanical Engineering  
A Framework for Geometrically-Exact, Analysis-Suitable Mech Generation Using Bernstein–Bezier Elements

Ehab A. Etellisi, Electrical Engineering  
Wideband Monostatic Co-Channel Simultaneous Transmit and Receive (coSTAR) Antenna Design Techniques

Hillary Ruth Fairbanks, Applied Mathematics  
Low–Rank, Multi-Fidelity Methods for Uncertainty Quantification of High–Dimensional Systems

Steven Matthew Fatur, Chemistry  
Tuning Iron(II) Excited States with Bulky Ligands and Investigating Chromium(III) Photocatalysis: Mechanisms for Earth–Abundant Photocatalysis

Daniel Feehey, Integrative Physiology  
The Coordination of Movement: from Motor Units to Multi-joint Synergies

Matthew Fitzgerald Foster, Political Science  
Terrorism: Civic Duty, Group Dynamics, and the Electoral Impact

Joshua Frinak, Mathematics  
Degeneration of Prym Varieties: A computational Approach to the Indeterminacy Locus of the Prym Map and Degenerations of Cubic Threefolds

Ning Gao, Computer Science  
A Paradigm for Scalable, Transactional, and Efficient Spatial Indexes

Casey Keating Gardner, Psychology  
Optimizing Incentive Interventions for Obesity: Influence of Motivational and Neurocognitive Factors

Cale Michael Gerhard, Comparative Literature  
Post-Utopian Science Fiction in Postmodern American and Russian Literatures

Jay Radley Geyer, Philosophy  
Reasons and Value: Decision-Making under Moral Uncertainty

Lauren Gifford, Geography  
The Carbon through the Trees: Market-Based Climate Change Mitigation, Forest Carbon Offsets, and the Power of Carbon Accounting

Christopher Raymond Gilbert, Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences  
Understanding Spectroscopic Measurements of Open–Field Regions of the Solar Corona

Arielle Samantha Gillman, Psychology  
Cognitive Strategies to Improve Affective Response to Exercise: Is it Better to be Mindful or Distracted?

Allison Lee Glover, Spanish  

David John Glugla, Electrical Engineering  
Electrical Engineering Metrology and Fabrication of Volume–Structured Optical and Mechanical Features in Photopolymers

Mónica González Ybarra González, Education - Curriculum and Instruction  
“Here I Already Feel Smart”: Exploring Chicanx Feminist Literacy Pedagogies with Chicanx/Latinx Youth in an Immigrant Housing Community

Daniel Nicholas Gresh, Physics  
The First Precision Measurement of the Electronic Dipole Moment of the Ultrafast Light Source in the Future Era

Yiwen Guo, Computer Science  
The First Precision Measurement of the Electronics in the Future Era

Tobin Jeremy Hammer, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology  
Ecology and Evolution of Lepidoptera-Microbe Symbiosis

Dylan Clee Hardison, Civil Engineering  
Hazard Recognition in Design: Evaluating the Effects of Design Information on Hazard Recognition Performance

Kolby Blake Harvey, Intermedia Art, Writing and Performance  
Sacred Kitsch
Ramesh Kumar Muralimanohar, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Analyzing the Contribution of Envelope Modulation on the Intelligibility of Reverberant Speech

Jenny Nakai, Geophysics
Earthquake Studies of Continental Rift DeforImation, Human-Induced Seismicity, and Subduction Zone Processes

John Thomas Naunyi, Applied Mathematics
Partial Differential Equation Models of Collective Migration During Wound Healing

Cody Collins Newton, Anthropology
Equestrian Hunter-Gatherers and the Animal Trade of the Western Great Plains and Adjacent Rocky Mountains, 1800-1860

Bang Dinh Nhan, Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences
The Cosmic Twilight Polarisator: A Model-Independent Approach to Constraining the Synchrotron Foreground Spectrum for Gbk21-cm Cosmology

Fernando Nobre, Computer Science
Robust Self-Calibration and Mapping for Long Term Astronomy

Keith Joseph Nowicki, Electrical Engineering
Remote Microwave Metrology Using Axially Symmetric Fourier Sampling

Thomas Nummy, Physics
Polarization Dependent Angle Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy for the Determination of Intrinsic Symmetries

Allan Maple Oliveira, Chemical Physics
Velocity-Map Imaging Photoelectron Spectroscopy of Small Molecular Anions

Oliver Charles Colwill Paine, Anthropology
Investigating the Mechanical and Nutritional Properties of African Savanna Vegetation and their Implications for Early Hominin Dietary Ecology

Seunghin Park, Political Science
Another Pathway to Foreign Direct Investment: Diaspora Engagement Policies

Courtney Leigh Peck, Physics
The Influence of Quiet Sun Magnetism on Solar Radiative Output

Bradley A. Pelz, Electrical Engineering
Traveling-Wave Metal-Insulator-Metal Diodes for Infrared Optical Rectennas

Sabela Fena Garcia, Spanish
‘El angel del hogar se echo a zolar’: La construcci¢n de las nuevas feminidades en la novela de la Edad de Oro de las escritoras espanolas

Saad Pervaz, Electrical Engineering
High Power Density High Efficiency ElectroMagnetic Free Offline LED Drivers

Kristin Michelle Peterson, Communication
Voiceless Icons No More: The Self-Representations of Muslim American Lives in Digital Media

Richard William Peterson, Economics
Three Essays on Competition in Technology and Media

Joshua Matthew Pettit, Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Space Weather Effects on the Middle and Upper Atmosphere

Sara Alina Porterfield, History
The Paradox of Place: Finding the Colorado River at Home & Abroad

Teal Steinkraus Potter, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
The Influence of Plant-Soil Interactions on Plant and Soil Microbial Responses to Nitrogen Deposition

Ashley Seidel Potvin, Education - Curriculum and Instruction
Designing for Teacher-Student Relationships: An Investigation of the Emotional and Relational Dimensions of Co-design

Abigail Elizabeth Powell, Biochemistry
Understanding the Mechanism of Human RNA Polymerase II Transcription Initiation Using Single Molecule Fluorescence Microscopy

Katherine Marie Prim, Chemistry
Exploring the Water Uptake and Release of Mars-Related Salt and Surface Analogos Through Raman Microscopy

James Michael Priupisch, Political Science
Pocketbook in Private: How Observability Causes Individuals to Behave Societally in Political Economy

Hadi Ravankhah, Computer Science
Inductive Certificate Synthesis for Control Design

Caleb Timothy Rawson, Business Administration
Who Let the Secrets Out? Overconfidence and the Disclosure of Proprietary Information

Samantha Mary Rieger, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Natural and Artificial Satellite Dynamics and Evolution around Near-Earth Asteroids with Solar Radiation Pressure

Hannah Kent Ritchie, Integrative Physiology
The Necessity of Sleep and the Impact of Light for Maintaining and Enhancing Optimal Cognitive Function

Megan Roosevelt, Political Science
The Politics of Productivity: Firm-Level Heterogeneity and its Implications for Trade Policy in Democracies and Autoritarios

Devin Michael Rourke, Electrical Engineering
Simulating Optical Processes in Next-Generation Photovoltaics

Scott Christian Rowe, Chemical Engineering
Pilot Plant Analysis, Experiments, and Control for the Hybridization of Transient Solar Heat with Conventional Utilities

Ji Yoon Ryu, Communication
Korean Therapeutic Culture and Reconstruction of Housewife Subjectivities

Saurabh Sanghavi, Electrical Engineering
Low-Profile, Wideband and High-Power Antennas for Dense Military Platforms

Alyssa N. Scarborough, Chemistry
Liquid Crystal Phases from Achiral Odd-Parity Methylene-Linked Benzylideneanilines

Avery Jean Schiff, Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences
Developing the MEDIC Code to Study MHD Mode Conversion in the Solar Corona

Vanessa Santiago Schwarz, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Response to Intervention in a Dual Language School: A Case Study

Jason Bartholomew Scott, Anthropology
Paci¢ed Inclusion: Digital Reproduction in Rio de Janeiro’s Shantytowns

Jeffrey Alan Shinrin, Mathematics
Hardness Results for the Snkpower Membership Problem

Gregory Patrick Smith, Physics
Liquid Crystals Formed By Short DNA Oligomers and The Origin Of Life

Samuel Albert Smith, Geography
Space, Place, and Story, Narrating Histories of the American West in Museums

Aaron Michael Stemo, Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences
Studying AGN Activity and Growth Using Dual and Offset AGNs

Jared James Stewart, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Photobiological Performance as Supported by Follar Vascular Adjustments in Arabidopsis

Dhu Sushetara, Civil Engineering
Performance-Based Modeling of Spatial and Temporal Variability of Treated Wastewater Quality for Improved Nutrient Management

Erik Summerssne, Integrative Physiology
Interactions of Reward Time and Effort in Human Movement

Rebecca Deborah Swanson, Education - Curriculum and Instruction
Crossing Boundaries between Professional Communities: Designing Online Collaborative Learning Opportunities for Informal STEM Educators

Michelle Wynne Ching Sze, Physics (tentative) Hyperspherical-LOCV Approach to Interacting BECs

Jordan Corinne Thieriot, Chemistry
Organocatalyzed Aza-Transfer Radical Polymerization: Development, Catalyst Design, and Mechanistic Investigation

Kyle Andrew Thompson, Environmental Engineering
Evaluating Treatment Approaches for Sustainable Storage of Greywater, Wastewater, and Stormwater

Michael Charles Thompson, Chemistry
Core Ion Structures in CO2- and N2O-Based Anionic Clusters Studied by Infrared Photodissociation Spectroscopy

Matthew Nathaniel Tooth, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
The Application of Statistical Learning Techniques to Studying Arctic Sea Ice Survivability

Colin Arthur Zaumseil Towery, Mechanical Engineering
Multi-Physics and Multi-Scale Interactions in High-Intensity Turbulent Premixed Reacting Flows

Alexandra Elizabeth Truebenbach, Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences
Real Time Cosmology with Extragalactic Proper Motions: The Secular Aberration Drift and Evolution of Large-Scale Structure

Michael Ryan Touchband, Physics
Revealing the Structure and Properties of the Tezr-Rind Pencate Liquid Crystal Phase

Patrick Sullivan Turner, Economics
Three Essays on Applied Microeconomics

Melissa Ugell, Chemistry
Laboratory Studies of Planetary Atmospheres: Organic Hazes and Gas Phase Analogs

Sandrine Florence Vandermeiren, French
Sade ou les lemens du langage: entre atheisme et persistance du sacre.

Carrie Ann Weidner, Physics
Shaken Lattice Interferometry

Joshua Riley Wheeler, Biochemistry
Investigations into Higher Order Assemblies of RNA and Protein in Health and Disease
Summer 2018 Candidates

Doctor of Audiology
Jolene Danielle Sletten

Doctor of Musical Arts
Kathryn Hendrickson-Eagles
Maria Kurchevskaya
Brandon Christopher Norton

Doctor of Philosophy
Patricia Abril-Gonzalez, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Recuerdos y Sueños en Nepantla: A Journey in Creating Loving Spaces for Artistic Testimonio
Sina Aghili, Computer Science
Model Identification and Control of Autonomous Ground Vehicles
Lucas Bevan Algrim, Chemistry
Cody James Allard, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Modular Software Architecture for Complex Multi-Body Fully-Coupled Spacecraft Dynamics
Christopher Joseph Amante, Geography
Estimating Coastal Elevation Uncertainty for Future Flood Risk Assessments
Erin Elizabeth Arneson, Civil Engineering
Construction Capacity: How Regional Construction Supply Chains Respond to Disruptions
Emily Johanna Bacon, Sociology
Understanding Neighborhood Influences on the Hispanic Health Paradox

Tyler Daniel Bannert, Integrative Physiology
Circulating Microparticles and Cardiovascular Disease Risk Factors
Alexander Crawford Barrie, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Analysis of Scientific Data Quality for the Fast Plasma Investigation of the MMS Mission
Ryan Scott Bartlett, Communication
Rethinking Formation: The Contemporary Construction of LDS Identity in Digital Realm
Daniel Birdsell, Civil Engineering
An Investigation of Subsurface Fluid Injections Related to Oil and Gas Operations: Modeling Induced Seismicity and Hydraulic Fracturing Fluid Migration
Ravi Chandra Bollimuntha, Electrical Engineering
Advanced Formulations Using FDTD Methods with Applications in EM
David Matthew Bennett Brazil, Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology
Understanding the Genetics of Substance Use: Novel Phenotypic and Large-Scale Genomic Approaches
Sean Peter Burns, Geography
The Influence of Warm-Season Precipitation on Water Cycling and the Surface Energy Budget within and just-above a Colorado Subalpine Forest in Mountainous Terrain: Measurements and Modeling
Alejandro Caicedo Ramirez, Civil Engineering
Engineering Local Microchemical Delivery of Biocidal Metals for the In Situ Control of Microbiologically Induced Concrete Corrosion
Jason Daniel Christopher, Mechanical Engineering
Approximate Bayesian Computation for Parameter Estimation in Complex Thermal-Fluid Systems
Megan Suzanne Claffin, Chemistry
Impacts of Particle-Phase Chemistry on the Composition of Aerosol Formed from the Reactions of Monoterpenes with NO3 Radicals and O3: Kinetics, Products, and Mechanisms
Marcelo Colika Bassalo, Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology
Ashley Monika Collier-Oxendale, Environmental Engineering
Enabling Community-Based Air Quality Science Through the Development of Sensor Systems, Resources, and Partnerships
Ethan Chase Culler, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
The Influence of Higher Harmonics and Structural Deformability in Stall Flutter
Anna Cristina Curtis, Chemistry
Femtosecond Spectroscopic Study of Auger Recombination in Nanocrystals and Chemical Education Study on the Use of In-Class Activities to Promote Scientific Thinking in General Chemistry
Rachel Anne Daut, Psychology
Behavioral and temporal factors that contribute to stress resilience
Meredith J. DeBooim, Geography
Extracting Social Solidarity: Chinese Investment and the Politics of Mining-Led Development in Namibia
Danielle Renée Denardo, Sociology
HIV-Discordant Couples Living in Sub-Saharan Africa: A Quantitative Analysis of Presculation, Sexual Risk Behaviors, and Fertility Preferences and Practices
Sarah Dischinger, Chemical Engineering
Benjou Dou, Electrical Engineering
Scaling of Perovskite Solar Cells Towards Roll-to-Roll Production
Christopher James Edelmaier, Physics
Computational Modeling of Mitosis in Fusion Yeast
Heather Falter, Music
An Examination of Elementary General Music Teaching Practices for Congruence with the Reggio Emilia Approach
William Raymond Frey, Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
The Influence of Southern Ocean shortwave cloud feedbacks on the coupled climate system
Amanda Garley, Chemical Engineering
William Clifford Grant, Chemistry
Shane Grigsby, Geography
Greenland Surface Roughness Retrieval and Status
Michael D. Harris, Educational Foundations, Policy and Practice
The Use of Induction Programs for Teachers of Color in Hard-to-Staff Schools: A Critical Examination of Current Policy and Practices in Oklahoma
Torrey Rahe Schenkenberger Hayden, Mechanical Engineering
Wavelength modulation spectroscopy of industrial flame environments
Jamie Hijmans, Integrative Physiology
MicroRNAs and Endothelial Cell Dysfunction
Dianxun Hou, Civil Engineering
Integrated Bioelectrochemical and Membrane Processes for Energy and Chemicals Recovery
Melissa Jean Hoyer, Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology
Zhenyi Hu, Chemistry
Small-Molecule TLR8 Antagonists via Rational Design
Natalie Marie Hu, Environmental Engineering
Mechanisms, Optimization, and Implementation of Water Disinfection by Specific Ultraviolet Wavelengths
Anami Husain, Comparative Ethnic Studies
On the Borders of Citizenship: Frontier Resistance & Belonging in the United States
Kendra Jo Hutchins, Sociology
Care, Coercion, Choice?: An Ethnographic Account of Pregnancy Centers
Yuixiang Jing, Civil Engineering
Deterioration of Multi-Functional Cementitious Materials in Nuclear Power Plants
Kyle Melvin Karber, Mechanical Engineering
Theory of Change for Off-Grid Solar Uptake in Emerging Economies – a Means to Identify Drivers and Barriers, and Develop Appropriate Interventions.
Benjamin Michael Kuitgen, Philosophy
Vagueness, Morality, and Method
Scott David Landolt, Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Aaron Lattanzi, Chemical Engineering
Heat Transfer in Wall-Bounded Gas-Solids Flows
Marc-André LeBlanc, Biochemistry
High Precision AFM-Based SMFS of Mechanically Labile T3SS Effectors
William David Lempert, Anthropology
Pahu Futures: The Social Life of Kimberley Aboriginal Media
William W. Lewis, Theatre
Performing Posthuman Spectatorship: Contemporary Tzotziliztli and Experiential Architecture of Exchange
Alessandra Link, History
“The Iron Horse in Indian Country: Native Americans and Railroads in the U.S. West, 1853-1924”

Andrew Robert Long, Business Administration
There’s No Accounting for Tast: The Role of Unique Features and Explanations in Perceived Product Differentiation

Megan Danielle Ly, Mathematics
Schor–Weyl Duality for Unipotent Upper Triangular Matrices

Ariane Nicole Margolin, French
Le Mouvement Relatif : Observation et Experiences de Pouer, 1610-1759

Tyler Allen Matheny, Biochemistry
Composition and Dynamics of Stress Granules

Jedidiah Robert McClurg, Computer Science
Program Synthesis for Software-Defined Networking

Erin Elizabeth McDuffie, Chemistry
From Measurements to Models: The Impact of Sources and Seasons on the Tropospheric Chemistry of Reactive Nitrogen Oxides and Ozone

Marisa Briscoe McNatt, Environmental Studies
Lesout: Learned for U.S. Offshore Wind Development from the State and Local Levels: Comparative Case-Study of Offshore Wind Planning and Policy in Rhode Island and New Jersey

Dylan Ichiro Mori, Chemistry
Development of New Functional Ammonium-Based Ionic Liquid Coating Materials for Organic Hazard Mitigation

Peter Britton Otoupal, Chemical Engineering
Engineering Bacterial Phenotypes by Manipulating Gene Expression

Yimin Pang, Electrical Engineering
Nathan Luis Olin Parrish, Aerospace Engineering
Engineering Sciences
Loo–Thrust Trajectory Optimization in Cylindrical and Translunar Space

Philip Matthew Pendergast, Sociology
Cislunar and Translunar Space Low-Thrust Trajectory Optimization in Engineering Sciences

Selena Lo, M.D., Integrative Medicine
Cutaneous Pathology: From Basic Science to Clinical Practice

Bailey A. Ewan
Benjamin J. Epel
Jenna C. Eccles
Marcela Alexandra Dye
Nathan R. Dunkley
Timothy Steven Drake
Caitlin Strother Doyle
Megan J. Deaton
Gabrielle Aria Daley
Gregori Csintalan
Nicolas Flavio Cordova
Austin Cole
Randall D. Coffey
Maureen Kaity Chu
Gregory Scott Carter
William Raymond Burke Jr.
Kristina Mary Bush
Bryce D. Carlson
Matthew E. Carey
Edyael Del Carmen Casaperalta
William Raymond Burke Jr.

School of Law
S. James Anaya, Dean
Fall 2017 Graduates

Juris Doctor
Eric Edward Hanper
Amelia L. Kinch
Maea Ann McKeown

Master of Studies in Law
Mandi Leigh Martin

Spring 2018 Candidates

Juris Doctor
Darren Douglas Alberti
Philip J. Andrews
Melissa Meshell Austin
Robert Patrick Bacaj
*Davis Aaron Backer
Tarah N. Bailey
Jonathan Brandan Bair
Jenna Lauren Baranko
Hilary C. Barnard
Dylan M. Bateman
Brian D. Batt
Ingrid M. Baudler
Josiah Edward Beamish
Cameron Bedard
Sean R. Belcher
Jennifer Anne Benson
Amanda Biedermann
Alander Jordan Blisk
Connor McClaren Boe
Melissa C. Bollig
Max James Brennan
Andrew Gabriel Britt
Arin K. Brockett
Chad Stephen Brogley
William Raymond Burke Jr.
John Barrett Cannafax
Stephen James Carbonneau
Matthew E. Carey
Bryce D. Carlson
*Patrick Carr
Gregory Scott Carter
Edyael Del Carmen Casaperalta
Maureen Kaitly Chu
Yolanda Corrine Clarke
Oscar Cobos
Randall D. Coffey
Austin Cole
April Christine Connally
Nicolas Flavio Cordova
Weston A. Couch
Gregori Ciantalan
Riley Mikayo Cutner
Gabrielle Aria Daley
Megan J. Deaton
Caitlin Strother Doyle
Timothy Steven Drake
Nathan R. Dunkley
Marcela Alexandra Dye
Jenna C. Eccles
Benjamin J. Epel
Bailey A. Ewan
Lucas Alexander Bellitto Ewing
Elizabeth Julienne Field
Rebecca Angela Flores
Vincent Paul Forcinito
Abigail R. Frame
Samuel Huther Fresher
Jonathan P. Freund
Marissa A. Garcia
David J. Gasvoda
Carter T. Gee-Taylor
Adam E. Gittleman
Zachary A. Goldberg
Brenton L. Gragg
Allison R. Greene
Matthew O. Gryder
Richard H. Hale
Catherine Anne Hall
Emily Mae Halvorsen
Heather Yvonne Hamilton
Benjamin Hand-Bender
Jordan Hanson
William Tyler Hayden
Zachary T. Hayes-Macaluso
Stephen H. Hennessy
Jonathan Christine Henry
Lance Hernandez
Blake Kent Herron
Brett K. Hildebrand
Jessica Breanne Hitchings
Joshua V. Holsten
Yasaman Hadji Hosseini
Zachary S. Huey
Ellen M. Hyams
Rebecca Caroline James
Christopher Michael Johnson
Caroline Kathryn Grace Jones
Jeremiah Dan Jones
Paul A. Julian
Michael J. Katz
Meredith A. Kaufman
Christopher N. Kaufmann
Lauren K. Keavney
Courtney Janet Keehan
Carol A. Kennedy
Bradley Neil Kershaw
Karyn Anne Kesselring
Alex Hideaki Kimata
Alex T. Kirven
Lindsey Marie Knapton
Daniel S. Kotsides
Mirko Luke Kruse
Lana Nicole Kuchinski
Nicholas W. Kuchinski
Julia La Manna
Isuri Marianne Lawson
G. Patrick Lee
Erica A. Lieber
Ian M. Lindeman
Morgan Elizabeth Liphart
Randall David Lockyear
Rosemary A. Loehr
Trevor M. Lowenthal
Emily Lubarsky
Lydia Feronie Lulkin
Katherine M. Lyons
Susan Malcolm
Andrew P. Manley
Justin Raphael Manusov
James E. Marshall IV
Max Martino
Colin James Mayberry
Michael William Mazotti
Matthew S. McCormick
Colin Van Keuren Melver
Kathleen L. McLaughlin
William Terrence McNamara
Darian Michael Mendez
Harrison J. Meyers
Arie Rose Mielkus
Amanda M. Miller
Michael Dean Miller
Samuel Robertson Miller
Stephanie Marie Minutillo
Christopher David Mochulsky
T`Gagger R. Mosholder
*Malcolm Aaron Naftulin
William J. Nunn
Hannah McKinney Oakes
Chelsea A. Oden
Shannon M. O`Keefe
Victoria L. O`Neill
Shelly Oren
Gunmar J. Paulsen
David Perricelli
Erin Campbell Pierce
Shannon Marie Polley
John William Rader
John P. Ragland
Madeline B. Randolph
Alyssa Paige Rhoades
Joseph Robert Rigney
Robert Valerio Rigonan Jr.
Karina Rocha
Colin Eric Roche
Alexander J. Salemi
Julie Klein Schneider
Kelsey Nicole Shamblin
Madison Victoria Shaner
Winston H. Shaw
Brandy K. Shipley
Timbre Lynn Shriver
Dardoh Sowe Skinner
Alexandra N. Slaten
Rachel H. Smith
Thomas F. Soave
Rebekah Frances Stern
Christopher Joseph Stock
John Claude Stockley
Dain Sung
Michael T. Sylvester
Camille A. Tallichet
Tierney Erin Tobin
Holly K. Todd
Gabriela Torresani
Brittany Lee Tyler
Eliil Rubin Vanderkolk
Jack Vihstadt
Russell William Wagstaff
Jodi L. Wallace
Yun Yun Wang
Kathleen M. Watt
Travis P. Weiner
Daniel J. Williams
Jordan M. Willison
Benjamin Alexander Wright
Adam Paul Zenger
Greer I. Zerboni
Cassandra Kay Zobel

Master of Studies in Law
Alexander Michael Ehrman
Jazzmine Ciara Folston
Samantha K. Hertzog
Travis Alan Klempa
Kelsey Harumi Shibao

Leeds School of Business
Sharon F. Matusik, Dean

Fall 2017 Graduates

Master of Business Administration
Katelyn Gallagher
Jerome Frederick Johnston
Alexander Vernon Maas

Spring 2018 Candidates

Master of Business Administration
Michael S. Adler
Nigel Dave Akotia
Kenneth Ryan Aldinger
David Walter Andrews
Jonathan David Ashby
Tucker Harrell Ash
LaDan Assayesh
Marjorie Wilcox Atwater
Marcello De Carvalho Azevedo
Blake Henderson Baker
Amsbry Eleanor Ruth Ball
Griffin Gregory Barkley
Daniel William Barton
Sara Alecia Bean Duncan
Elzn Bierami
Emily Lynn Bloedel
Rahel Bogale
Nathan Alan Branscome
Cristóbal Briseño Ortizar
Richard Stephen Brush
Michael Zutes Burns
Caleb Michael Bury
*Patrick Carr
Thalita Alves Carrico
Lucas Joseph Catania
Anthony Cates
Steena Belle Chandler
Rachel Hakeem Cheetham
Sirada Chiaracharwat
Cameron N. Clayton
Lauren Clayton
Hilary Morgan Corsi
Colette C. Crouse
Danielle Eve Dannenberg
Meghan Renee Darden
*Erika Nicole Daun
Keaton Ross Day
Ashley Taylor DeCurtis
Parker Joseph Doelger
Yu Du
Madeline Joy Dunn
Brian Edward Eldredge
Barton Wilson Emery

* Recipient of a double degree
Nicolas Andres Fernandez
Amanda Fernley
Mia Fill-Diaz
Peter Polite Fisco
Daniel Norman Friedrich
Kevin Gao
Caleb Romero Garrison
Max Adam Golopol
Ruby J. Gonzalez
Alexander Justin Good
Nathanial Allen Goodman
Brittany Nicole Greene
R. Phillip Grigsby
David Harrell
Lam A. Helmick
Alicia Casey Hines
Matthew Allan Hoffman
Carrie Elayne Howard
Sanket Jain
Katherine Elizabeth Jendersee
Kathryn Jones
Justin Taro Kanamine
Matthew Harrison Katz
Shane Patrick Keefe
Kyle Manford Kilgore
Jeffrey Scott Knepper
Kumar Leo Kothari
Moritz Kroth
Nimisha Kumari
Justin-Joseph Perez Kuo
Erik E. Larson
Drisana Elizabeth Dawn Lewis
Kathleen Campbell Lockhart
Jeffrey Collins Lucas
Robert Jeffrey Lund
Kelvin Mahoney
Cole Ray Mankin
Adam Allen Manning
Joshua Aaron Marten
Justin Taylor Mason
Tanu Mathur
Anne Catherine McClelland
Bryan D. McCloskey
Macauley Kathleen McGinnis
Andrew Ingate McHenry
Ian McNab
Marina Ferreira Menge
Michelle Merrill
Chad Penning Meyer
Elizabeth Tarasiy Mhlanga
*Travis Hinton Moyer
*Malcolm Aaron Nafluln
Amaresh Girish Nashi
Krystal Naylor
Geoffrey David Nenninger
Brenden Paul Neville
Benjamin Jared Newsom
Koua Djia Clement Nguesso
Teal Linden Nitterhouse
Anthony Corre Orig
Ravi prakash Palachera
Jasminne Rae Pearson
Maxwell William Peevey
Ross Allen Pibal
Alejandro Antonio Quevedo Colacho
Ryan Tyler Ragaglia
Sean Christopher Remy
Anti Bunga Rizkiah
Utsab Roy
Elizabeth Newman Sager
Petr Samoylov

Marcel Sanchez
Lee Elizabeth Scheer
Jenna Marie Scheirman
Nathan Evan Schneider
*Alexander Charles Schumann
Brittany Ann Schwartz
Rinat Shagisultanov
Christopher R. Shrope
Tanisara Singalavaniya
Raymond Louis Skowrya III
Haarish Niranj Sokkar Paramasivam
Janette Alexandria Spreen
John Stafford
Connor William Staples
Trisha Nicole Stecker
Victoria Elizabeth Stitt
Josiah Strauss
David Anthony Swift
Lucas Latham Teather
Matthew James Telford
David Marino Thayer
Daniel Patrick Thebus
Nicholas John Tucker
Alison Tock Vance
Subramaniam Venkatraman
Van T. Vu
Collin Mitchell Weeks
Christopher Robert Welpott
Susanna Jean Wright
Christopher Wu
Tonya Lynn Wyatt
Robert Louis Wyckoff
Chiao-An Yang
Mika Yoshii
Matthew Karl Zaunbrecher

Summer 2018 Candidates

Master of Business Administration

*Ashley Marie Dancer

Graduate School

Ann C. Schmiesing, Dean

Fall 2017 Graduates

Master of Arts

Nora Ibrahim Alorainy, Linguistics
Jessica Marie Bobeck, Geography
Michael Todd Burris, Sociology
Jasmine Rae Carter, Philosophy
Adam B. Chavez, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Anden Harald Drolet, Anthropology
Julio Cesar Fernandez, Economics
*George Elder Louis Frazier V, Educational Foundations, Policy and Practice
Arielle Samantha Gillman, Psychology
Joshua Adam Goode, Sociology
Kira Elana Hachtel, English
Alexander Samir Hatoum, Psychology
Nicholas Samuel Haynes, Psychology
Saeed Khalili, Mathematics
Francis Joseph King IV, Russian Studies
Alex Samuel Kirk, Psychology
Linday Taylor Labrecque, Psychology
Kathleen Marie Mcguire, Anthropology
Shannon Marie McKnight, Psychology
Erd Delaney Mcpherson, Psychology
Christopher Lee Melling, Psychology
Samuel Peter Paskewitz, Psychology
Matthew Carter Pierson, Mathematics
George Pololiv, Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology
Melanie Marie Amelie Saint-Oyant, Art History
Tylor Schrock, Mathematics
Heather Lynn Seltzer, Anthropology
Kyle Arden Shaw, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Daniel Garrett Shellhouse, English
Thomas Shimrock, Educational Foundations, Policy and Practice
Athena Crystine Sparks, Mathematics
Annette Marie Spence, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Isabelle Maruenda Vinsonhaler, Anthropology
*Dillon Brian-Thomas Webster, History
*Dillon Brian-Thomas Webster, Religious Studies
Hannah Gabrielle Younesi, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences

Master of Engineering

Brad Walter Bieganek
Gabriela Isais Bolivar-Mendoza
Robert John Cork
Sean Michael Donohue
Nazy Elshazy
Emily Anne Flanagan
Jan Flaten
William Franz
David Ronald Harrison
Cassius John Hartl
Muhammad Abdul Haseeb
Fenimore J. Johnson
Matthew Cengiz Kol
Shane David Kroening
Joshua Jordan Lawrence
*Nathan James卢allen
Samuel Garrett Lucero
Afton Lea Marshall
Anthony Rafael Montoya
Anthony Joseph Motisi
Bharat Nallan Chakravarthy
Jonathan D. Persinger
*William Merritt Randall
Michael Stauthamer
Claudia Bouvier Steen
Tanachi Supanya
Christopher Eric Viehman
Michelle Villeneuve
Jordan Waechs
Daniel Paul Wilmant
Jonnie Lynn Yaptengco

Master of the Environment

Angela J. Alexander
Neil Everett Brandt
John Wallace Bratton
Alce Gerard Brazeau
Kathryn Covington Browning
Andrew John Cahill
Michelle Lynn Desmarais
Whitney Dodd
Jessica Lynn Fleck
Matthew Frommer
Graciaela Juanita Garcia Irlando
Erik Parks Gins
Cody Lee Janousek
Malika Jayaraman
Anna Kaelin
Trace Elaine Kessner
Recipient of a double degree

Abigail Lauren Ahlert, Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Michael Raynold Adkins II, Accounting
Amanda Gayle Adcock, Accounting
Katharine Lauren Marie Adamyk, Master of Science
Elena Renee Specht
Chris Ruiz
Parker James
Gyungsun Im

Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Matthew James Heinemann, Materials Science and Engineering
Benjamin Richard Hemphill, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Akarawin Hongdusit, Chemical Engineering
Sisi Hu, Accounting
Shen Huang, Computer Science
Christopher Daniel Jones, Telecommunications
Christopher Holladay Jones, Environmental Engineering
Krishan Khandya, Chemical Engineering
Nicholas Alexander Kellaris, Materials Science and Engineering
Richard Wallace Kenyon Jr., Electrical Engineering
Joshua Daniel Killinger, Computer Science
Hyeon Jung Kim, Civil Engineering
Chanci Nicole King, Electrical Engineering
Michela Rae Knox, Taxation
Donald Harry Kuettel III, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
J Rory Wendorf Laiho, Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Camilla Lambrocco, Computer Science
Katie Suzanne Lane, Accounting
Cara Marie Lauria, Environmental Studies
Keara Leahy, Taxation
Robert Whitson Learsh, Materials Science and Engineering
Luke Harrison Leeds, Accounting
Amorina Ediza Lee-Martinez, Environmental Studies
Holly Frances Leopardi, Physics
Jiayang Li, Accounting
Margaret Winn Lieb, Integrative Physiology
Anthony Joseph Lima, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Emily Anne Lohrbitt, Civil Engineering
Mingjie Lu, Accounting
Tianhan Lu, Computer Science
Matthew James Luallen, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Amanda Claire Lyttle, Taxation
Xinhe Ma, Physics
Nathan Malarich, Mechanical Engineering
Ian A. Marozas, Chemical Engineering
Charles Gerald Martin, Chemistry
Theodore Ian Martiny, Computer Science
Kaitlin Jean Mattos, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Molly A. May, Physics
Justine Madeleine Mazenc, Civil Engineering
Daniel Alonso Medina, Geology
Molly A. May, Physics
Akarawin Hongdusit, Chemical Engineering
Sisi Hu, Accounting
Shen Huang, Computer Science
Christopher Daniel Jones, Telecommunications
Christopher Holladay Jones, Environmental Engineering
Krishan Khandya, Chemical Engineering
Nicholas Alexander Kellaris, Materials Science and Engineering
Richard Wallace Kenyon Jr., Electrical Engineering
Joshua Daniel Killinger, Computer Science
Hyeon Jung Kim, Civil Engineering
Chanci Nicole King, Electrical Engineering
Michela Rae Knox, Taxation
Donald Harry Kuettel III, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
J Rory Wendorf Laiho, Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Camilla Lambrocco, Computer Science
Katie Suzanne Lane, Accounting
Cara Marie Lauria, Environmental Studies
Keara Leahy, Taxation
Robert Whitson Learsh, Materials Science and Engineering
Luke Harrison Leeds, Accounting
Amorina Ediza Lee-Martinez, Environmental Studies
Holly Frances Leopardi, Physics
Jiayang Li, Accounting
Margaret Winn Lieb, Integrative Physiology
Anthony Joseph Lima, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Emily Anne Lohrbitt, Civil Engineering
Mingjie Lu, Accounting
Tianhan Lu, Computer Science
Matthew James Luallen, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Amanda Claire Lyttle, Taxation
Xinhe Ma, Physics
Nathan Malarich, Mechanical Engineering
Ian A. Marozas, Chemical Engineering
Charles Gerald Martin, Chemistry
Theodore Ian Martiny, Computer Science
Kaitlin Jean Mattos, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Molly A. May, Physics
Justine Madeleine Mazenc, Civil Engineering
Daniel Alonso Medina, Geology
Molly A. May, Physics
Shaye Palagi, Civil Engineering
Athithya Panchapakesan Rajeswari, Computer Science
Bradley A. Pelz, Electrical Engineering
Lakshana Gema Perdamaian, Architectural Engineering
Craig Michael Peterson, Geology
Matthew Tad Plecha, Accounting
Tanay Vineet Potnis, Electrical Engineering
Evolene Premillieu, Electrical Engineering
Bryan Robert Pyke, Electrical Engineering
*Jonathan David Quinn, Electrical Engineering
Rohit N. Raje, Computer Science
William James Raseman, Civil Engineering
Joanne Reid, Technology, Media and Society
Sahiba Kaur Rekhi, Telecommunications
Tord Johan Rieber, Technology, Media and Society
Alberto Roper Pol, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Leila Saleh, Chemical Engineering
Corin Laverty Sandford, Computer Science
Stephanie Ellyse Schneider, Mechanical Engineering
Laura Esther Anfinson Schweizer, Mechanical Engineering
*Lindsay Seals, Taxation
Kimia Seyedmadani, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Brett Alan Shaffer, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Gazendra Ratna Shukla, Mechanical Engineering
Tyko Devon Shojo, Physics
Ankita Singh, Computer Science
Siddharth Singh, Computer Science
Sreyam Sinha, Electrical Engineering
Victoria Anne Slattum, Applied Mathematics
Jake Sleeper, Materials Science and Engineering
*Mackenzie Paige Smith, Taxation
*Nicholas Alexander Stafford, Accounting
John Lowell Stechschulte, Computer Science
Benno Jacob Stein, Computer Science
*Remy Stern, Civil Engineering
*Stanislav Ivanov Stoytchev, Electrical Engineering
Asher Hamilton Straw, Integrative Physiology
Colton Neal Sullivan, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Geoffrey Michael Sutcliffe, Computer Science
Elie Germain Tianang, Electrical Engineering
Van Nhat Tra, Biochemistry
*Sean Nicholas Tranchetti, Computer Science
Kenneth John Underwood, Physics
Parthav Vala Prasannakumar, Electrical Engineering
Jason Loren Vance, Electrical Engineering
Sharath Kumar Reddy Vulupula, Electrical Engineering
Jeffrey Alan Watters, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Katherine Faye Wentz, Environmental Studies
Paul Adam Weskalnies, Architectural Engineering
Adam Michael West, Civil Engineering
*Kaitlin Louise White, Accounting
Rachel Lilia Wilmoth, Mechanical Engineering
Nicholas Terry Wimer, Mechanical Engineering
Maurice Irving Woods III, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Meng Yuan, Accounting
Xiaohang Zhang, Computer Science
Xiaolu Zheng, Accounting

Spring 2018 Candidates

Master of Arts

Lani Miranda Alden, Asian Languages and Civilizations
Elizabeth Anne Allen, Media and Public Engagement
Alim Almelhem, Economics
Allison Lynne Alter, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Caitlin Marie Anderson, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Alicia Elizabeth Baca, Russian Studies
Anna Elizabeth Baldock, Linguistics
Nataly Judith Banda, Educational Foundations, Policy and Practice
Malerie B. Barnes, Educational Foundations, Policy and Practice
Mark Robert Bartlett, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Alice Bears, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Dennell Elizabeth Benson, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Zachary Earl Berger, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Lottie Mae Berry, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Brett Bessen, Political Science
Baigian Bian, Asian Languages and Civilizations
Alyssa Nicole Boff, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Brandi L. Bosevski, Classics
Natalie Nacole Boyd, Journalism
Christina Anne Boyes, Political Science
Shane Costello Boldon, Classics
Tessa Lynn Branyan, Anthropology
Alezea Tova Brown, Classics
Genevieve Erin Avila Brown, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Scott Lynn Brown II, Religious Studies
Kellie Brownlee, Communication
Taylor Duncan Budde, German Studies
Sidney Anne Bush, Geography
Emily Pamela Butler-Probst, English
Dominic Mark Buttice, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Audrey Marie Calandra, French
Natalie Rose Cange, Journalism
Carla Andrea Cannalte, English
Norberto Jr. Cardenales Cardona, Spanish
Brooke Kazuyoshi Carter, Psychology
Brachel Robert Champion, Economics
Kimberlee Chang, Political Science
George William Chapman, Psychology
Xiang Chi, Economics
Patrick Thomas Chimenti, Asian Languages and Civilizations
Erin Elizabeth Clark, Educational Foundations, Policy and Practice
Kathleen Faith Clark, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity

Kendra Jean Clark, Sociology
Natalie Collar, Asian Languages and Civilizations
Kayla Mary Conarro, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Hayley Ann Conigli, Linguistics
Brendan James Connell, Political Science
Zachary John Cooper, Anthropology
Laura Lynne Cordes, English
Carolyn Ann Corry, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Lidua Marie Cotto Rodriguez, Spanish
Adam Mitchell Cronk, Political Science
Patrick Joseph Cruz, Anthropology
*Nathanial Adam Curtis, Linguistics
Sandeep Dadasi Khanghah, Geography
Denise Marie Daphne, English
*Erika Nicole Daun, Theatre
Christine Celia Dawson, Education-Learning Sciences and Human Development
Vanessa Anne de Leon, Education-Learning Sciences and Human Development
MaryKate Louise DeGraw, Russian Studies
Katrina Michelle Denson, History
Kevin Robert Dibb, German Studies
Shira Zipporah Dickler, Theatre
Samuel Joseph Director, Philosophy
Tarah Dykeman, English
Jaime Butchofsky Endlich, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Catalina Paz Escalon, German Studies
Shauna Leigh Farrall, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Brian Flaxman, Economics
Stephanie Michel Flores Flores, Spanish
Avery Beth Fromme, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Madeline Claire Froyd, English
Marian Grisel Garcia, English
Brendt Gericke, Mathematics
Sarina Marie Getto, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Emma Louise Fox Gibson, Journalism
Molly Christine Giuliano, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
John William Goldsmith, English
Jeffrey Harold Goodwin, Media and Public Engagement
Teresa Grayce Gotlin-Sheehan, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Mary Elisabeth Guenther, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Jules Willis Guiraudy, Philosophy
Hossein Samuel Hasheminasari, Religious Studies
Jacqueline Annell Hendrickson, Linguistics
Brittina Laura Hernandez, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Christian Michael Hill, History
Melanie Lynn Hill, Media and Public Engagement
David Houk, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Loriene Kathleen Howe, Media and Public Engagement
Kangni Huang, Asian Languages and Civilizations
Amelia Elise Humphrey, Linguistics
Wimi Hunt, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Rebecca Ann Hunter, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Allison Ilefonso, Journalism

* Recipent of a double degree
Matthew Isola, Strategic Communication Design
Erica Chantel Jackson, Journalism
Carrie Elizabeth Johansing, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Brenna Nicole Johns, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Leslie Anne Johnson, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Kylie Jones, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Heejung Jung, Psychology
Kimberly Killen, Political Science
Amos Leo Kim, Linguistics
*Jillian Hai Van Kirchner, Linguistics
Jennifer Lynn Kiskin, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Carolyn Anne Klier, Linguistics
George Patrick Kortephein, English
Minako Kuhara, Asian Languages and Civilizations
Danny Kurban, Economics
William Bishop Lammons, Anthropology
Brooke Elizabeth Latham, Classics
Shannon Alexandra Latham, Journalism
*Junfei Lei, Economics
Jordan Lenger, Economics
Crismon Smith Lewis Jr., Asian Languages and Civilizations
Nicholas Sean Lewis, Geography
Ami Yi Liang, Linguistics
Kenneth Matthew Libby, Educational Foundations, Policy and Practice
Samantha Jo Linford, Anthropology
Julie Janine Litt, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Andrea Bianchi Lopez, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Taylor P. Lovelle, English
Kevin Drake Lowe, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Shen Lu, Mathematics
Laura Margarita Malaver Alvarado, Educational Foundations, Policy and Practice
*Joseph Mallonee, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Amber Ryan Manning, English
Elizabeth Adeline Marasco, Linguistics
Emilio Enrico Marrero, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
JoAnna Martin, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Matthew William McDonald, Classics
Molly Grace McGill, Art History
Kirbi Colleen McGinness, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Kassandra M. McLean, Economics
Ashley Lynn McLeod, Journalism
Sidharth Subash Menon, Geography
Alaina Rachelle Metivier, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Ginevra Miglierina, Classics
John Gregory Mileski II, Religious Studies
Annie Shirley Millar, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Jennifer Mills, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Adriana Lizette Molina Garzon, Political Science
Sara Marie Morris, Geography
Patrick Morrison, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Martha Haughtney Morrissey, Geography
Nicholas Gregory Mott, Journalism
Emily Christine Mowing, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Emily Ann Mullin, Art History
Melissa May Nelson, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Cherry Ng, Mathematics
Amanda Leah Nichols, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Elizabeth Nolde, Spanish
Kathleen C. Noonan, Journalism
Diana Octaviana Olivas, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Stephanie Anne Owen, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Daniel Christopher Paiz, Journalism
Jin-Young Park, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Joseph Ross Parmet, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Hannah Lynn Paul, Political Science
Laurel Elizabeth Payzant, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Robert Samuel Peglow, Communication
Erin Elizabeth Peterson, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Julia Cary Pillard, English
*Stephanie Kathryn Polutchko, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Andres Porras Chaves, Spanish
Leah Kathleen Powers, French
MaryJane Raisley, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Katherine Colleen Reilly, Classics
Jaret William Roberts, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Jonathan Andrew Rohald, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Zoe Harwood Rom, Journalism
Zachary Paul Roson, Linguistics
Jolene Rodrigues Rule, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Shae Marie Rupinsky, Journalism
Erica Sabelawski, English
Mariana Sanders, Anthropology
Jeanette Elizabeth Schahrer, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Lauren Rae Schechter, Economics
Holly Jo Schlagel, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
*Jasper David Schneider, Russian Studies
Brian Clyde Sechler, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Hannah Rachel Selvey, Anthropology
Bradley Robert Shrum, Linguistics
William Nicholas Shrum, Communication
Daniel Hunter Simon, Sociology
Kelsey Catherine Simpkins, Journalism
Sara Sisan, Art History
Erin Kathleen Smith, Anthropology
Zachariah Smith, Psychology
Isabel May Smith-Bernstein, English
Clare Spaulding, English
Christopher Maximilian Stenbock, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Hillary Rachel Steinberg, Sociology
Adrienne Leonore Steinel, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Kate Ardon Stevens, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Lenhardt Sachs Stevens Jr., Philosophy
Myles Mayer Stolier, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Chloe Stonaci, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Gabriella Renee Subia Smith, Geography
Colleen Sumner, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Eleanore Colleen Tisch, Educational Foundations, Policy and Practice
Margaret Rose Tobias, Psychology
Kim Phuong Truong-Vu, Sociology
Antalay Urube, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Andraé Victoria Van Allen, Educational Foundations, Policy and Practice
Maria D. Vazquez, Spanish
Zachary Lee VeShaneyce, Communication
Jesus Villalpando, Linguistics
Olivia Vinson, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Avery Marie Vorster, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Joseph Woagh, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Emily Pearl Wesley, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Alexandra Lee White, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Martí Susanne White, Communication
Manon Claire Williams, History
Steph Williams, French
Travis Matthew Williams, Geography
Elizabeth Leigh Wilson, Religious Studies
Jentry Lynn Womack, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Sarah Jean Zanolini, Asian Languages and Civilizations

Master of Engineering
Katherine Jo Adams
Tatiana Aranchuk
John Wesley Bailey II
Aditya Bhardwaj
Robert Austin Bremers
Louis Blopai Caesar Jr.
John Christopher Coletta
Irene Diep
Michael Carr Duncan
Katherine Ann Dunklau
Jacklyn Suzanne Edwards
Colter Remington Furrow
Jesse Stanley Hintz
Reinhold Kenneth Huber
Danielle Pauline Jacobson
Joseph Wille Kaiser
Harsha Krishna Kopuru
John Vianney Lembke Jr.
Wing-Yen Leung
Sienna Schweitzer Magee
James Anthony Moore Jr.
Kristopher George Neilsen
Param Neravanda Chengappa
Christoph Paul Pillon
Desiree Robinson
Miguel Francisco Rocha
Sarah Danielle Romer-Karas
Luke Christopher Roobol
Eamonn Ryan
Mark Alan Russell Scheel
Tejas Shridhar Shanbhag
James Roy Solano Simpson
Joseph Christian Thornam
Matthew Throop
Christopher Kemps Wagner
John David Williams
Jennifer Erin Wood

**Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering Sciences**

*Russell Leon Bjella

**Master of Science in Computer Science**

Hemang Bansal
Yan Li
Jonathan Matthew Magiera
Rakesh Shivanand Margooru
Umakant Padhy

**Master of Science in Civil Engineering**

Saranya Balu
Jonathan Coleman Berry
Michael Raymond Tarbert

**Master of Science in Electrical Engineering**

Sowmya Akella
Navaneeth Krishnan Balakrishnan
Nagaraj Chandrashekar Siddeshwar
Maitri Chattopadhyay
Gaurav Chhabra
Yu-Chih Cho
Avinash Shannukhappa Dhulehole
Chimmay Pradip Dighe
Praveen Gnanasekaran
Rachit Goel
Vikhyat Goyal
Shuting Guo
Sanvesh Damodar Hegde
Sanjana Vijaykumar Kalyanappagol
Varun Kirti
Kushal Kshirsagar
Nestor Karol Alexander Lobo
Aashay Naik
Richard Romauld Anthony Joseph Noronha
Loc Phi Ngo
Aaron Panos
Pratvush Rawal
Rohith Rudraswamy Sali
Snehal Mukesh Sanghi
Shalin Dhirendra Shah
Maneesh Kumar Singh
Tarun Damodar Singh
Adam Robert Skokan
Sameer Vaze
Vishal Amar Vishnani
Naidong Xu

**Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering**

Shashwat Agrawal
James Connolly
Akshay Deolia
Benjamin Saul Fried
Gautham Govindarajan
Sean Jacob Greenhalge
Albert Arthur Gutknecht
Swapnil Kumar
Gregory Gordon Lawson
Chi Liu
Bailin Lu
*Sienna Schweitzer Magee

Allison Moran
Samuel Charles Van Metre
Christopher Ward
Junfeng Yao

**Master of Fine Arts**

Aaron Marlow Allen Jr.
Erie Alexandria Armstrong
James Samuel Ashby
Joanna Dominika Bugajska
Samuel Joseph Chirtel
Bonnie Elizabeth Cox
Sophie DeWitt
Ondine Michelle Geary
Whitney Kerutis
Vivan Kim
Jessica Lawson
Jed Miner
Dario Jose Ortega
Matthew Curtis Pridham
Hector Ramirez
Melissa Scalfani
Laura Z. Smith
Rushi Parimal Vyas
Samantha Rhiannon Wesler
Rebecca Danielle Zinner

**Master of Music**

Maureen Antoinette Bailey
Conor Abbott Brown
Jessica Emely Chen
James Thomas Downham III
Misty Lynn Dupuis
Max Joseph Feldkamp
Daryl Gott
Conner Keith Hollingsworth
Esther Hou
Jordan Matthew Hugh Sam
Mary Elizabeth Kettlwell
Noelle Lorraine Limbird
Dragana Loncar
Heather Mary Macdonald
Claire McCahan
Laura Elizabeth Olson
Paige Elizabeth Sentinian
Karen Anne Van Acker
Emily Susann Wangler
Anna Whiteway
Neila Marie Wisniewski Getz
Júlio Warken Zabaleta
Allison Lee Zema
Jonathan Astor Zimny

**Master of Music Education**

Shelby Turner Carne
Megan Lyn Ogden

**Master of Science**

*Natasha M. Achziger, Accounting
Eric Lucas Acome, Mechanical Engineering
Anastasia Nicola Adlay, Materials Science and Engineering
Rishikesh Adsumilli, Telecommunications
Aditya Ahuja, Telecommunications
Ahmed Al Hasani, Civil Engineering
Faisal Abdullah O Alatawi, Computer Science
*Kelsey Lynn Proulx Aldrich, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Halen Tatere Alemseged, Business Administration
*Kelsey Marie Alexander, Accounting
*Marilyn Alexander, Accounting
Abdulaziz Alherrz, Chemical Engineering
Mahnoud Ali Aljarrash, Computer Science

Douglas Scott Alleman, Civil Engineering
*Bradley Frank Allen, Electrical Engineering
Stephen Patrick Allen, Integrative Physiology
Sabina Lenaore Altur, Applied Mathematics
*Quinlyn Emerson Ambrose, Accounting
Alexander Quennett Anderson, Electrical Engineering
Conrad Koenig Andrews, Electrical Engineering
*Matthew David Arendall, Electrical Engineering
Robert Alan Ariniello, Physics
Katya Sofia Arquilla, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
*Paige Anderson Arthur, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Kodie Arnter, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Aaron Lewis Ashley, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Fatema Ashraf, Architectural Engineering
Amrita Asthana, Telecommunications
Eric Atencio, Mechanical Engineering
Mukund Madhusudan Atre, Electrical Engineering
Joshua Ahlquist Aurand, Applied Mathematics
*Davis Aaron Baeker, Environmental Studies
*Dawson Alexander Bailey, Accounting
Lewis Robert Baker, Applied Mathematics
Wendy Jean Ballent, Civil Engineering
Dhiraj Bansal, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Andrés Felipe Barandiarán, Integrative Physiology
Vihanga Mahendra Bare, Electrical Engineering
Zachary Jacob LaRue Bare, Chemical Engineering
Brian Stephen Barendberg, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Luke Bashford, Business Analytics
Richard Bateman, Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
*Ryan Raten, Computer Science
Jessie Elizabeth Batson, Computer Science
John Michael Battistelli, Architectural Engineering
Adam Baz, Chemical Engineering
Mark Austin Beckner, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
*Gregory William Benton, Applied Mathematics
Joseph David Benzen, Applied Mathematics
Daniel John Berdelle, Business Administration
John Luke Bergstrom, Finance
Kevin Bernstein, Business Administration
Soumita Bhowmik, Telecommunications
*Rakibur Bhuyia, Accounting
Madeleine Elizabeth Blank, Accounting
Andrea Rose Blaser, Museum and Field Studies
Adam Zachary Blonski, Physics
Maxwell Henry Blythe, Accounting
Jesus Armando Bocanegra, Biochemistry
Nicola Bodini, Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
*Brandon Foy Bodnar, Accounting
*Nicholas A. Bollen, Mechanical Engineering
Jack M. Bonatalis, Business Analytics
Nicholas J. Bongiardina, Materials Science and Engineering
Krishna Harendra Kapadia, Telecommunications
Lakshay Naresh Karani, Telecommunications
Ramyar Karunoda, Business Analytics
Rush Keshav Kathina, Mechanical Engineering
Marcus Daniel Kautz, Electrical Engineering
*Denis Kazakov, Applied Mathematics
Andrew Jason Kee, Electrical Engineering
*Kourtney Ryanne Kehr, Mechanical Engineering
*Sheridan Alyssa Kenessey, Accounting
Rachel Schaefer Kennedy, Architectural Engineering
Chase Kielbasa, Electrical Engineering
*Timothy Wade Kiley, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Hyun Sub Kim, Computer Science
Sarah Song Kim, Technology, Media and Society
Allison Jean Kimbrough, Geology
*Nathan Richard Klass, Civil Engineering
Thomas Ray Knief, Physics
Joshua Lee Knobloch, Physics
Antara Ganesh Kolar, Electrical Engineering
*Jacob N. Komet, Accounting
Shweta Kondivkar, Telecommunications
*Morgan Madonna Kramer, Accounting
Mitchell Louis Krock, Applied Mathematics
Abhishek Lohith Kumar, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Yi Chen Kuo, Computer Science
Kent Minoru Kurashima, Mechanical Engineering
Vibhav Vinayak Maruti Kurtarkar, Telecommunications
Taisa Sima Kushner, Applied Mathematics
Jeffrey David Kwanme, Civil Engineering
Deepak Kyasaralli Thimmappa, Computer Science
Kai Lai, Business Analytics
Vivian Lai, Computer Science
Angel Al Jum Lain, Technology, Media and Society
*Chad Allen Lancaster, Accounting
Nicolette Perlina Laroco, Civil Engineering
Alexandra Claire Lau, Physics
*Jonathan Wilder Lavington, Applied Mathematics
Carlos Rafael Lawrence, Telecommunications
Ian Andreas Leahy, Physics
Jennifer Christina Lee, Technology, Media and Society
Kwan Ho Lee, Applied Mathematics
Yen-Kuei Lee, Business Analytics
Nathan Harry Lee-Ammons, Environmental Studies
*Junfei Lei, Applied Mathematics
Andrew Thomas Levine, Business Administration
*Jacob Carl Levine, Telecommunications
Max Levy, Chemical Engineering
Jingwei Li, Computer Science
*Qun Li, Accounting
*Charles Ernest Peter Light, Accounting
Chih-Wei Lin, Computer Science
Yuhan Lin, Computer Science
Alexander Jacob Lind, Physics
Ao Liu, Computer Science
*Ken Liang Liu, Mechanical Engineering
Linyu Liu, Finance

*Recipent of a double degree

*Thomas Trevor Loeffler, Electrical Engineering
Pratik Mukeshchandra Lotia, Telecommunications
Kelsey Marie Loury, Integrative Physiology
Dillon Marshall Love, Chemical Engineering
*Jing Lu, Accounting
*Joseph Lytwyn, Civil Engineering
John Madden, Business Analytics
Akshatha Madhan Gopal, Business Analytics
*Anna M. Mager, Accounting
Angela Christine Maio, Mechanical Engineering
Sangita Maity, Telecommunications
*Haley N. Manchester, Chemical Engineering
Phillip Thomas Maple, Mechanical Engineering
Andrea Mariani, Integrative Physiology
Gregory James Maris, Civil Engineering
*Taylor Elizabeth Marshall, Integrative Physiology
Anthony William Martillotti, Integrative Physiology
Alina M. Martinez, Materials Science and Engineering
*Kaitlyn Mataya, Accounting
Jordan Hugh Maxwell, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
*Cameron Michael Maywood, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Derek William McCartney, Integrative Physiology
*Brennan George McConnell, Computer Science
Corey McDonald, Physics
*Erin Michaela McDonnell, Chemical Engineering
Laura Kristine McKinley, Business Analytics
*John Michael McNaughton, Accounting
*Emma Katherine Meara, Accounting
Alan Spencer Medinger, Applied Mathematics
Marko Melnick, Integrative Physiology
Adrian Michael Merritt, Physics
Jinpeng Miao, Telecommunications
Brennan Joseph Middleton, Civil Engineering
Ryan Militello-Hourigan, Mechanical Engineering
Damian Miralles, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Ipsita Mishra, Chemical Engineering
Vibhav Mishra, Computer Science
Shane Karl Mitchell, Mechanical Engineering
Almeqdad Mohammad, Civil Engineering
Samantha Lee Molnar, Computer Science
Shirley Montero Quesada, Computer Science
Jeffrey Michael Moore, Physics
*Marie Erin Moore, Business Administration
Justin Michael Moreng, Integrative Physiology
Timothy Ward Morrissey, Technology, Media and Society
*Stephen Neil Morton, Mechanical Engineering
Anagbog Rajendra Mowye, Telecommunications
*Alan Moy, Computer Science
*Travis Hinton Moyer, Telecommunications
Archish Muralidharan, Materials Science and Engineering
Matthew Robert Muszynski, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Harram Natarajan, Electrical Engineering
Michael Nathanson, Chemical Engineering
Mridula Natarajan, Computer Science
Nicole Marie Neu-Yagle, Museum and Field Studies
Kia Boon Ng, Physics
Christina Quyen Nguyen, Computer Science
Huy Quang Nguyen, Electrical Engineering
Tomasz Nielsen, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Marina Nieto, Civil Engineering
Emma Ann Nofsinger, Museum and Field Studies
Patrick Nordeen, Chemistry
*Philip David Nystrom, Mechanical Engineering
Kelsi Marie Oddo, Business Analytics
Liesbet Olaerts, Civil Engineering
*Eric Olin, Taxation
*Samuel Lucas Oliver, Mechanical Engineering
Olivia Anne O'Tool, Finance
Kimberlee Ott, Civil Engineering
Sham Prasad Pallathakodi Subramanya, Computer Science
*Sienna Lindsey Palos, Civil Engineering
Michael Jonathan Thomas Parish, Mechanical Engineering
Joon Soo Park, Civil Engineering
Joseph Yoosang Park, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Mose Park, Business Administration
Richard John Parker, Computer Science
Ishaan Patel, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
*Jacob Carlton Pauly, Accounting
Onkar Dattatraya Pawar, Electrical Engineering
Nicholas Paul Pellatz, Physics
Marielle Minassian Pellegrino, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Thomas Adam Peppers, Business Analytics
*Nina Alexis Perez, Taxation
Leidy Fabiana de la Coromoto Pérez Rebullén, Telecommunications
*Seth Stanton Perry, Computer Science
*Jordan Bradley Peters, Computer Science
Eric Steven Peterson, Environmental Engineering
*Madeline Peterson, Accounting
*Tyler Thomas Peterson, Accounting
Jason Pfund, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Daniel Douglas Phillips, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
*Madeline Hua Pluto, Civil Engineering
Christopher Alexander Pocs, Physics
Denise Christine Powell, Technology, Media and Society
Shruthi Prasad, Telecommunications
Jasmine Taylor Prosch, Business Analytics
Lin Qi, Environmental Engineering
Samuel Johnson Rainbolt, Business Administration
Chaitra Ramachandra, Computer Science
Drake Alexander Ranquist, Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences
Madhavi Kachur Rao, Telecommunications
Varsha Vinay Rao, Chemical Engineering
Mathew Jon Rasmussen, Chemical Engineering
Avinash Ratnavel Maharaj Ratnavel, Telecommunications
Stephanie Anne Redfern, Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
*Isabel Shoshana Riedner, Accounting
Shriya Dilip Rodi, Electrical Engineering
Rachel Rother, Integrative Physiology
Hannah Rosenberg, Integrative Physiology
André Rolando Rosete, Telecommunications
*Issac Dylan Ross, Mechanical Engineering
*Ansel Rothstein-Dowden, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
*Christopher Gregory Rouw, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Shawn Rupp, Architectural Engineering
Alexander Joshua Ruppe, Chemical Engineering
Michael Joseph Rush, Civil Engineering
Mecarley Rutledge, Technology, Media and Society
Margaret Maria Rybak, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Aman Samayar, Electrical Engineering
Joseph Isaac Samaniego, Physics
Kari Santos, Technology, Media and Society
Vijay Krishnan Sarangarajan, Telecommunications
Vidur Sarin, Electrical Engineering
Ankur Kulshreshtha Sarkar, Chemical Engineering
Punit Singh Sarna, Telecommunications
Rachel Leigh Schauer, Business Analytics
Kelly Elisabeth Schick, Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
*Marcus Jared Schmidt, Mechanical Engineering
*Mia Christine Schroll, Civil Engineering
Mark Schroeder, Environmental Engineering
Garrett Jeffrey Schumacher, Integrative Physiology
*Alexander Charles Schumann, Telecommunications
Meisam Sedighi, Electrical Engineering
Robert Russell Seidell, Mechanical Engineering
Sharmili S几何区, Business Analytics
Wardia Binzi Shaif, Electrical Engineering
Foram Manish Shah, Telecommunications
Harshal Yogesh Shah, Telecommunications
Soham Dhiren Shah, Telecommunications
*Soham Nalin Shah, Computer Science
Shikha Shahri, Telecommunications
Ayman M. Shafka, Telecommunications
Yuhao Shan, Business Analytics
Rahul Sharma, Telecommunications
Pratima Ashok Sherkane, Computer Science
*Isabel Shoshana Riedner, Accounting
Stephanie Ann Redfern, Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
*Yue Wei, Electrical Engineering
*Grant Rodgers Vincent, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
*Vijay Kumar Viswanathan, Taxation
*Rashmi Shetty, Computer Science
*Laura Lee Thomas, Accounting
*Morgan Talmage, Architectural Engineering
Junxiang Tang, Physics
*Alexis Lynn Tanguay, Accounting
*Madison Rae Tehven, Taxation
*Tara Elizabeth Templeman, Museum and Field Studies
Varsha Teratipally, Computer Science
*Charles Robert Thomas, Accounting
*Anshul Thakur, Computer Science
*Joshua Steven White, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Zachary Winslor White, Mechanical Engineering
*Adam Josef Wiemerslage, Computational Linguistics, Analytics, Search and Informatics
Ashton Michael Wiens, Applied Mathematics
Benjamin Reed Williamson, Chemistry
Colton Witherell, Chemical Engineering
*Nicole Woytorowicz, Applied Mathematics
Baochen Wu, Physics
Xia Wu, Taxation
Xueyan Wu, Computer Science
*Rachel Leigh Schauer, Business Analytics
Linzi Xing, Computer Science
Pranit Sanjay Yadav, Telecommunications
Joseph David Yell, Physics
Audrey Nell Young, Civil Engineering
Anna Yudina, Business Analytics
Chengkai Yue, Materials Science and Engineering Sciences
*Claire Zora Zai, Integrative Physiology
Chong Zeng, Accounting
*Ethan Daniel Zerpa-Blanco, Integrative Physiology
Che Zhang, Business Administration
Lijia Zhang, Business Analytics
Shuo Zhang, Business Analytics
*Xiaomei Zhang, Civil Engineering
Ziyi Zheng, Business Analytics
Chengpu Zhu, Chemistry
*Nicole Woytorowicz, Applied Mathematics
Benjamin Reed Williamson, Chemistry
*Alexis Lynn Tanguay, Accounting
*Vijay Kumar Viswanathan, Taxation
*Sarah Melinda Alcott Hershey, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
*Andrew Dillon Ivener, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
*Emma Rachel Ford, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
*Madisan Rae Drake, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
*Chad Douglas Franzen, Journalism
Leah Golan, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
*Leah Golan, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Sarah Melinda Alcott Hershey, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
*Katherine Crawford, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
*Katherine Crawford, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
*Katherine Crawford, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
*Katherine Crawford, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
*Katherine Crawford, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
*Katherine Crawford, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
*Katherine Crawford, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
*Katherine Crawford, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
*Katherine Crawford, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
*Katherine Crawford, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
*Katherine Crawford, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
*Katherine Crawford, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
*Katherine Crawford, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
*Katherine Crawford, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
*Katherine Crawford, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
*Katherine Crawford, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
*Katherine Crawford, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Anna Isabelle Kraus, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Alyssa Marie Laws, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
*Erica Geneva Leppke, Linguistics
Vanesa Lopez, Educational Foundations, Policy and Practice
Erika Britt Lowfeld, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Jennifer Elizabeth MacIntryre, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Courtney Jean McPherson, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Christian Michael Miller, Russian Studies
Azita Melanie Mohtadi, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Joshua Lane Moore, English
Amy Sara Morrison, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Bailey Anna Murray-Kraft, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Christen Danelle Neugebauer, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Alan Nguyen, English
Shannon Marie Nudera, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Jacquelyn Helena O’Brien, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Katherine Adella Orlandini, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Yekaterina Pak, Russian Studies
Allie Bowen Pankonien, Art History
Esperanza Camila Pinilla, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
Diana Rapp, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Monica Y. Rico, Education Equity and Cultural Diversity
*Maximilian Emil Ruth, Applied Mathematics
Valeria Serrano, Art History
Kimberly Irene Stermer, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Kathleen Sullivan Stewart, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Megan Elizabeth Stoutenburgh, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Sean Patrick Streich, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Marcia Grace Thurston, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Kaitlyn Marie Welden, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Michael James Wheeler, Mathematics
Laura Faith Wolf, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Elizabeth Marie Wolford, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Kaelyn Marie Wood, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
*Shumin Zeng, Mathematics

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
Sayan Barman
Rhea Behram Cooper
Subhadeep Dutta
Mounika Reddy Edula
Virag Guda
Ashwath Gundepally
Vignesh Jayaram
Srishthi Khare
Sudeep Dattatraya Kulkarnimirlekar
Omkar Purandare
Diva Sampaath Kumar
Niharika Pravin Sarode
Shekhar Hulikal Satyanarayana
Saritha Senguttuvan
Savitri Senguttuvan
Aagam Hitesh Shah
Aksh Dharmendra Shah
Rishi Soni
Ashwin Sridhar
Raj Kumar Subramaniam
Vijoy Sunil Kumar
Dharmik Jayesh Thakkar
Shreyas Vasanthkumar
Bhalaji Venkatesan-Kulathu-Sundaram
Tonglei Wang

Master of Fine Arts
Yasmin Mazloom
Hillary Katherine Susz
Aaron David Treher
Johnathan Welsh
Rachel Wright

Master of Science
Isabel Primai Aguiar, Computer Science
Hamad Faisal Alarji, Environmental Engineering
Lifang Ao, Accounting
Jeet Paresh Baru, Electrical Engineering
Justin Alexander Biersmith, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Riya Biswas, Electrical Engineering
Savina Brachthaus Balcells, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
*Nathan Travis Brinks, Mechanical Engineering
*Gabriel Chapel, Mechanical Engineering
Zhaozhong Chen, Electrical Engineering
Justin Chin, Computer Science
Anna Billie Chinn, Museum and Field Studies
Isabel Corona, Applied Mathematics
Alexandre Cortiella, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
*Kailee Rose Nicolle Cox, Mechanical Engineering
*Zoey Marie Craun, Architectural Engineering
*Ashley Marie Dancer, Environmental Studies
Spencer Harrison Dewald, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Ravi Prakash Dubey, Electrical Engineering
Jeffery Erickson, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Connor David Fredrick, Physics
Gaurav Arul Gandhi, Electrical Engineering
Samantha Michelle Grey, Civil Engineering
Lucas James Haas, Geology
*Richard Alexander Havey, Accounting
Keqian Hu, Accounting

*Lee M T Huynh, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
*Petra Hynciova, Integrative Physiology
Akshay Ravikumar Iyer, Electrical Engineering
Sierra Rose Johnson, Environmental Engineering
Sahithi Kandala, Electrical Engineering
Sarang Madan Kulkarni, Electrical Engineering
*Dilara R. Madinger, Telecommunications
Hari Shreenivas Madras Vanamamalai, Electrical Engineering
Clare Marie Keil Miller, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Annika Mareike Muehlbradt, Computer Science
Dieu Linh Dao Nguyen, Electrical Engineering
Siddharth Prashant Nigam, Mechanical Engineering
Sara Elizabeth Oser, Museum and Field Studies
Rebecca Hu Page, Environmental Studies
*Levi Brown Pearson, Mechanical Engineering
*Kellan Pelting, Applied Mathematics
*Sarah Polak, Accounting
Veronica Rose Rascona, Museum and Field Studies
Sharat Ratethalli Puttaraju, Electrical Engineering
Ariel Michelle Retuta, Environmental Engineering
Emily Claire Ruby, Environmental Studies
*Michael Grant Sacia, Accounting
Sahana Sadagopan, Electrical Engineering
Arpan Kumar Sahoo, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
*Alan Sanchez, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Arian M. Sarmiento, Geology
Amber Elizabeth Schrum, Environmental Engineering
Alexis Schwartz, Technology, Media and Society
Holly Chien Seyler, Museum and Field Studies
Claire Adeline Steffen, Museum and Field Studies
Anirudh Tiwari, Electrical Engineering
*Jeff Venick, Electrical Engineering
Natalie Krystal Wadle, Museum and Field Studies
*Emily Westhafer, Accounting
Forrest McKinley Wilhoit III, Telecommunications
*Hanwen Zhao, Mechanical Engineering
Hongtian Zhu, Mechanical Engineering

*Recipient of a double degree
University of Colorado Boulder

CANDIDATES FOR UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES

The following list of candidates is not an official record that all candidates have been awarded degrees.

College of Arts and Sciences
James White, Dean

Fall 2017 Graduates

Bachelor of Arts
William James Abbate
Kelsey Erin Abila
Trevor James Adkins
Sean M. Adler
Priya Raj Agrawal
Arif Sami Al Hashmi
Mazin Mahmoud Salim Al Toubi
Jessica Michelle Albarian
Marguerite Alberts
Ashley Marie Allen
Candice Blagden Allen
Douglas Allen
Taylor Allen
Maysa Kefah Almutawa
Ariel Alonso
SuKHainah Alsaihati
Hashim Adnan Al-Saleh
Sergio Enrique Alvarez
Rachael Susan Amoroso
Leif Alexander Anders
Steffen Claus Andersen
Connor John Anderson
Josie Isabella Anderson
Reid Sylte Anderson
Tara Melodie Anderson, with distinction
Daniel Andrews
Reagan Elizabeth Anson
Natalia Joyce Aramovich
Andrew James Aranda
Catherine Anne Archer, summa cum laude, with distinction
Paulina Marie Arcari, cum laude
Max Thomas Armstrong
Shelby Drew Aronoff
Corey Matthew Aronson
Bryce Lee Badgley
Bethany Marie Baker
Rebecca Noel Balliew
Beatrice Baltscheffsky
Stephanie Elaine Barker
Joel Nehemiah Barkley
Jordan Christopher Bartels
David Edward Barud
Emily Marie Bateman, magna cum laude
Erin Anais Batt
Caitlin Elizabeth Batty
Natasha Mae Bawn

Austin Brett Baysinger
Parker Beck
Marguerite Elizabeth Behringer, magna cum laude
*Douglas Jackson Beigle
Gabriel Richard Bejarano
Brandon Michael Bell
Mason Bellber
Alexandra Catherine Belter
Mercedes Hope Benavidez
Emily Claire Bennett
Charley Raven Bensky
Alec Lloyd Benson
Marlin Ray Benson
Andrew David Berger
Emily Joy Bernhardt
Rajath S. Bhat
Amy Birch
Adam Stephen Birk
Jennifer Silva Blair
Brian Matthew Blanchard
Sean Robert Blanchard
Reid A. Blankinship
Cara Blatter, with distinction
Renée Elizabeth Blevins, with distinction
Kevin Bogard
Erik Blomquist
Kelsey Hales Bohanon
Djung Sen Hendrik Bong
Donovan Bonney
Colin Alexander Russell Bonser
Evren Adem Bora
Daniel Raul Borrastrero
David A. Bostany
Anna Louise Boucher
Charles F. Bowers
Elizabeth Ann Brady
Halle Lucille Bramer
Ana-Sophia Brande
Frederick Braun
Nicholas Edward Braun, cum laude
Benjamin Michael Brazelton
Jordan Breen
Michael Joseph Breen
Kirsten C. Brotze
Aaron Karl Broughton
*Emily Marie Brown
Emily Louise Bruder
Rikke Tjøflaat Bruusgaard, with distinction
Marissa Ann Bullock
Syrah Subhani Burke
Scott H. Burridge
Julian Michael Caballero IV
Julia Louise Camp
Carson Joseph Campbell
Charles Robert Campbell-Harris
Kathryn Eileen Cappellitti

Savannah-Anne Elizabeth Carlson, with distinction
Wesley G. Carroll
James Strack Casebolt
Erin Elizabeth Cavannaugh
Lauren Ann Cayce
Lisa Annette Cayton
Michelle Ceron
Rae Nycole Chambers
Jacqueline Salazar Chapman
Hayley Marie Edna Chase
Kaixin Chen
Emily Cameron Childers
Andrew Lee Chilton
Kyootaek Choi
Clint Edward Choka
Nikita Chowhan
Emma Maeve Clark
Morgan Danielle Clark, with distinction
Paige W. Clark
Heather Nicole Claypoole
Kenton Cobry
Darya Thea Cogswell
Colin John Cohan
Alec M. Cohen
Benjamin Odell Cole
Timothy Javaheri Coleman
Madison Colletto
Jenasys Collier
Megan Cote
Kristina Cowell
Cory Alex Cranford
Madeleine Crouch
Laura Janine Cummings
Emma Belle Cunningham
Patrick James Curtin
Kelly Christine Curtis, summa cum laude, with distinction
Nathaniel Connor Curtis
Madison Marie Dahl
Michael James Daley
Hassan Sultan Dasuki
Janette Lin Davidson
Benjamin Herman Davis
Connor Owen Davis
Stephen Andrew Davis
Kristian Erik Davison
Joshua Nashon Davy
Safiya Dawlatzai
Matthew Dawson
Gabrielle Dixon Dean
Richard Folsom Dean Jr.
Michael A. DeBolt
Allen Webster DeHoff
Elise Corinne Delaware
Angela Nicole DeLuca, summa cum laude

* Recipient of a double degree
Recipient of a double degree

Jens Christian Lovenskiold
Nathaniel James Lovato
Mariah Grace Loraine
Naomi Raquel Lopez
Arien Emanuel Looney
Marley Jo Loomis
Stephanie Moncada Mares

*Recipient of a double degree
Recipient of a double degree

Benjamin Sherlund
Jiahan Shen
Rachel Lise Shellenback
Michael Ernesto Sheldon
Jared Henry Shedrofsky
Amber Dawn Shay
Holly Marie Sharps
Olivia Lea Sharpe
Yimeng Shao
Guowei Shao
Erich Thomas Seufert
Derya Niccole Marie Senol
Dale Sandra Sekuler
Ryan Segervall
Derya Niccole Marie Senol, cum laude, with distinction
Natalie Robertson, with distinction
Bradley James Robinson
Jack Riley Robinson
Chasen Varga
Theresa Chhun)
Makayla Lauren Walters
Di Wang
Yunyang Wang
Ziyun Wang
Briana Nicole Watts
Rohan Nissantha Weerasinghe
Kayla Anne Weier
Mackenzie Leigh Welch
Natalie Elizabeth-Ann Whatley
Zachary MacGill Whitcomb
Kelly Sierra Whitman
Abigail Marie Whitmore
Callum James Whyte
Kenneth Lee Williams Jr.
"Linda Marie Williams
Brian William Wilson
"Linda Marie Williams

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Schuyler Smith DeMarinis
Iain Roy Fraser
*Puttichai Kupadakvinij, magna cum laude
Victoria Pamela Marie Lacoste
*Ariel Lucien Finn Lightsey
Elizabeth Anne Mc Naughton
Anna-Marie Monzon
Elizabeth Jane Helena Plank
Ellen Nicole Reynolds, magna cum laude, with distinction
Melanie Iris Schultz
*Matthew John Vivirito
"Linda Marie Williams

*Recipients of a double degree
### Spring 2018 Candidates

**Bachelor of Arts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kendall Abady</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fahar Abdal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majid Mohammedsaeed A Abdulfattah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amira Abdulrahim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon David Abell, with distinction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Anne Abeles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dane Vincent Abernathy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median Mesfun Abrahma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Christopher Ackourey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Margot Kiersten Adams</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keriann Marie Adamson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Douglas Affourtit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Princella Afriyie</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molly Rose Afshar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Agenar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Anthony Sant’Anselmo Agone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francisco Jabier Aguilar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorena Aguiler Santana, magna cum laude, with distinction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika Janice Aguirre</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amelia Najwa Ahmad Hairi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lily Anne Akers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saif Rashed Al Mehrzi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sahar Al Nima, magna cum laude, with distinction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samar Bader Al Tunaib</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reem Abdulmohsen Alajaji</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hussain Yousef Alameer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keane Ardalan Alavi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Patrick Albert</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Francis Albertson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenna Albrecht</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronnie Danielle Albright</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johanne Marie Odasz Albrigtsen, magna cum laude</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesse Gregory Alegria-Cunmins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toheeb R. Alejo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dmitriy Alekseev</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophia Nicole Alessi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Michael Alexander</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khaled Hani Al-Ghawas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohammad Saif Al-Hajari</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naif Mohammed Alharthi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Joseph Aliment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenna L. Allan, with distinction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayden Hicks Allan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey Nicole Allen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maia Shayne Allen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justine Kendra Allenbach</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Grace Allway</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Elizabeth Allison</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdalaziz Sultan Abdalaziz Almugairin VII</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isias Daniel Alonzo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdulwahab Dhari Alshallal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Alexander Alska</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelina Renee Alvarez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonah Benjamin Amargi-Levy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Isaias Amey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amelia Mae Amiri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayleigh Beth Amyotte</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jin An</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Recipient of a double degree</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Theresia Anderman, magna cum laude, with distinction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Anders, with distinction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Lewis Andersen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleo Andersen-Green, summa cum laude</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariana Christine Anderson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Willow Anderson, summa cum laude, with distinction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane Claire Anderson, with distinction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared J. Anderson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loran Beatrice Rebecca Anderson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Anderson, summa cum laude, with distinction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Anderson, with distinction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Lynn Anderson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophia E. Anderson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travis James Anderson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naomi Andre, summa cum laude, magna cum laude</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easton Joseph Andrykowski</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen Sydney Angeloni</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Anschel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Isaac Ansell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autumn Hazel Moon Anthony</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charli-Jean Anthony</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maile McGavin Anthony</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Ragan Anderson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tai Arima, summa cum laude, with distinction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Luciano Arman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Reiter Arribust</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbigail Arneson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandranya Lynn Arnett</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alison Katherine Arnold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachariah Shane Arnold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Arnold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailey Arrietta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mason Robert Arther</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Arthur, magna cum laude</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Elizabeth Arvola</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaney Lee Ann Ashby</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Dante Ruben Ascarrunza, with distinction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Asdourian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ildemaro Antonio Asprino Payares</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Derek Astridge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason C. Atencio-Fuentes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald Athnos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Fallert Atkinson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanie Attig</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrian Kami Auchtelonnie</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Elizabeth Augustine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torey Robert Averick, summa cum laude, with distinction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breanna Judith Avery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Emily Avis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sebastian Awatramani, summa cum laude, with distinction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margot Ellis Aymond</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Fatima Azimi, with distinction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Margaret Azlein</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luis Maria Aznar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Bade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Victor Robert Bader</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Javieria Baeza Breinbauer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalya Irena Bagdady</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan William Bailey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minaldeep Kaur Bains</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harlan Abell Bair</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clare Fairchild Baker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Patrick Baker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Baker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Claire Baker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan James Baker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sy Craig Baker, summa cum laude, with distinction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlin Hillary Ball</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyatt Ball</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan C. Banta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Barahona, with distinction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinhold Andrew Barchet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Douglas Barclay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shpetim Bardhi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Barford</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Christine Barili</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Elizabeth Barr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Nicole Barr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drew Bartnick, with distinction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey Scott Barton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Alexandra Bartone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Jane Baggall, magna cum laude</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Batchelor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha B. Battey, magna cum laude, with distinction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Thomas Bauer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron Marie Baumgardner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayla Elisabeth Baumgartner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Elizabeth Bazzoni, cum laude</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dustin Peter Beamon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Jennifer Beaughe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Garrett Beck, with distinction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leland MacKenzie Beckel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebeca Olsen Beckert</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K. Lynn Beckrich, summa cum laude, with distinction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valerie Beckwith</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haley Marie Beery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Leigh Bell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baylee Elizabeth Bell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Rae Bellavance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindley Elise Bellian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Gayle Belter, with distinction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Fernando Benaleazar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambria Kaylie Benavides</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jorge Juan Benavides</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Conner Benjamin, with distinction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nora Cameron Benner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maura Claire Bennet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Ruth Bennett</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betsy Leigh Bennett</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porter Preston Bennett, cum laude</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Alexander Benson, summa cum laude</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Berger, cum laude</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas J. Berger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Anne Berkowitz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Berman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Dominique Loree Bernal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Kylie Jo Bernard, with distinction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy Berning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell Lawrence Bertram</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birva M. Bhatt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alangkira Bhattarai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Nathan Bierig</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lara Ibrahim Binbrikan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Recipient of a double degree*
* Recipient of a double degree

Brickley Biondi
Spencer Biro
Paul Joseph Bisesi, summa cum laude, with distinction
Gunnar Ryan Blackshaw
Jules Carter David Blackwell
Samuel Holbrook Blake, cum laude
Mary Elizabeth Blalock
Max Charles Blanchard
Alexander Charles Blay
Brandon Blegen
Jona Block
Aaron Samuel Bloom
Julia Blake Bloom
Anna Elaine Anderson Bockhaus, summa cum laude, with distinction
Kerrey Lynn Bogardus
Cole Bohnsak
Jordan Boles
Elizabeth Anne Bollendonk
Toby Eugene Bollig, summa cum laude, with distinction
Tasha Jeanette Bond
Anne Quyen Bonhoure
Jamie Boone
Seth Ambrose Rogers Boos
* Leo Alexander Borasio, with distinction
Trevor Lawrence Borasio, summa cum laude, with distinction
David Michael Born
Heather Boronski
Isabelle Boucher
Kyle Bouchey
Brooke Annette Bower, magna cum laude
Natalie Elizabeth Bowes
Brendan Michael Box
Andrew Boyle
Alana Alexis Brack
Stephanie Alice Bradford
Jackson Omar Brady
Amethyst Marie Brandin
Kylee Brandt
Nelson Robert Brassell
Felipe Bravo
Nadia Elizabeth Breci, with distinction
Hailey Marie Breikss
Arthur Xavier Bremner
Rachel Ashley Brennan
Lillian Madden Brewerster
Juliana Brice
Morgan Holbrook Briggs
Rose Elizabeth Briggs, summa cum laude, with distinction
Haley Marie Brink
Emma Elizabeth Briody
Shelley Lynn Briscoe
Sydney Marie Britsch
Vladimir Alexander Brizuela
* Darin Brock
Nicole Marie Broda, magna cum laude
Dennis Junior Broderson
Ashley Renee Brogdon
Abigale Morgan Brohard
Brittany Natasha Brooks
* Royce Erickson Brousseau, magna cum laude
Larkin Louise Brousard
Alyssa Nicole Brown
Keaton William Brown, magna cum laude, with distinction
Kyle Hartland Brown
Leana Marie Brown
Sydney Brown
Tashay Bobbie Brown
Victor Alejandro Brown
Leo Frederick Bruell, summa cum laude, with distinction
Daniel Isaac Brughelli
Samantha Linda Bruning
Justin Darcy Bryan
Rory McLaughlin Bryant
Matthew Buck
Saranya Reddy Budamgunta
Patrick William Buhr, cum laude
Thao Mai Bui
Zaya Shoshana Bunch
Connor Austin Bunting
Gina Marie Burn
Laura Emily Burke
Colton John Burkhart
Eric James Burn
Christian Kyler Burns
Margaret Claire Burns
Elizabeth Lucia Burzynski
Darby Noel Butcher, with distinction
Cody Stephen Butler, magna cum laude, with distinction
Jessica Lynn Butler, with distinction
Jordyn Marc Butler
* Ryan P. Butler
Gordon Matthew Bylsma
Emma Davies Byrnes
Erika Cabrera
Ian Patrick Cadenhead, summa cum laude, with distinction
Jingwen Cai
Ningda Cai
* Tram-Anh Thi Cai
Mikaela Renee Cai
Adam Michael Calderon
Jonathan Robert Caliguire
Beau Guthrie Cameron
Alec Andreas Camp, with distinction
Scott Bradley Campana
William Aloysius Canfield
Jake Spellman Cantor
Guangle Cao
Andie Alexandra Hayes Capace
Lucas Capobianco
Tian Rose Carabello
Hector Sebastian Cardenas
Gregory James Carlisle
Alexandra Carlson
Nicholas Carlson
Gabrielle Carmely
Nathaniel Joseph Carmichael
Eric Thomas Carmitani, with distinction
Kelly Abrash Carney
Amber Rose Carrion
Mackenzie Carson
Alexander Philip Carter
Allister Robert Carter
Sara Elizabeth Casasanta
Connor Cliff Casey
Abigail Casso, with distinction
Aaron Thomas Castellana
Kiana Rose Castiglia
Peter Ivey Cathey, with distinction
Mattison Leigh Cemblais
Thomas Cerise
Jonah Charles Chamberlain
Maxx Aaron Chance
Brian Miller Chaney
Margaux Channell
Christopher Troy Chapman
Connor J. Cheek
Chengfu Chen
Cody Chen, summa cum laude, with distinction
Kevin Chen
Meijun Chen
Weiyou Chen
Yifeng Cheng
Linnea Marie Chesman
Jessica Marie Chesnut
Reid Shigeki Chesson
Zen Han Chia
Madison Grace Choate
Esther Sue Choi, summa cum laude
Ye Ji Choi
Tanay Choudhary
Taylor Channing Chouinard
Grayson James Chrisman
Hannah Brooke Christensen
* Tiffany Louise Christensen
Christian Sebastian Chrysafidis
Jane P. Chui
Dante Angelo Giotto
Mariah Constantinia Cladis
Connor Thomas Clapp
Michael Paul Clare
* Diane Marie Clapp
Shannon Lorraine Clark, with distinction
Trevor Scott Clark
Elijah Jade Clarke
Ryan Matthew Close
Christina Cohen
Derek David Cohen
Gianna Noelle Cohen
Lili Paige Cohen
Mark Cohen
Jeffrey Douglas Colburn
Allison Theresa Cole, with distinction
Mark Wood Cole
Jonathan Warren Colegrove
Natalie Virginia Coleman
Dominique Anthony Collier
Anne Dominique Colver
Hayley Rae Compton
Courtney Connolly
Jesslyn Michelle Connors
Spencer Patrick Conroy
Greyson Contag
Peter Jed Conti, cum laude
Nancy Montserrat Contreras Robles
Recipient of a double degree

Molly Day
Carl Edward Day Jr.
Jared Alexander Davis
Devin Ron Davis
Annie Emilia Szczurek Davis
Victoria Elizabeth Davies
Whitney Brooke Davidson
Andrea Leigh Davidson
Adalee Darling
Mary Eileen Danielson
Daniele Danko
Adalee Darling
Connor Ashton Dauer
Andrea Leigh Davidson
Whitney Brooke Davidson,
Victoria Elizabeth Davies
Annie Emilia Szczurek Davis,
Devin Ron Davis
Jared Alexander Davis
Carl Edward Day Jr.
Jack David Day
Molly Day

* Recipient of a double degree

*Samuel De Klerk
Tatiana Ylenia Pauline De Paz
Nico De Stefantis
Chen Yin Victoria DeAndrea
Madison Emma DeBord
Zoe Elizabeth DeBroun
Anthony James DeCamillis,
summa cum laude, with distinction
Courtney Anne Deering
Periun Austin Dehghani
Jessica Delaney
Noah Charles DeLena
Jonathan Guadalupe Delgado,
summa cum laude, with distinction
Nicholas Michael D’Elia
Lily Elizabeth Della
Kyle Thomas DeLong
James John Stevin DeLuca
Serena Joy DeLuca
Resha Kay Dennis
Claire Elyse Denny
Marissa Dent
Matthew Denton
Stefan Yuill DePetris
Michael Vincent DeSimone
Joseph Ryan DeTommaso
Kimberly Rouge DeVore
Douglas Llewellyn Dexter
Hannah Rose DeZara
Karaneer Dhinda
James Phlibin Di Giovanni
Haley Ivy Di Virgilio
Amanda Paige Diaz
Arrianna Nicole Diaz
Ford Thomas Middleton Dickinson
Mattias Sefors Pulaski Didriksen
Brendan Chase Dierker, with distinction
Megan Alexandra Dierker, with distinction
Nadia Lynn Dietrich
Rachel Karii Diigs
Joecely Diles, with distinction
Evanne Louise Dill
Caroline DiMaio
Logan Walter Dingwall
Zaleon Huy Dinh
Douglas Michael DiPaola
Kelly Marie DiPietro, with distinction
Henry Dixon
Derrick Ha Do
Mary Margaret Dobberstein
Olivia Dobberstein
Daniel Ellis Dobbs
Daniel Alexander Dodero
Else Dodge
Piper Pesha Doering
Sheil Suzanne Doherty
Mary Helen Dohrmann, with distinction
Barbara Dolejsova, magna cum laude
Braydon A. Dombro
Alexis Bibi Dominguez
Jeremiah Roque Dominguez
Bailey Carole-Levien Donaldson
Andre David Donato
Alexa Caraway Donner

Kaitlyn Rose Donovan
Erin Colvin Dooley
Kate Dooley, with distinction
John Michael Dora
William Patrick Doro
Jacob Henry Dorward
Hannah Rose Dougherty
William Whitman Downie,
magna cum laude, with distinction
Robb Jonathan Downing
Jack Elliott Drumright
Sarah Gayleen D’Souza
Rachel Taylor Ducey
Preston James Duck
Andrew Marcus Dudley
David Alexander Duggan
Alexis Dulin
Meghan Griffith Dulsky, summa cum laude,
with distinction
Samuel Rawls Price Dunbar
Augustus James Duncun
Ellie Lyons Dunlap
Caitlin Rebecca Dunne
Evan Michael Dutch
Gregory Dyba, with distinction
Margo Dyer
Richard Ray Easton
Erik Eaton
Jane Margaret Eckhout
Vivienne Hope Edridge
Rachel Marie Edson
Jennifer Edwards
John Stonebracker Edwards
Jordin Judith Egan
Heather Elizabeth Eglash
Annie Morgan Eidenschink
Dorothea Eisenberg, with distinction
Hannah Louise Eld
Tom Eytan Eldar
Nouhad El-Dirani
EllaRose Eldon
Nathaniel Elhai
*Samantha Lea Elkan, with distinction
Emma Jane Elliott
Matthew J. Elliott
Kenny James Ellis
Stuart Alexis El Nagy, with distinction
Benjamin C. Elrod, magna cum laude,
with distinction
Nina Elizabeth Elsperman
Elmahi Babiker Eltayeb
Monaz Hoshi Engineer
Joseph Engbrecht
*Caylin Rae Enoch
Ashley Nicole Enroth
Christian Jacob Erchinger
Corey Neil Erickson
Ross Jay Erickson
Kelly Ernst
Demitri Watson Ervedosa
Christopher Lawrence Erzen
Jacquelyn Marie Escobar
*Gabriella Noel Espinoza
Tyus Mashburn Esworthy
Jack Butler Evans
Kyle Evans
River Evans
Kevin Patrick Everett
Cassandra Jo Loch Evrae
Conor James Ezarik
Cora Adele Fagan, with distinction
Tyler Mark Fair, summa cum laude, with distinction
Tyler Fallon
Alexandra Dagucon Falor
Sihan Fang
Reilly Garrett Fankhauser, summa cum laude, with distinction
Kelsey Anne Farman
Jane Farragut
Jacqueline Elaine Farrell, with distinction
Shannon Farrell
William Lalon Farwell
Briana Renee Faulstich
Sarah Margaret Faust
Celine Marie Feenders
Courtney Anne Fedor, with distinction
Nicholas Fenteke
Nicolen Fernandez
Jennifer Jacqueline Ferrall
Skye Mara Festog
Giagnabriel Enrico Fiatarone
Leontha Davon Fields Jr.
Anthony Joseph Filson
Eileen Sarah Findlay
Lane Aaron Fisch
Sean Wallace Flaherty
*Jessica Flanagan
Noah Toliver Hamilton Flanary
Benjamin Joseph Flandermeyer
Dylan Flanders
Alex William Fledderjohn
Adeline Foley Fleegel, with distinction
Nichole Ann Fleischmann
Morgan Gareth Fleming
Tiffany Fleming
Dana Eileen Flickinger
Dylan Kief Fliss
Daniela Edith Flores
Eduardo Flores
*Jake Anthony Flores
Ryan Fontaine
Alexandra Grace Fontana
Samantha Nichole Fonte, with distinction
Andrew Mark Forbes
Davis J. Ford
Kevin David Ford, with distinction
Darcy Lee Forsythe
Rachel Fost
Molly Kathleen Rogers Foster, with distinction
Magdalena Fountoukidis, with distinction
Dylan Taylor Fox, with distinction
Leslie Grace Fox
Quinton Michael Frahm
Jeanelle France, cum laude
Kelley Elizabeth Francis
Brendon Dean Frazier
Schuyler Rein Freeman
Theodore Robert Freeman
Cassia Ashen Fremit
Amanda Marie Freshour
JoEllen Nicole Friesa
Samuel Cole Freund
Barbara Franziska Frey
Maya Friedli Schroeder
Caroline Amy Friedman
Ethan Z. Friedman-Brauner, magna cum laude, magna cum laude
Sean Kepler Fritter
Sophia Blakeslee Frohardt
Christopher Joseph Frulla
Cameron Robert Frye
Siyan Fu
Phoebe Fuller
Emma M. Fullerton, with distinction
Sarah Irene Fulton
Maria Teresa Fumagalli
Andrew Jared Funk
Steven Edward Funk
Jordan Christian Fushimi
Carlo Rafael Gabriel
Magdalena Maria Gach
Grace Gahan
Brooke Taylor Gallagher
Jake Gallaher
Megan Gallaugher
Ryan Michael Galloway, summa cum laude
Alexandra Wingate Galtney
Trenton Lee Gambler
Emily Kaye Gammill
Seth Michael Gans
Valerie Gao, with distinction
Yidong Gao
Yilin Gao
Zhaoyi Gao
Kathleen Elizabeth Gardner
Samuel Garlick
Caroline Michelle Garey
Mark Alexander Garrett
Tyler Gasaway
Paden E. Gatlin
Julian Michael Gay
Grace Gedrich
Bethany Lynn Gehler
Courtney Diane Geisert
William Gardner Geisz
Dylan Scott Gemna
Eric M. George
Jennifer George
Emily Martha Geras
Pauline Gabrielle Gerd
Claire Helene Gerland
Rachael Gessert, magna cum laude
Abaynesh Alemu Gethun
Saba Ghaffari
Kyle James Giacomini
Angela Catherine Gianfriaco
André Gianfrancesco
Anna Reed Gibson
Emily Catherine Gibson, with distinction
Jaylen Edward Gideon
Davis Cecilia Gidney
Drake William Savoni Giese
William Gieser
Robert Davidson Gilbert
Peter MacIntyre Gilbertz
Hannah Madeleine Gill
Kaitlin Gilmore
Lane Ginsbern, summa cum laude, with distinction
Christopher Ryan Ginsburg
Matthew Diego Vincent Giordano
Gregory Ryan Giovannetti
Eric Gilberto Giron
Benjamin Franklin Girton
*Dareck Christopher Giuliani, magna cum laude
Teagan Hanleigh Glass, magna cum laude
Alysha Taylor Gleason
Nicole Glenewinkel
Madeline M. Glenn
Emily Raill Lorraine Glick
Gabriela Glumac
Sarah Godine
Preston John Godkin, magna cum laude
Kendall Jackson Goduto
Daniel John Goebel
Dalton Allan Goes
Shayna Esther Goldstein
Justin Andrew Goldt
Zoe Ann River Goldthwaite
Andres Eduardo Gomez
Mateo Salvador Gomez
Kayla Madison Gonik
Diego Alejandro Gonzalez
Vanessa Gonzalez
Vanessa Grace Gonzalez
Joel Adrian Gonzalez-Bolivar
Valerie Nicole Gooch
William Richard Goode III, summa cum laude, with distinction
Priyanka Gopinath
Zoie Gorelik
Benjamin Murray Gottsegen
*Chandler Grace Gould
Anabel Marie Goulding
Harrison Gowen
Stefan Gramp
Eliza Mary Granahan-Field
Corina Jayne Graves
John McLellan Gray
Jessica Amelia Greaney
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Greaney
Deric Clayton Green
Faye Green
Joel Ronald Greenstein
Oliver James Greenwald
*Graham Griffin
Jordan Marie Griffin
McKenna Elaine Griffiths
Sophia Claire Griggs
Joseph Robert Griso, magna cum laude, with distinction
Michael John Gronstal
Gabrielle Groves
George Joseph Gruber VII
Monika Haley Guettel
Hayden Richard Gul
*Erika Gulija, with distinction
Laurence Hassler Gumina
Victoria Ashlea Gunter, with distinction
Amrita Gupta
Geneva Rose Gurule
Annika Lynn Gustafson, magna cum laude
Makenzie Guth
Isaiah Ray Guzman
*Kimberly Habicht
Michael Todd Habilston
Peter Tashi Hackett, magna cum laude
David Haddad, with distinction
Jena Casey Hadlock
Amanda Lynn Haeberle
Emma Hagen
Hannah Elizabeth Hagen
Daniel Albert Hague
Andrew Richmar Hahn
Wyatt Alexander Haines
Janae Hale
*Cade Michael Haley
*Sarah Halpern, with distinction
Rachel Elizabeth Halverson, summa cum laude, with distinction
Dakotah Lynn Hamilton, with distinction
Shandra Marie Hamilton
Brett Joseph Hammontree
Austin John Hampton
Sean Michael Hampton
Jordan Tierney Hamrick
Isaac Evan Hanemann
Jessica Caylee Hankins
Emma Louise Hankinson
William John Hanlon
Veronika Boula Hanna
Frank J. Hannigan, summa cum laude, with distinction
Katherine Jean Hanousek
*Emma Katherine Hanratty
Zachary Dennis Hanson
Shane Hanssler
Samuel Ian Harazin
Elena Janelle Hardiman
Kayla Marie Hardin-Lawson
Anna Katherine Harkabus, with distinction
Kaitlynn Jean Marie Harless, cum laude
Rachel Ann Harmon
Stephanie Rose Harris, summa cum laude, with distinction
Cullen Michael Hart
Alexander Hartman
Hunter Scot Hartmann
Bobbie Rose Hatcher
Robert Alan Hauck
Andrew Edmund Hauser
Sheridan Francis Hawkins
Emily Elizabeth Hayden, summa cum laude, with distinction
Amanda Taylor Hayes
Patrick Flint Hayes
Kevin Paul Haynes
Aaron Promes Haynos
Stuart Robert Hays

John Christopher Hazel
Terra Louise Hazen
Jane Healey
Erin Elizabeth Healy
Joseph James Hearty
Audrey Hearne, with distinction
Maya Felina Heath
Jessica Hei
Savannah Heiden
Julia E. Heil
Trevor Rodman Heinrichs
Ryan Heller
Rebecca Helmuth, magna cum laude
Lily Heltzer
Thomas Eric Hempthill
Thomas Ryan Henderson
Parker Cole Hendrickson
Alois Moore Henries
Ashley Nicole Hensche
Cameron Reeder Hepe
Xee Her
Chelsea Ann Herbertson
Hannah Elizabeth Herbst
Jeremy Paul Herder
Molly Paige Hernandez
Seth Jacob Hernandez
Efren Herrera Hurtado, magna cum laude
Christopher Coulson Herrick
Preston Herring
Carly Noelle Herrmann
Andrew Tomko Herrold
Taylor Jenae Hickerson
Nora Campbell Hickins, magna cum laude
Melisa Gabriela Hidalgo-Cuellar
Justin William Higgins
Katherine Nicole Higgins
Michaela Higgins
Daniel Hill
Kigan Calla Hill
Sasha Hill
Max Stephen Hiltabiddle
Micaela Lee Hines
Sydney Jayne Hines
Joseph Mateo Hinojosa
Parker Christian Hinton, summa cum laude
Isaac Louis Hinz, magna cum laude, with distinction
Steven Michael Hlavac Jr.
Tracy San Ho
Corey Hodge
Charles Fenno Hoffman
Keleigh Anne Hoffman
Kyle Christopher Hoffman
Monica Hisako Hoffman
Richard Walker Hoffmann
James Thomas Hofmann
*Rhonda Lynn Hohn, with distinction
Colin Howard Hokanson
Jake Carl Holmes
Kaley Shay Holmes, summa cum laude, with distinction
Lara Rae Holstein
Nyita M. Hooper
Conner William Hoops
Peter Hope

Reagan Jenae Hopp
Keyle Lynn Horton, summa cum laude, with distinction
Kirsten M. Horvath
Kay E. Howarth
Jordan Taylor Howell
Qiyao Hu
Adan Huang
Sunzeyu Huang
Wil Scott Hubbard
Jonathan Eyre Huckins
Haley Jewell Hudgens, with distinction
Monika Dain Huhobnik
Margot Hudson
Chris John Huffman
Sharon Esther Huh, with distinction
Ian Hui
Antonio Paulino Huizar, summa cum laude
Yvonne Lula Elisabeth Humphry
Yasmine M. Hund
Shawna Rae Hunt
Channing James Hurley, with distinction
Hannah McKim Hurley
William Bowden Hurwitz
Adam Veikko Husa
Joshua W. Huxey
Donald Brownlee Hutchinson III
*Petra Hyncicova
Alexis Sims Hyyppa
Michael Ibrahim
Kyle William Iezzi
Tomoki Theodore Igi
Erika Josefini Isa
Michael Aaron Ilizarituri
Akram Imam
Justin Inclan
Trevor Joseph Insen
Rei Isebe
Jordan Lee Isom, with distinction
Vishnu Iyer, magna cum laude
Cody Joseph Jackson
Keli Nalu Patricia Jackson
Veronica Sheila Dorothea Jacobi
Jack Nikolas Jacobson
Vincent Joseph Rogowski Jaconsi
Andreas Luciano Jaen
Matthew Brandon Jagiello, with distinction
Kahdijah I Shepherd James
Amr Jan
Kevin Sung Won Jang
Ankhyayar Jansan
Aidan Donealan Jared
Elijah Charles Jarocki
Ryan Jarvis
Samantha Leigh Jayne, with distinction
Durango D. Jenkins, summa cum laude
Laura Gabrielle Jensen, with distinction
Matthew William Jensen
Sarah D. Jensen
Yi Ji
Zhuangzhun Jiang
Lauren Rachel Jimenez
Camden Robert Johnic
David Mitchell Johnson
Gary William Johnson
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Recipient of a double degree

* Recipient of a double degree

Hunter Mitchell Johnson  
Julian Johnson  
Katherine Adelle Johnson  
Lauren Caley Johnson  
Mackenzie James Johnson, cum laude  
Michael David Johnson, summa cum laude, with distinction  
Quynce Johnson, magna cum laude  
Brittney Rose Johnston, summa cum laude, with distinction  
Devyn Johnston  
Nicholas Timothy Jonas  
Alexandra Christine Jones  
Brian Christopher Jones  
*Claire Grace Jones  
Devon Thomas Jones, with distinction  
Kaylee Taylor Jones  
Marie Davis Jones, with distinction  
Shawnta Lenee Jones  
*Trevor Matthew Jones, with distinction  
Hannah Ann Jorgensen, summa cum laude, with distinction  
Kushal Parimal Joshi  
Alice Joyal  
Alexandra Gene Juarez-Aragon  
Elena Nicole Judd, summa cum laude, with distinction  
Mina Nimtaj Kabiri  
Ariel Hadara Kahn  
Emili Kay Kaiman  
Isaiah Omray Kaiser  
Matthew Kaiser  
Sandra Nicole Kalavity  
Melanie Beth Kalin  
Alexander Kalos  
Allyson Brockman Kang  
Eric Kang  
McKenzie Downs Cannon  
Scarlet Delilah Kaplan  
Zoe Rae Karbin, magna cum laude  
Pratik Karki  
Joseph Frederick Karonis  
Ryan Thomas Karpovage  
Sravya Karumanchi  
Nejat Abdu Kassahun  
Rachel Marie Kastanek  
Yuhta Lewis Katai  
Anne Kaufman  
Troy Kayne  
Rebecca Claire Kazen, summa cum laude, with distinction  
Jeffrey James Kearney  
Lek Hui Kee  
Leah Elisabeth Cowan Keen  
Amanda Ulrika Keith  
Brenna Louise Kelley  
Caroline Amanda Jane Kelley  
Ryan Thomas Kelley  
Anne Katherine Kelly  
Conor Jordan Kelly, summa cum laude, with distinction  
Grant Christopher Kelly  
Jack Kelly  
Katelyn Marie Kelly  
Kendall Carole Kemp  
Annette Kendrick  
Grace Edward Kendzierski, magna cum laude  
Blake John Kenerson  
Andrew Chapin Kennedy  
Devin Quinn Kennedy  
Zachary Curtis Kennedy  
Hayden William Keown  
Cooper J. Kerman  
Samantha Elizabeth Kerr  
Bryton Kessel  
Eyere Ketia  
Bethany Jean Keupp, cum laude  
Farjana Ria Khan  
Kashfi Qainat Khan  
Phillip Kickbush  
John Kicklighter Jr.  
Nozomi Kiio  
Darby Scott Kiernan  
*Bu Sun Kim, with distinction  
Hannah Kim  
Jae Ho Kim  
Jeremy Choe Kim  
Seong Hoon Kim  
Cian Joseph Kinderman  
Brendan Michael King  
George Mezavier King  
*Conner Tayes Kingsley, magna cum laude  
Patrick Bjane King-Templeton  
Joshua James Kirby  
Patrick Xavier Kirby  
*Jillian Hai Yan Kirchner, with distinction  
Ellen Madeline Kitsos  
David Martin Kleckner  
Joseph Klein  
Lillian May Klein  
*Julian Iian Kley  
Amanda Gail Knapp  
Benjamin Knappe  
Bailey Marie Knaub  
Emma Hersey Kniffin  
Jonathon Knight  
Travis Lewis Knopf  
Brandon Alexander Knutson, with distinction  
Hannah Christine Kobrack  
Sydney Morgaine Kochevar  
Ashley Christina Koelsch  
Mattias Koenigsfest Azcui  
Elin Lynn Koerner  
Hannah Nicole Kokes  
Joshua Eric Kolber  
Liam Cassidy Kolber  
Christine Alexandra Kolk  
Maximiliano Allen Koneff  
Kyoin Koo, magna cum laude, with distinction  
Morgan Taylor Koobs  
Jacob Ryan Korst, with distinction  
*Derek Lawrence Kosakowski  
Akhil Kosaraju  
Gabriela Elizabeth Koski  
Kendall Leigh Koslosky  
Bailey Marie Kowalczyk, with distinction  
Jeremy David Kowalski  
Rebecca Lynne Krafcheck  
Samuel James Kragh  
Erin Anita Krahn, magna cum laude  
Nathan Cody Kramer-Kurland  
Meredith Amelia Krautler-Klemme  
Kyle James Edington Kravit  
Gabrielle Kreft  
*Chase Alexander Kregor  
Kai Lienne Kresek, summa cum laude  
Michael Renato Kristofich, summa cum laude, with distinction  
Emily Ruth Krizmanich, summa cum laude  
Madeleine Cecelia Krueger  
Yvonne Margaret Seabi Krumrey, summa cum laude, with distinction  
Evan James Kubik, Taylor Anne Kugler  
Mackinzi Kuhlhoie  
Jennifer Marie Kuhn  
Benjamin Michael Kunisch  
Jacki Rose Kunze  
Katrina Kurokawa  
Blake Scott Kurz  
Lucas Andrew Kwerpeland  
Steven Andrew Kyker  
Jenny La  
*Alanna Christianne Lacey  
Jennifer Ladouceur, summa cum laude, with distinction  
John Robert LaCassey III  
Paul-Robert Laliberte  
Rasmi Lamichhane  
Magdalena Landa-Posas  
Rebecca Joy Landau, magna cum laude  
Brooke Langley  
Dylan James Langa, summa cum laude, with distinction  
Savanah Lankford  
Martine Johanna Lanslots  
Francis Lanzano  
Alexis LaRocca  
Kristopher Allen Larsen  
Mark Andrew Larsen II, with distinction  
Britt William Larson  
Eric Tyler Larson  
Samuel Bennett Lassiter  
Jacob Harrison Latchaw  
Eric Lau  
Melanie Elizabeth Lauener  
Kaya Claudia Arizona Law  
Matthew Ryan Lawler  
Erie June Lawless  
*Blake Morris Lawrence  
*Kaitlyn Nicole Lawrence  
Michael Andrew Lawson, with distinction  
Andie Marie Layne  
Kenny Le  
Kevin Le, with distinction  
Kevin True Duy Le  
Khoa Le  
Ryann Elizabeth Leahy  
Sarah Revere LeBuhn  
Vito-Antonio David Leccese  
Audrie Marie Lee  
Brian Lee  
Cameron Howard Lee  
Cassidy Lee  
*Recipient of a double degree
Recipients of a double degree:

- Lacey Marriah Lucas
- Nathaniel Christian Luber
- Jack Geyao Lu
- Elise Lina Lu
- Ariel Lozovsky
- Stephanie Smith Lowinger
- Tessa Renee Martinez

*Recipient of a double degree*
Recipient of a double degree

Cory Donavan Morales

* Recipient of a double degree

Katherine Elizabeth Mehien
Alexandra Rae Mejia, cum laude
Taryn Cambry Melendez

Cindy Mendez

Naomi Mendoza

MacKenzie Marie Meno, with distinction
Erin Gail L. Mercado
Fernando Mercado
Melissa Ann Merritt, magna cum laude
Carlton Wysocki Mesker
Gerlaucus Marimus Max Messenger Bouricius
Rachel Naomi Meyers, magna cum laude
Tianna Meyers, with distinction
Markie Ann Mica
Spencer Davis Milbrandt
McCall Farrington Miles
Matthew James Milkovich
Chasen Miller

Emily Juliet Miller
Isaac Neil Miller

Jessica Rose Miller, summa cum laude, with distinction
Kenneth Russell Miller, with distinction
Kyler Miller, magna cum laude
Lucas Allen Miller
Nicholas Stephen Miller
*Nicole Christine Miller
Shannon Lynne Miller, with distinction
Taylor Joanne Miller
Tory Miller

Luke Alan Millisor, cum laude
Valerie Miliner
Laura Ann Minkoff
Anna Mintz Shankova
Jasmine Nicole Mitchell
Isabella Rose Mobilian
*Jasmin Nakagawa Mobley
Kevin Keith Mocke

Emily Jane Mone

Emily Mac Monk, cum laude, with distinction
Perrine Lea Monnet, with distinction
Madeleine Louise Montiel
Erin Grace Moody
Hannah Caitlin Mook
Emma Isabel Moon, magna cum laude
Taylor Moon, magna cum laude
Camille Marie Moore
Haley Kathleen Moore
Matthew Moore
Matthew Robert Moore
*Andres Felipe Mora, cum laude
Debora Carolina Morais
Cory Donavan Morales

Stephanie Cayla Mordoh
Raven Rose Moreland, summa cum laude, with distinction
Nicole Leyla Morey
Brianna Elizabeth Morgan, with distinction
Elise Morgan
Kaycee Jayne Morgan, magna cum laude
Lana Arielle Morgan
Samantha June Morgan, with distinction
Noemi Claudine Moritz
Susan Elizabeth Morrell
Alyssa Meagan Morris, with distinction
Dalton Morris
Delaney Chryistine Morris
Justin Henry Morris
Nicholas James Morris
Jan Emilio Morrison
Hannah Alene Morse, with distinction
Molly Anne Mortimer
*Sean Kevin Moss
Samuel Mote
Tanner Francis Mostau
Ashley Nicole Moyer
Adrienne Nicole Mueller, cum laude
Ellen Mueller
Jared Donn Muenks
Sara Marie Mundo
Madison Elaine Munns
Sarah Munoz, summa cum laude
Bryan Ivan Murillo
Caitlyn Rose Murphy-Dunn
Nivetha Muruganantham, with distinction
Robert Britt Musselwhite Jr.
Nurin Syukrina Mustapha Kamal
Alexandra Michele Myers
Nicole Myers
Tristan James Myers
Arif Nadiai
Kristen Marie Nadolski
Surabhi Nair
Justin Alex Nanberg
Rebecca Naimi Naous
Alexander Napolitan
Laura Nasky
Camella-Rosa Camille Nasr, magna cum laude
Carly Lauren Nathel
William Nausha
Nishellie Devanji Navaratte
Maria Jose Navarro, cum laude
Margaret Neely
Sarah Emily Neff
Zoe Angela Nefouse
Devin Charles Neilly
Chiara Raffaelli Neilson, summa cum laude, with distinction
David Paul Otis Nelson
Erin Nichole Nelson
Jonathan Bartlett Nelson
Lindsay Erika Nelson
William Scott Nelson
Kelly Ann Nemeth
Rebecca Nerzig
Alisa Virginia Nesmith
Josiah Mitchell Neumann
Roseanna Marie Neupauer, with distinction
Kyleen Newman, with distinction
Mathilda Rose Newman, with distinction
Zachary P. Newquist
Clara Tran Nguyen
Anthony Tam Ngo
Kieu Linh Vu Nguyen
Vivian Vy Nguyen
Yung Thanh Nguyen
Samuel Christian Nieb
Christopher Kipp Nilson
Jabree Kaylechi Njemanze
Hayden Ross Noel
Christiana Lee Noll
Mollie Jean Noller
Abigail Lauren Noonan
Dallas Daniel Normile
Alisa Rose Norris
Samuel Michael Norton
Melanie Lyn Nun, with distinction
*Virgil Alexander Nunan, summa cum laude, with distinction
Alexis Rachel Nutkiewicz
David Nyberg
Tristan Abby Nycum
Jessica L. Nysted
Anne Sheehan O'Connor
Elizabeth O'Connor
Brennan O'Hagan
Paige Emma O'Hagan
Patrick O'Hara
Madeline Simmons Ohaus
Halle Katherine Ohlmeier
Emily Grace Oldani
Gunsanaa Olonbayar
John Douglas Olsen Jr.
April Swan Olson
Karl Axel Olsson-Deem
Katlyn Maria O'Mara
Taylor Elizabeth Jo O'Neal, with distinction
Sloane O'Neill
Mazi-Mathias Chukwuezi Onyeali
Rajon O'Quinn
Thomas Anthony Orabuena
Brittney Susan Orlando
Brenda Yunue Ortiz Torres
Kathryn Elizabeth Osborn
Seth Gregory Osborn, with distinction
Morgan Osterling
Jack Philip Ostrand
Conrad Ottom

Ashley Owen
Sarah Owen
Olivia Lorraine Owlett
Rachel Pabelico
Ryan Gregory Paglione
Charlotte Carol Pahl, with distinction
Klaudia Palczynska
Stuti Pandey
Christopher Joseph Reilley Panella, with distinction
Kathy Pang
Kristopher Michael Pantoliano  
Karah Ashley Panwell  
Gabrielle Anna Paolini  
Kelsey Anne Papadatos  
Gage Ethan Papierski  
Hayley Park  
Louis Sangjun Park  
Dane Park  
Bailey Katherine Parker, summa cum laude, with distinction  
Tiffany Michelle Parker  
Kyle Gene Parmley  
Griffin James Parr  
Ashley Marie Parriott  
Benjamin Ross Parsons  
Krista Alyssa Parsons  
Jae Mi Paschal  
David Francis Pasquale  
Mira Victoria Kiran Patel  
Rodrigo Manuel Paton Micale, cum laude  
Sloane Piper Patterson  
Timothy Richard Hans Patterson  
Taylor Alexander Pattison  
Alexandra Alise Paul  
Malvine Isabelle Paul  
Juliet Nancy Payne  
Cameron Michael Payseno, cum laude  
Jessica Paige Pearson  
Britney Taylor Pederson  
Alexandra Pedrazza, magna cum laude  
Russell Pede  
Dale Roy Peffer  
Alexander Peelman  
Stephen Cole Pelham  
Tyler Preston Pelkey  
*Kellin Pelrine, summa cum laude  
Deion Robert Pena  
Alec Michael Perez  
Sergio Perez  
Zachary Michael Perrin  
William Blake Perry  
Ian Pessah  
Alexandria Jade Peters  
Douglas S. Peters  
Jorit Christian Pfleiderer  
Y Nhi Thi Pham  
Savanna Brooke Phelan-Jones  
Ryan James Phibbs  
Cameron L. Phillips  
Madison Daniels Phillips, with distinction  
Nathan B. Phillips  
Alice Thais Phipps  
Tyler Thomas Piehl  
John Tilton Pierce Jr.  
Dylan Pins  
Alice Megan Pinson  
Elliott Pizer  
Theresa Victoria Pfachter  
Chloe Alexandra Plaisance, with distinction  
Nathan Joseph Plattner, cum laude  
Emma Lee Plentl  
Chelsea Marie Polak  
Jasmine Kyla Polkowske, with distinction  
Samantha Pollak  
*Stephanie Kathryn Polutschko  
Sylvi Marie Pomerinke  
Selin Isabella Ponce  
Andrew Joseph Poole, with distinction  
 Paxton David Poonsipet  
Tyler Joseph Portenier  
Emily Claire Porter  
*Fallon Carol Porter  
Adriana Portillo  
Vincent John Postiglione  
Brett Walker Poulton  
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Powell, with distinction  
Wyatt Chasney Powell  
John Emmett Powers  
Nicholas Edward Powers  
Kaylee Rae Pratt, with distinction  
Emma Louise Morgan Presley  
Sydney Elizabeth Price  
Ryan Joseph Prinz  
Paris Demetri Fritchett  
Peyton Alexis Fritske  
Michael Thomas Procko, magna cum laude  
Tyler Reece Pryor, with distinction  
Joseph John Pucciarelli, with distinction  
Natalie Pulvino  
Noppadol Panuebhsay, with distinction  
Madison Lanoe Purdy  
Avery Jo Puricelli  
Nina Putnam  
*Amir Shah Qadri  
Odysses Khalil Quarles, magna cum laude  
Cameron L. Quigley, with distinction  
Conner Quinn  
Kevin Michael Quinn  
Juan Pablo Quinonez  
Rachael Quirke  
Danielle Louise Raasch  
Steven Rabinovich  
Ethan Ross Rabinowitz  
Meredith Radte  
Purushka Sofia Rae  
Rafi Rahman  
Adam Paul Ramberg  
Hairil Ramena  
Leah Ellen Ramey  
Jack Ramos  
Jenna Gillian Barrall Ramos  
Silahi Ramos  
Jesus Ramos Miramontes  
Sydnie N. Randall  
Cameron Damian Rand-Luby  
Ross Anthony Ranelli  
Charles Andrew Rasmussen  
*Jakob Peter Ugen Rasmussen  
Mohira Nacib Rassel  
Alexander Robert Ratcliff-Jones  
Lita Rattanakit, with distinction  
Bipasha Ray  
Kuval Ray  
Madison Marie Razook  
Bailey Marie Reagan  
Scott Christopher Reba  
Connor Andrew Redman  
Robert Miller Reedy, magna cum laude, with distinction  
Michael R. Rees  
Carter Reid  
Matthew John Reid  
Owen Jeffrey Reilly  
Kimberly Joi Reinhardt  
Morgan Boe Reisacher  
Joseph M. Reiter  
Bita Mariam Rejai  
Celeste Renn  
Neely Hannah Retig  
Robert Loren Retig  
Hannah Reyes  
Jessica Reynolds Nguyen  
Evelyn Grace Rhodes  
Sterling Rhodes  
Andrea Ribeiro de Noronha Sales  
Nina Marie Rice  
Anthony Joseph Richardsen  
Breilie France Richardson  
Trent Richardson  
Ryland Adam Richart  
Justin Richman, summa cum laude, with distinction  
Oriana Marie Richmond  
Austin Michael Ricks  
Rachel Hilia Rigden, summa cum laude, with distinction  
Katherine Anne Riley  
Kyle Brian Rimer  
Jessica Nicolette Rinald  
Matthew Rindal  
Kelsea Jane Rindler  
Angel Rios Martinez  
Samantha Nicole Ripeley, with distinction  
Cassandra Jane Rippy  
Jessica Michelle Rittenhouse  
Emma Susan Ritter  
Kimberly Aranda Rivera  
Emma Rixen  
Aaron Nicholas Roach  
Priya Bea Robb  
Max Jacob Robbins  
Brooke Roberts  
James Farrell Roberts  
*Madeline Marie Roberts  
Madison Courtney Roberts  
Rangely Elizabeth Lyn Roberts  
Jack Stuart Robertson, cum laude  
Tayler Diane Robertson  
Benjamin B. Robinson  
Diego Moises Roca Jaramillo  
Leo Alan Loudres Rocha  
Peter Robert Rock II, summa cum laude, with distinction  
Grae Ferrer Roda  
Christopher Rodell  
Daisy Rodriguez  
Franco Ivan Rodriguez  
Jacob Joshua Lee Rodriguez, summa cum laude, with distinction  
Maya Elisea Rodriguez  
Reyna Amalia-Margarite Rodriguez  
William Walker Roe  

*Recipient of a double degree
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Justin Rainville Roehling
Michael Wolfgang Roesler
Abigail Anna Rogers
Erin Rogers
Leah Michelle Rogers
Karen Sadith Rojas
Zoe Elizabeth DuLing Rolfe
Clara Romain
Nicholas Pasquale Romano
Ahmawn Romby
Jacqueline Claire Root
Ray Nicholson Roper
Nicole Marie Rosato
Tessa Anne Rose, summa cum laude, with distinction
Kennon Benjamin Roseman
Maren Grace Rosenbach, with distinction
Dayton LaForge Rosenberg
Joshua Lawrence Rosenberg
Katherine Ann Rosencrans, with distinction
Briania Rosenow
Faye Anne Rosenshein
Johnathan Sanford Rosol
Holden Ross
Jared Ross
Kathryn Ann Rowe
Griffin Everett Rowe-Gaddis, magna cum laude
Stefanie Amanda Roesell, with distinction
Alec Hunter Rozmiarek
Xindi Ruan
Yushuo Ruan, with distinction
Maxwell Jon Rubin
Philip Daniel Rubin, with distinction
Justin Mark Ruck
Gabriela Rudin
Nathan Clark Ruebesam
Genevieve Amanda Rumlow
Hope Isabella Ruskaup, summa cum laude, with distinction
Hannah Evelyn Russak
Andrew David Russell
Jean Marie Russell, summa cum laude, with distinction
Juliana Amsden Russell
Robert Willis Russell
Aaron Russo
Grant Christian Russum
Jessica Ilene Rutten
Kyle Rutz
Caelainn Ryan
Jack Ryan
Scott Ryan
Wyatt Porter Ryder
Wyatt Davis Rydstrom
Shannon E. Ryan
Meghan Cape Sable
Veronica Anne Sachtjen, with distinction
Emma Lucy Safari
Kritima Sainiu
Spencer Anthony Salaba
Stefan David Salazar
Victoria Prince Salmon
Christine Elizabeth Salva, with distinction
Ka Keong Sam, with distinction
* Recipient of a double degree

Alexander John Sambado
Abdul Rahman Samsudin
Chandler Scott Samuels
Nicholas Peri Samuels
Michelle Xu San
Amy Elizabeth Tian Sanders, with distinction
Kelsey Nicole Sanders
Michelle Sandoval
Vanessa Lopez Sandoval
Gabrielle Rose Sani
Luke David Santmyer
Steven Patrick Santoro
Nicholas Patrick Santulli
Melissa M. Sapol
Tristan Joshua Lee Sargent
Mary Elizabeth Sarkisian
Nicholas David Sarkisian
Martin James Sarley III
Marcina Aleksey Sarmiento
Peter Isaac Saucedo
Ambra Concerta Saurini
Joi George Sawamura
Abu Sayed
Madison Donna Sayyah, with distinction
Mackenzie Zamarys Scarpeilla
Kathryn Anne Schaburum
Eric Ryan Schaeldig, with distinction
Gianna Cornelia Schatz
Victoria Rose Schelkun
Briania A. Schilling
Alexandria Nicole Schlapman, with distinction
Meredith Jane Schley
Bria Schlossmann
Arianna Esther Schluumbohm
Victoria Ivanna Schlutz
Wesley Lloyd Schmalz
Rebecca JoAnn Schmelzel, with distinction
Ashley Schmid, with distinction
Andrew Paige Schmidt
Kristin Nicole Schmitt
Cora Yanar, magna cum laude
Hannah Tiën Schneebeck, with distinction
Anna Lynn Schneider, with distinction
Geneiveve Schneider, summa cum laude, with distinction
*Jasper David Schneider
Jordan Burns Schneider
Greta Marie Schock
Nicole Alicia Schock
Taylor Lauren Schofield, with distinction
Kevin Charles Schoonover
Lauren Margaret Schremser
Ryan David Schroeder
Sydney Schubert
Aaron Michael Schultz, with distinction
Christopher Sean Schutte
Daniel Alan Schwabacher
Max Schwarz
Genevieve Marie Schweikert
Nicolette Renee Schwalling
Cooper Dean Sclar
Jenna Nicole Scott
John Michael Scott
John William Scruggs III
Rachel Nicole Seals

Drew Searchinger, summa cum laude, with distinction
Carl Thomas Seehrist
Madelyn Louise Seder
Alexandra Segell
Rosellen Mary Sell
Mayori J. Setjoa
Tiffany Mae Sewald
Tamim Omar Shaban
Stephanie Lynn Shadley
James Joseph Shahan
Allen Harris Shain
Daniel Popa Shanahan
Caleb Rodman Shannon
Athena Victoria Sophia Shapiro
Jacklin Rossi Shapiro, with distinction
Malia Robin Shappell
Clara Emily Sharrf
Zachary Kyle Shashok
Temple Anais Shaw
*Rod Shayan
Margaret Ellen Sheahan
Jeremiah Sheehan
Charles Shelvey Sheffield
Emma Margo Shellenback
Karen Anne Shelstad, with distinction
Tong Shen
Andrew John Sheneman
Ajay Shenoy
John Dixon Shepard
Adam Gabriel Sheridan
Ashley Sherman
William Shimakawa Sherman
Yuefeng Shi
*Gina Lee Shin
Benjamin Ranier Shipley, summa cum laude, with distinction
Henry Lodge Shorney
Helene Short
Heidi Marie Shortreed
Isaiah Charles Shriner
Karsten Ivan Shitanko
Dana Ibrahim Shubat
Ryan Connor Shull
Spencer Joy Shull
Ian Louis Shutterbrandt
Austin Christopher Shumake
Alex Sico
*Nikolai Sie, magna cum laude
Alejandro Sierra
Bronwyn Diana Sigalla-Westgate
Nathan Robert Sigman
Scott Simpson
Benjamin Bramhall Sinnett
Matthew Cassidy Sisson
Wing Yan Siu Lam
Cristian Albert Skajem
Nicola Catherine Skakel, summa cum laude, with distinction
Alexander Michael Skaters
Helle Leth Skjetne
Bailey Jewel Sklavanitis
Kendahl Ann Skodack
Jaysean Rheem Skrine
Samantha Kara Slate
Brianne N. Slaven
Recipient of a double degree

Alyssa Lane Stephens
Matthew John Steninger
Nimrod Sten-Gilady
Garrek Stemo
Joshua Eric Steinbeck
Alexis Madison Stein
Emma Margaret Steffer
Mei Stechmeyer
Isaiah Daniel Stearns
Camille Eryn Staubli
Hanna Ryan Starritt
Gabrielle Summer Stark
Trevor Staples
Alexandra Pelagia Stamper
Danielle Marie Stackrow
Jordan A. Stackpole
Dhipthika Srinivasan
Alexander Joanne Smith
Briana Georjea Smith
Emilia Ellen Smith
Griffin James Smith
Madison Smith
Niesha Smith
Shelby Erin Smith
Tessa Marie Smith,
with distinction
Tyler James Smith,
summa cum laude,
with distinction
Victoria Ann Smith
Madison Caroline Smith-Lehnerz
Alexandra Nicole Smits
Panos Ernesto Smyrnios,
summa cum laude,
with distinction
Koloman James Snodgrass
Tristan Robert Sobey
Megan Elizabeth Sochinski,
magna cum laude
Victoria Alexandra Soesanto
Hannah Marie Soister
Asni Solomon
Lia Marie Solomon
Tessa Eden Somberg
Jane Song
Sibo Song
Sydney Sontag
John Carl Souza
Anish Joseph Spahn,
summa cum laude,
with distinction
Alexandra Kay Spangler
Eric J. Speaker
Gianna Nohea Spector
Holden Daniel Speer,
with distinction
Emmett Steven Spence
Lauren Anne Sperling
Virginia Louise Spong
Sarah May Spottен,
with distinction
Cheyne Michael Springbett
Luke Spykstra
Julia E. Squeri,
magna cum laude
Matthew Thomas Sredojevic
Dhipthika Srinivasan
Jordan A. Stackpole
Danielle Marie Stackrow
Alexandra Pelagia Stamper
Whitney Nicole Stanton
Trevor Staples
Noah Michael Starbuck
Gabrielle Summer Stark
Hanna Ryan Starritt
Camille Eryn Staubli
Isaiah Daniel Stearns
Mei Stechneyer
Emma Margaret Steffer,
magna cum laude
Alexis Madison Stein
Joshua Eric Steinbeck
Garrek Stemo,
magna cum laude
Nimrod Sten-Gilady
Matthew John Steninger
Alyssa Lane Stephens,
summa cum laude,
with distinction
Cynthia Lauren Steuart
Ethan Blake Stevens
Westley Warren Stevens-Palmer
Maxwell Lansing Stewart
Robert Stewart
Maya Vlha Ann Stieb
Brenna Ann Stimac
Pilar Ana Stoepplwerth
Taylor Jeremy Stokes
David Diamond Stone
Jordan Richard Stone
Christopher Sinclair Stott
Samantha Gordon Stovall
Zachary M. Stover
Sierra Davinse Stowell
Samuel David Strabala
Tyler Wills Streb
Helen Marcella Stritzel,
magna cum laude,
with distinction
Payton Ray Stroh
Taylor Anne Strub
Evan William Stuardi
Melissa Stueve
Hannah Joy Suarez,
cum laude
Emily Miquela Suazo,
summa cum laude
William Benedict Subrie
Bryan Christopher Sullivan
Julie Sullivan
Matthew Sullivan
Taylor Renée Sumner
Bihui Sun
Hayley Annica Sundstrom,
with distinction
Chandra U'ili'ai O'Kainoa Supnet
Danny Ronan Sussman
Kaley Mac Sutton
Anna Clare Sweitezter
Michael Victor Swisher
Whitney Joyce Szlegla
Adam Tomasz Szyszko,
magna cum laude
Tatiana Janai Tabares
Gabriella Mena Tabib,
with distinction
Andrea Mary Tamasi
Tetyana Tanyuk
Jeanie Victoria Tarin
Kristen Michele Tarter
Kathryn Tat
Alecia Taylor
Matthew James Taylor
Alexandra Grace Teague,
cum laude
Chayanis Teawdeswan
Rachel Elizabeth Teeter
Grace Nicole Tepley,
with distinction
Spencer Ryan Terzolo
Taylor Lokehani Teske
Anh-Khoa Nguyen Than
Ayushma Thapa
Anna Zhurin Theis
Caelan James Thom
Brian Paul Thomas Jr.
Dominic Gregory Thomas
Priya Susannah Thomas
Rylee Mya Thomas
Tyler James Thomas
Allison Thompson
Elisha Marie Thompson
with distinction
Shahrazad Maleka Ayutta Thompson
Rachel Renae Thornes
Gabriel L. Thuma
Jack Canaan-Devor Tietjen
Dylan Banks Timothy
Laurel Suzanne Todd,
summa cum laude,
with distinction
Rebecca Antoinette Toland
Michael Joseph Tolley
Elise Constance Tomasian,
with distinction
Colson Parker Tomberlin
Addie Lucille Tomskyck
Madison Top
Luciana Patricia Torero
Patrick Torres
Chloe Valentine Toscano
Chase Marshall Tosh
Isaac Diego Tovar
Peter Edward Traci
Daniel Joseph Trahan
Kimberly My Duyen Tran
Lee Ann So Tran
Linh Nguyen Thao Tran
Charles Christopher Travis
Frank Allen Taylor
Andrew Clinton Treglia
Amanda Xavier Trejos
Olivia Trevezant
Bailey Elan Trierweiler
Nicholas Trierweiler
Janice Trinh,
with distinction
Steven Trinh
Andrew Robert Tripp
Elizabeth Marie Trujillo
Aaron Michael Trumbo,
summa cum laude,
with distinction
Wesley Quang Khai Truong
Denis Aleksandrovich Tsimbalist
Brandon Rae Tuley
Tyler Andrew Tullis
Charlotte Mary Tully
Joshua Enelangi Tupou
Willow Isabella Turano
Lauren Turner
Lindsay Marshall Tuttle,
summa cum laude,
with distinction
Allegra Torkelson Twichell
Gustavo Antonio Ugueto-Rey,
magna cum laude
Tetsumichi Umada
Caroline Underwood
Elizabeth Kaitlin Underwood,
with distinction
Eric Lim Ung
Pamala Lim Ung
Maisie Lee Upson
Allegra L. Upton,
summa cum laude,
with distinction
Alexis Ann Urbalejo
Andrew Michael Vadhais
Jesus Enrique Váldez
James Patrick Valenteen
Maxine van der Sande
Miriam Van Ek
Ronan Astrid Van Hove
Madeleine Van Pelt

* Recipient of a double degree
Recipient of a double degree

Christopher Adam Westgate
Sienna Noelle Wesner
Elora Danielle Werner
Angela Christine Werner
Shanna Michal Wepman
Jessica Lea Wentworth
Yun Wen
Andrew Caleb Weissman
Juliet Sabine Weintraub
Daniela Ruth Weinreich
Danielle Alexandra Weinreb
Ann Reed Weinheimer
Max Weiner

*Recipient of a double degree

with distinction

University of Colorado Boulder

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Samuel Storrs Arcara
Hayden Bebber

*Recipient of a double degree

with distinction
Alaina Eileen Campbell
Joshua Mendiola Cervantes
Elsabeth Anne Collins, summa cum laude, with distinction
Valerie Eve DeGroot, cum laude
Olivia Rose DeMoulin
Kraig Christopher Ewert
Lucy Strickland Gale
Maria Catalina Garayoa
*Cade Michael Haley
*Sarah Halpern, with distinction
JoAn B. Howell
Haley Rae Hyde
Taylor Nicole King
Jordan Daniel Kristoff
*Alanna Christianne Lacey
*Kaitlyn Nicole Lawrence
Craig Lief, magna cum laude, with distinction
Noah Leonard Lustgarten
Owen Taylor Maldonado
Dominic Marchand Martella, with distinction
Emily Angela Matteson
Mattice Rose McGarey, magna cum laude
*Frigyes Racz
*Jakob Peter Uggjen Rasmussen
Natalie Linnéa Reutimann
Gabriel Alejandro Sanchez
Alex Richard Shock
Madeleine Mary Stewart
Benjamin Peter Stockman
*Bailey Elan Trierweiler
Faith Christine Trotter
Hailey Vlassis
Christin Rayanne Woolley
International Bachelor of Arts
Lauren Ellissa Eng

Summer 2018 Candidates
Bachelor of Arts

Peter Lokonyen Achulo
Lauren Nicole Adamthwaite
Shelby Marie Adler
John Houston Agan
Alejandro Arturo Aguijosa Valdiviezo
Eleanor Grace Ainsworth
Halen Mengesha Akal
Kelsey Elizabeth Akers
Latifa Alhouti
Aidan Bowman Allison
Nasser Abdullah Aloaid
Rami Faris AlQuaibist
Muhammad Ahmed Alshehhi
Muntadhar AlZayer
Erin Michelle Anderson
Kelly Ruth Anderson
Regan Hayley Anderson
Stefan Arnautovic
Ashley Gyan Asamoah
Sarah Tess Ashby
Nina Tanner Asher
Selina Baiklini
Michael Paul Bader
Brandon Anthony Baer
Kathryn C. Baer

*Recipient of a double degree

Patrick Steven Baikie
Tiffany Alycia Baker
Andrea Nadia Bakun
Alexander Ryan Ball
Jessica Ballinger
William Douglas Ballinger
Yousif Ismail Barnawi
Tyler J. Barnett
Haley Elizabeth Becker
Darrick Maranden Begay
Grant Joseph Bell
Christel Celestine Benjamin
Jacob Henry Berman
Sarah Fay Berry
Braden Berta
William Eser Blommer
Lyman Scott Boman
Daman Borovsky
Ariana Anjoli Bountour
Chloe Alexandra Brashear
Katelyn Danielle Bredsnajder
Ross Brenner
Sierra Marie Brimmer
Devin James Brindle
Cal Stefan Brown
Shoshana Tiamei Brown
Justin Frederick Bruch
Nathan Alan Bruno
Robert Kenneth Burke II
Hazel Valley Burt, with distinction
Grant Michael Caine
Pablo Antonio Callejas
Mario Alday Cardenas
Samantha Lee Carlson
Charles John Carner
Nicholas Carosella
William Brainard Carpenter III
Jillian Margaret Carr
Michael Richard Castillo
Vannesa Garcia Castorena
Gianna Cerra
Patrick Anthony Chafin
Rachel Chaknova
Katherine Leo Chambers
Chanel Cindy Chan
Janelle Salazar Chapman
Samuel Garfield Charlton
Jiannan Chen
Rich Cheng, with distinction
Eun Cho
Addison Douglas Chrisman
Byongsuk Taewoo Chun
Jason J. Chung
Annette Cipollini
Christopher Clubb
Bennett James Colburn
Anatole Peter Colevas
Katie Michelle Congrove
Keeley Elizabeth Connors
Derek R. Cornell
Veronica Renee Cortez
Shannon Funsten Costello
Cierra Camille Cowden, with distinction
Logan Avery Crabib
Chad Crabtree
Nathan James Crumpton

Menglong Dai
Nicole Elaine Daley
Hanna Rachel Dancer
Samuel Danford
Raiden Kai Daniel
Griffin Andrew Davidson
Natalie Jane Davis
Madison Rose Dawson
Jade Yu DeBoer
Niccolo Deluca
Jakob Santo DeMarco
Michael Alan DeMore
Zachary Dakota Diamond
Robyn Alexander Diaz
Sydnie Michal Diers
Sophie Marie Dolbeau
Alyssa Ann Dugo
Michael Andrew Duly
August Monroe Duncan
Emma Claire Dunder
Whitney Jewell Edginton
Dylan Christopher Ekern
Monica Christine Elam
Molly June Esfahani
Peter Maximilian Gerard Evans
Anna Jean Eydinova
Anastasia Elizabeth Eyssimont
Lauren Ann Farkas
Miles David Farmer
Victoria Therese Feller
Tianyuan Feng
Robert Dennis Fernandez
Micaela Noel Ferwerda
Lidia Fesecap
Melissa Christine Findley
Marli Firillo
Michael Fitzhenry
Ted James Flaskamp
Ricardo Flores Madera
Catherine Victoria Flynn
Megan Ann Fogarty
Nicholas Andrew Fouss
Vito Augusto Francia
Zoe Rae Frank
Megan Ruth Fraser
Cameron Charles Frazier
Kyle Elizabeth Freudenberg
Hayley Friedmann
Whitney Claire Gabbert
Kendall Paige Galvin
Christopher Alan Garcia
Edward Vincent Garcia
Erin Elizabeth Gardner
John Gary
Cristobal Arizpe Gavaldon
Cole Jacob Gendelman
Alexis Lillian Gergen
Eyerusalem Getnet
Claudia Gara Gietzen
*Sheridan Christine Gill
Jaela Glennon-Levin
Hannah Tihy Glick
Garrett McVer Glissmann, with distinction
Gregory Patrick Gomez
Eric Daniel Gonzalez
Francisco Javier Gonzalez
Recipient of a double degree
Courtney Ann Kempf
Anna DeWitt Kelly
Charles Wellington Kellogg III
Caroline Rachel Katz
Elena Katan
Claire Marie Kassab
Taylor Kaiman
Samm William Kacimi
Trevor Kevin Jordan
Babalu Danger Jones
Timothy Kyle Johnson
Christine Irene Johnson
Sixuan Jiang
Asta Mae Jensen
Saiesh Jayaraman
Domenica Jarvis
Saiesh Jayaraman
Athena Catherine Hillas
Kyle Edward Hilton
Alma Karina Hinojosa
Wyatt Hixson
Brittany Elizabeth Holden
Michelle Claire Holenkamp,
summa cum laude, with distinction
Daniel E. Holmes
Kristofer John Martin Holmquist
Brandie Hopek
Christian Michael Houghland,
with distinction
Nathan Edward Howald
Weibin Huang
Breanna Alexandra Huizar
Julia Frances Huldin
Channing Des Marias Hunker
Kaitana Faith Hutchinson
David Antonio Jaquez
Domenica Jarvis
Saiesh Jayaraman
Asta Mac Jensen
Sixuan Jiang
Christine Irene Johnson
Timothy Kyle Johnson
Babalu Dangero Jones
Trevor Kevin Jordan
Samam William Kacimi
Taylor Kaiman
Collin P. Kallbery
Claire Marie Kassab
Elena Katan,
with distinction
Caroline Rachel Katz
Charles Wellington Kellogg III
Anna DeWitt Kelly
Courtney Ann Kempf

* Recipient of a double degree
Abraham Lincoln Key
Reathea Kiffesion
Daniel Killeen
Laurel Natalia Kjar
Tiffany Meret Bradford Kleber
Eric Klosttermann
James Michael Jupiter Kollar-Gasiewski
Samantha Jo DiMeglio Kosloske
Vilok Ramdas Krishnan
Priscilla Jane Kurtz Williams
Michael Henry Kussin
Christopher James LaDuke
Jason Richard Lanaville
Kelse Rose Lane
Emma Rae Langdon
Ali Laouar
Natalie Lash
Sydney Elizabeth Lazzell
Anthony Tho Le
Skylar Lea
Matthew Putra Lembong
Christy Lynn Lentz
Erica Geneve Leppke
Paul Michael Lewis
Yuxin Li
Taylor Shea Littleton
Maria Guadalupe Lopez
Roger David Lorge
Valquiria Loranne Lucero
William Twajnstse Ly
Taryn Mackey
Dilara R. Madinger,
with distinction
Robin Magrin
Paige Maguire
Kayla Pearl Maley,
summa cum laude
Christopher Joseph Brozyra Manning
Yevgeniya-Spyridon Valerievna Manzuk
Marissa Anne Marino
Claire Mastrangelo
Victor Joseph Mastromarco III
Jordan Grace Matthews
Nicholas William Mayo
Kiel Maisie McDermid,
with distinction
Kevin Michael McKanna
Stefan Camron McLaren
Christine Marie McNitt
Taylor Madison Melchiorre
Christian Damian Mendoza
Austin Joseph Metz
Ryan Alexander Michael
Emillee Ann Mickaliger
Jennifer Miglarese
Max Asher Miller
Seth Christian Miller Jr.
Mikio Minobe

*Dilara R. Madinger,
with distinction
Peter Eugene Savic

Trevor Nikola Newman
Keneka Rose Newton
Kylie Liz Ngu,
summa cum laude,
with distinction
Nhan Peter Nguyen
Yalda Nia,
with distinction
Corey Everett Nichols
Jamie Christine Nied
Susan Niederhoff
Erika Nielsen
Jorge Luiz Nieves
Alia Rudene Norris
Natalie Ochepnint
Emily O'Hare
Ryan Patrick O’Keefe
Kaila Ringler Olsen
Danielle Jeanine Onda
James Onischuk
Erika Orona
Jack Otis
Jaime Lee Pallansch
Nicole Grace Partipilo
Angelica Marie Partui
Kathryn May Patzer
Jacob Samuel Pavley
Alexander Yevgenievich Pershun
Adam Walser Peterman,
with distinction
Travis Michael Pfeifer
Sophie Mackenzie Phifer
Keiran Gautier Pirie
Caitlin Margaret Poling
Shoshana R. Pollack,
with distinction
Phillip Thomas Prager
Juan Pablo Prestamo
Samantha Privett
Morgan Suzanne Rains,
summa cum laude,
with distinction
Jay Weston Rajagopal
Juan Ramos
Brendan Tyler Kenji Ransome
Ella Brezovar Ratliff,
with distinction
Sierra Drake Rechbok
Hannah Rose Reid
Kian Adam Reno
James Reseratris
Adam Ressegue
Parissa Caley Reynolds
Justin T. Richards
Parker Samuel Rickoff
Jorge Alberto Robelo
Scan Robinson-Duff
Baillee Roces
Sydney Abigail Rockowit
Christian R. Rodriguez
Dylan Patrick Rose,
summa cum laude
Emily Katherine Rowe
Alex David Ruiz
Brielle Lynette Runsey
Donato James Ruscetti
Rachel Beninger Ruske
Emma Rose Russell,
with distinction
Primadya Sekar Sakti
Jaisen HK Sanchez
Leigh Sheila Sandlebach
Monica Renee Sandoval
Peter Eugene Savic
Lucas Sergio Jerome Schaack
Grant Aaron Schaefer
Alec David Scheele
Christine Elizabeth Schlarbaum
Tyler Christian Schwartz
Gretchen Rane Scott
Ashley Ann Severino
Jay Sudhir Shah
Yun Shao
Alison Megan Shapero
Nicole Elizabeth Sharpe
Yana Shea
Avery Elizabeth Sheiner
Ji Young Shin
Taylor Elaine Shreve
Ryan Harrison Shuman
Catherine Ellis Simons
Schuyler Bergen Simonton
Mackenzie Elodia Smith
Todd Christopher Smith
Megan Ashley Snow
Marisa Ann Sobczak, magna cum laude
Ryan Thomas Soliz
Olivia Sowers
Amulya Mohan Srivastava
Grant Davis Stadler
Alyssa J. Stanbery
Madeleine Isabelle Stegman
Jennifer Shiva Stettler, with distinction
Rylee Anne Stever
William Willis Storm VI
Glenn W. Strickler
Austin Nicholas Stride
Hannah Marcia Sullivan
Jessica Summerton
Jingran Sun
Paige Sutula
Erma Swartz
Lindsey Marie Swenson
Teresa Marie Tadwick, summa cum laude, with distinction
*Sukpreecha Takham
Lucas Christopher Tan-Alper
Yidan Tang
Keith W. Taylor
Samuel Bradlee Taylor
Kouzma Terekhov
Thiti Thanachaipornsakun
Ishani Thapa
Christopher Paul Thompson
Cooper Bryan Timmerman
Alexandria Caitlin Tinsley
Kristin Ruth Toler
Cynthia Tran
Jaime N. Tran
Noah A. Tully
Eldridge Lyndon Turambi
Sabrina Ann Umbaugh
Marcus Alejandro Urquijo, cum laude
Kyra Suzuyo Uwate
Ciara Lynn Van Ness
Leisl Melissa Veloz
Gabrielle Hein Vermeire, magna cum laude
Curtis Vetter
Rachel Veysman
Kyeptil Shantelle Vicenti
Colleen Vigil
Hoang Vu
Alyssa Evelyn Wada
Shengnan Wang
Tianfang Wang
Xuyi Wang
Matthew Gordon Wantz
Sinead Marie Wehuye
Gregory Payton Wertz
Austin Manning White
Anthony Joseph Wiese IV
Dakota Lee Wiggins
Clayborn Thomas Dee Wristen
Siengthong Xiong
Xinyue Yang
Ailing Kunlin Ye
David Martin Young
Alexandra Yun
Ariana Nicole Zamora
*Shumin Zeng
Tianyi Zhang
Yifan Zhang
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Michael J. Chen
Emelic Grace Khalsa
Alexis Marie Lund
Leeds School of Business
Sharon F. Matusik, Dean
Fall 2017 Graduates
Bachelor of Science Business Administration
*Amanda Gayle Adcock, with high distinction
*Michael Raynold Adkins II
Sean R. Ahearn
Mohammad Alebraheem III
Vitaliya Alkhovik
Wasilah Haider M Alsadah
Kyle Palmer Appelquist
Tate Jeffrey Aragon
Christian Yates Banister
*Douglas Jackson Beighle
William Mateer Beihoffer
Jaron Belcher
Allie Jordan Bickler
Alexander Bloomston
Jack P. Branscome
Camilla Helén Brautaset
Nicholas Michael Brotzman
Kayley Jordan Brown
Kyler Reeves Brown
Cameron Michael Bush
Briana Butler
Amanda Cadie Callaghan
Cynthia Mardell Case
Andrew Nicholas Casella
Victoria Rose Casella
Andrew Chalfen
Tien-wei Chang
Dakotah Noel Chartier
Daniel Tong Chen
Tiantian Chen
Rachel Clanton
Margaret Cleveland
Connor Cleary Collins
Ethan Thomas Cookhill
Benjamin Dant
Andrew Ellis De Wispelaere
Alexis Noel Deignan
Tuushinbayar Delger
Brett A. Denner
Andrew McClarty Doan
Rico James Dominguez
Andrew Dorsey
Annalice Downey
Stephanie Echterling
James Vicente Esteban
Loren Michael Farber
Jack Hayworth FitzGerrell
Samuel Liam Foley
Audrey Gandy
Christopher Thomas Gerlacher, with honors
Jacob Alexandre Gonzales
Samuel Perry Gottsegen
Tanner Joseph Grzesiek
Kevin M. Hadley
*Alexandra Tedley Haller, with high distinction
Geoffrey Copp Harrison, with distinction
Kelly Marie Harrison
Sean Vardon Hayes
Bingnan He
Marissa Henderson, with honors
Raksney Stefan Heng
Matthew Ryan Hestera
Jordan Alec Hirsch
Talita Maat-Wasilawski Howe
Chengyu Huang
Brandon Blake Inbau
Taylor Adrienne Jubitz
Tobin Reed Kae stner
*Michaela Rae Knox, with distinction
Daniel Joseph Kwokoski
Brenda La
*Katie Suzanne Lane
John Larsen
Sydney Jean Lauer
*Keara Leahy
*Bria Lee
Scott Vincent Lee
*Luke Harrison Leeds
Bryan Taylor Leutwiler
*Jiayang Li
Yiming Lin
Boris Hartvig Lindeau
Ryan Patrick Lynch
Tarren Adam Macrae
Rory Magee
Matthew Louis Mager
Cameron Manning
*Bryce Arai Mawhinney, with distinction
Meghan Elizabeth Mc C rory
James Curtis McKinney III
Scott Anthony McMahon
*Austin Cole Menefee
Elha Montoya-Hammond
Chad Davis Naramore
William Seth Natter
Nam H. Nguyen
Tu Nhat Cam Nguyen
Jordan Marie Norman
Everett Nyckha
Jessica Nadia Pasaribu
Christopher Michael Passarelli
Thomas Joseph Payne
Andrew John Peckham
Anna Jane Pfefferle
Joshua Preli
Ben Reber
Pedro R. Ricardez
Nate Roadman, with distinction
Christopher Charles Robinson
Rachel Rock
*Tyler Micheal Roth
Robert Joseph Rukavina
John Dennis Ryan
Shelby Kathryn Saltus, with high distinction, with honors
Enrico Richard Schiaffino
Ramsey Marie Schultz
*Lindsay Sells
Jigar Bharatkumar Shah
Giulia Silva
Jesse Alexander Smith
*Mackenzie Paige Smith
Amanda Jo Sones
Andrew Matthew Spruck
*Nicholas Alexander Stafford
Tatiana Starr
Nicole Marie Stengel
Daniel Patrick Sullivan
Brandon Toshi Terahara
Camron Ken Terahara
Alex Walker Truesdale
August Patrick Arturo Truesdale
*Brandon Michael Upchurch
*Vaideli Venkataraman
Diego Vizcaino
Benjamin James Walden
Ryan Alexander Watson
*Kaitlin Louise White
Ryan William Wible, with honors
Xuelan Xu
Austin Yellen
Liuye Ying
Alexandria Nina Yoo
Stefan Zahar
*Zongyu Zhou

Spring 2018 Candidates

Bachelor of Science
Business Administration

Robert George Achin
* Natasha M. Achziger
*Margot Kiersten Adams
Jordan Ades
Adli Hazem Ahram
Bahrom Akramov
Geoffrey William Alexander
*Kelsey Marie Alexander, with distinction
*Marilyn Alexander

*Marilyn Alexander
Kelsey Marie Alexander
Geoffrey William Alexander
Bahrom Akramov
Jordan Ades
*Recipient of a double degree

Abdullah Alhashash
Nicole Elizabeth Alibrandi
Andrew Ryan Allen
Olivia Jean Allen
Roberto Emilio Altiere
Alexandria Victoria Alvarez
*Quinlyn Emerson Ambrose
Danielle Margaret Andersen
Connor Rutherford Anderson
Lauren Marie Anderson
Nikolaos Andrianakos
Brian Scott Appelman
Esteban Arizabal
Logan Reid Arlen
Victoria Brooke Arthofer
Rachel Lauren Austefjord, with distinction
Ghibrain Cristhian Avila
Dan Joon Bae
*Dawson Alexander Bailey
Madeline Rae Bailey
Ettore Franco Guido Baldissera
Gasparinetti
Sophie Mona Bame
Alison Maria Barrera
John Charles Barsch, with distinction, with honors
Kyle McLain Barth
Bryce Batcheller
Matthew Exley Bearer
Amanda Lynn Becker
Colton Mikulas Belochi
Brooks Fentress Benson
Travis Michael Benson
Elijah C. Bentley
Candice Ann Berens
Colin John Berg
Jonah Berman
*Dominique Loree Bernal
Aaron Louis Berns
James Luther Berry
Samuel Christopher Beatler
*Rakibur Bhuiya
Caressa Marie Bible
Stephanie Lauren Billett
Kyle Billingsley
Kaitlyn Marie Bishop
Sara Michelle Bloch
Millicent Addai Boateng
Audriana Joelle Bobo
*Brandon Foy Bodnar, with high distinction, with honors
Ryan Patrick Bollar
Jorge Born
Omar Eladio Bouchta
Gabrielle Monet Bourgault, with honors
Sean Ryan Bower
Megan Ann Boyles
Dustin C. Braham
Joshua Bowen Branum
Lauren Shelby Brashear
Ryan Cary Broiда
Monique Bromfield
Jessica Lynne Buchenau
Riley Patrick Buck
Megan Taylor Backingham
Grace Elizabeth Buckley
Tori Chandler Buckley
Sarah Morgan Bidd
Noah Russell Buege
Cole William Buller
Brian Burns
Riley Hanford Burns
Austin Lee Butler, with distinction
*Ryan P. Butler
Hunter Ryan Cabi
Ryan Justiniano Calzavara
Seth Daniel Cameron
Colby Stalker Cannon
Angelina Luisa Carranza
*Sylas Evan Carter, with distinction
David James Casebolt
Caitlin Leigh Caselli
José Carlos Castañeda
Kevin Castillo-Lopez
Daulton Dain Caudill
Colin Francis Cavanaugh
Cole Carter Chaloupka
Justin Michael Chard
Thomas Albert Charmont
Paula Anne Chavarria
Thomas Gordon Chessman
Alan Chen
Yuanyuan Chen
Zhao Xiu Chen, with distinction, with honors
Giordano Chiocchio
Cameron Desser Chlavin
Danielle Rose Chmelik, with distinction
Eunice Ayoung Choi
Nicholas William Christoff
Ginaforena Cianflone
Nicolas Jean Alexis Clarke de Dromantin
Amanda Raye Cohen
Maxwell Phillip Coker
Brenden Scott Colgold
Brooks Cole
Bradley Colebank
Khalil Hakeem Combs
Riley Michael Combs
Emily Conant
Jill Rianna Conforti
Ashley Marie Cook
*Bradley Cook
Ethan Weber Cooper
Corbin Costello
Sarah Costello
Connor Michael Courter
Brianna Nicole Coyne
Chad Paul Cramer
*Ashley Nicole Cremeen
Jordan Culver
Tyne Mary Curran
Jackson F. Curtis
Corey Ronald Cutright
Alexy Faye DaHarb
Justin Kanyon Dahlberg
Blair Lanigan Daniel
Kurt Davidson
Harrison Charles Davie
Alana Lynne Davis
Nikolas E. Davison
*Deisy Christina De Luna Cervantes
Elle Elisabeth Dean
Recipient of a double degree

Andrew Wilson Forgerson
Blake Arthur Follansbee
Ethan Nathaniel Foley
Ryan Richard Flynn
Pauline Cathrina M. Flores
Jacob Lee Flores
Kathryn Ellis Fitzpatrick
Ryan Joseph Fitzgerald
Hezekiah Michael Fisher
Jacob Patrick Finley-Melito
Lucas Filoreto
Wesley John Filipek

*Recipient of a double degree

with high distinction, with honors

Spencer Philip Destito
Samuel Dever
Oren Diamant
Christopher Theodore Diamond
Giselle Diaz Rosa
Kyla Sophia Dickerson
William Dieterich
Daniel William Dilzell
Blake Burton Dittmann, with distinction
Heidi Lara Dodgers
Luke Alexander Dolan
William Case Donahue
Colby James Dougherty
Brittani Dowell
Carley Ann Doxtator
Matthew Leonard Draymore, with high distinction
Chloe Marie Dubrovay
Leah Sarah Dunn
Brandon Cole Eastland
Nicholas Andrew Edson
Omid Eghbal
Sabrina Nicole Ehert
Marcelo Ruben Elizondo Gonzalez
Diego Elosua
Trevor James Gibson Emrick
Kelsey Nicole Erickson
Riccardo Alberto Esclapon
*Gabriella Noel Espinoza
Sydney Pearl Evensen
*Gabriella Noel Espinoza
*Nominee for Phi Beta Kappa

with distinction

Olivia Marie Fowler
Ethan Robert Fowler-Schwab
Jacob Frankel
Forrest Stanley Freeman
Connor Andrew Frieze
Daniel Froning
*David James Furtado
*Matthew David Galindo
Juliana Galvez
Bailey Andrew Gambrell
Alejandro Garcia
Eric Franklin Gardiner, with distinction
Randy Jay Gardner
Andrew Gawril
Trent Alexander Gefroh
*Kate Gelston, with high distinction
Fanyi Geng
Brent Charles George
Sklar George
David Edward Gerch, with high distinction
Ian Michael Gerchow
Emma Jordan Gerona, with distinction, with honors
Joseph Alex Giampietro Jr.
Christopher Chambers Glibin
Brian Richard Gibson
Maximil Louis Gilbert
Benjamin Matthew Gilson
Giovanni Giorelli
Molly Elizabeth Girard, with distinction
*Dareck Christopher Giuliani
Austin Campbell Glass
David Glassman
Shane David Gomez
Fred Pine Good
Kevin Jacob Goodman
Edna Chun-Yi Goodrich
*Ryan Matthew Gordon
*Derek Gorthy, with honors
Baylor Harrison Graves
Alexandria N. Greenbaum
Jeffrey Alexander Greenberg
Heather Hadar Greenstein, with distinction
David Griffith
John Dickson Griswold
Daniele Nicole Gromet
Alex Develin Grott
Katharine Grubbe
Colin Royce Grushkin
*Amanda Marie Guevara
Katherine Roseann Maurine Victoria Gurkin
Gail Margaret Hall
Hunter William Hammerstein
Graham Bernard Hankin
Michael Daniel Hansen, with high distinction, with honors
Sara Ann Hanson
Dylan James Hardy
Nicholas Stafford Harrington
Maegan Mae Harris
Seth James Harris
Zachary David Harris, with distinction
Ellen Josephine Harrold
Jacob Aidan Harvey
Allison Kae Harwood

Terran Otto Hasselbach
Alec Gabrielle Hatlestad
Matthew Charles Hefter
Nelson C. Hegg
Mary Elizabeth Heisinger
Zoe Catherine Helgoth
Jonathan Ayres Helm
Molly Katherine Henninger
*Marco Antonio Hernandez
Rodrigo Alejandro Herrera
Jennifer Kei Hickman, with distinction
Nicholas Patrick Hickman
Adrienne Rose Hilde
Keegan Ryan Hofer
Anna Marie Hogan
Murphy Blake Hogan
*Ryan Mark Hogrele
Michael Elliot Holland
William Tucker Holman
Michael Curtis Homuth
Jonah Benjamin Horwitz
*Zachary McKenna Hott
Justin Avolt Houden
Kenneth Felton Howard III
Elise Kate Hrusovsky
Daniela Patricia Huerta
Madison B. Hunt-Yates
Morgan Blakely Hutchinson
Noah Ammon Hutkin
Chelsea Megan Hwang
William Stratton Hymes
Nathanael R. Iden
Matthew Imhoff
Allegra Infelise
Kasandra Isais
Mark Donald Jacobs
Alexander Charles Jaggers
Kyle James
Robert Dean James
Gunnar Lane Jaquez
Zachary Bishop Jardinico
Alexander Hamilton Jaycox
Julia Nicole Jensen
Diego Cruz Jimenez
Ane Bloomshe Johnsen
Hayden Thomas Jones
Michaela LaRoc Jones
Josseline Analema Jones
Jerald Gene Kagele
Justin Taylor Kahn
Chase Kalter
Tailor Andrea Kamins
Alexandra Jennie Karalash
James Wheaton Karger
Emily Rose Kastner
Michael Lester Katzen
Andrew Kaufman
Elliott Kaufman
Austin Joseph Kavanaugh
Eri Danielle Doucet Kean
Spencer Keith
*Sheridan Alyssa Kenessey
Nazif Khan
Lukas Michael David Kilimann
Julia Haemi Kim, with distinction
Nick Yechan Kim
Recipient of a double degree

*Joshua Magallanes
Sabrina Macneir
Alexander Mackie
Riley Christopher James Mack
Sabrina Macneir

*Recipient of a double degree

Alysse Tomi Kimura
*Conner Tays Kingsley
Caitlin Kiss
Jordan Daniel Kiss
Mary Rose Klein
Samantha Belle Klein
*Jacob N. Komet
Jack Thomas Korosec
John Miller Koslosky
*Morgan Madonna Kramer
Thomas Kresnak
Jake Michael Krough
Kristopher Austin Krueger
Ellen Elizabeth Kyger
Anna La
Gavin C. LaCroix
Zachary Daniel Lagarenne
Alexandra Elisabeth Lager
Jennifer Lager
*Chase Allen Lancaster
Dillon Robert Landon
Aidan Morris Lang
Benjamin Boyd Lang
Justin Andrew Lang
Paige Langley
Austin James Langrock
Eli Langston
Madison Grace Lanpher
Colton Michael Lawler
Joshua Lawrence
Maciej Lazarski
Jamie Lynn Leahy
Anabel Lee
Elaine Lee
Jack William Lee
Kara Adele Lee
Kuk Yeon Lee
Samuel Thomas Lehman
Joshua Isaac Levi
Jacob Sandler Lewis
Kaitlyn Lewis
*Quin Li
Yang Li
Trent Dale Lichtenwalter
*Charles Ernest Peter Light
Hsuan Cheng Lin
Victoria Marie Link
Alexander William Lippert
Stacie Marie Loidolt
Morgan Edward Long
Keeyan Lookian
Edgar Ivan Lopez
Royer Alejandro Lopez
Griffin Lori-Borgmann
*Jing Lu
Simon Lucas
Quinn A. Ludwig
John Eugene Lupario
Xingchen Ma
Zachary Maanum
Riley Christopher James Mack
Alexander Mackie
Sabrina Macneir
*Joshua Magallanes
*Anna M. Mager
Lucas Alexander Maglio
William Bruce Maguire III, with distinction
Lubahab Mahzabin
Markus Kevin Maier
Caroline Frances Maiocco
Keira Hope Maldonado
Rachel Malu
Alan Karel Mandel
Meredith Sumiko Maney
Ariel Ethan Mann
Carissa Brooke Mann
Adam Keegan Manz
Tasneem Marafi
Remi Alexis Marder
James Marion
Jackson William Marlow
Kelsie Catherine Schubert Martin
Yazminyn Yzzthazzzyuat Martinez
Anna Christine Martinsson
Benjamin Harris Massucco
Nur Adira Binti Mat Isa
*Kaitlyn Mataya
Sasha Matejka
Michael Erik Mathewes
Brett Alexander Mattissen
Lucy Catherine May
Matthew C. McAdam
Warren Porter McClean
Taylor Valentine McGrath
Lindsay Anne McIntosh
Kiara Masina McKibben
leta Morgan McNatt
*John Michael McNaughton
*Emma Katherine Meara
*Lindsay McVor Meehan
Bryan Michael Meek
Montanna Michaela
Caden Steele Mika
Nicholas Jase Mikulka
Edward Justin Miller
Ryan Chase Miller, with distinction
Sean Jefferson Miller
Kate Lucille Minnihan
Nicholas Edward Mitzen
Nur Aina Fasiha Mohamed Asri
Michaela Callie Monk, with high distinction
Allison R. Montalvo
John Leland Moore
Quinn Edwards Moore
Henry George Walter Mora
Adrián Sebastián Mora-Alcazar
Christian Alexander Moreno
Devon Morgan
Tyler Morpurgo
Dylan J. Morris
Joseph Morris
Jacob Aaron Moses, with distinction
Brianne Elise Muntz
Matthew Ryan Muniz
Fiona Murphy
Hayden Matthew Murphy
Max Vincent Murtha
Troy Benjamin Naudin
Christopher Camille Nazi
Brent Nelle
Grady Alan Nelson
Mekena Nelson
Brandon Tien Nguyen
Tien Ngoc Quynh Nguyen
Roger Nichols, with high distinction
Andrew Nicklanovich
Jordan Timothy Nikitov
Shayne Niroomand
Jenna Shaw Nommensen
Stephen Ellis Normington
Morgan Nicole Novick
Mariya Novokhatska
*Virgil Alexander Nunan, with high distinction, with honors
Julia Mott Ohlack
Margaret Ann O’Connell
Brittney Ana Olids
Matthew Paul O’Leary
*Eric Olin
Elmedin Omerovic
Michael Manuel Ornelas
Yasmine Vanessa Ortuno
Vincent Leon Oterbein
Anthony Charles Pappalardo III
Chan Young Park
Sung Gun Park
Adrian Jomo Parker
Sara Marie Paschke, with distinction
Yannik Christopher Paul
*Jacob Carlton Pauly
Daniel Noble Pawelski
Baylee Janelle Payne
Alexandra Lynn Pelino
Christopher Austin Pellegrini
Nicholas Ryan Pellegrini
Madeline Pellicore
Alexandra Perardi
Alondra Perea
*Nina Alexis Perez, with distinction
Kenton Eric Perry
*Madeline Peterson
*Tyler Thomas Peterson
Steven Patrick Pfeifer
Mackenzie Alyssa Piatchek
Michael Andre Pier
Sarah Jane Platt
William Symington Platt
Patrick Clark Poole
Natalie Poremba, with distinction
Erika Cheyenne Porras Gutierrez
Emily Nicole Postma
Madison June Prestine
Anne Marie Progar
*Virgil Alexander Nunan
*Madeline Peterson
*Kaitlyn Mataya
*Amir Shah Qadri
Katherine Michelle Quigley
*Frigyes Racz
Spencer Cyrus Rafii
Rami Mohamed Ragab
Zachary Ramsey
Drew Anthony Recchia
Karan Kuruganti Reddy
Sarah Louise Reice
Petter Reistad, with high distinction
Bryce James Renner
Joshua Edward Repine
Marinn Reyes
Grady Alan Nelson
Mekena Nelson
Brandon Tien Nguyen
Tien Ngoc Quynh Nguyen
Roger Nichols, with high distinction
Andrew Nicklanovich
Jordan Timothy Nikitov
Shayne Niroomand
Jenna Shaw Nommensen
Stephen Ellis Normington
Morgan Nicole Novick
Mariya Novokhatska
*Virgil Alexander Nunan, with high distinction, with honors
Julia Mott Ohlack
Margaret Ann O’Connell
Brittney Ana Olids
Matthew Paul O’Leary
*Eric Olin
Elmedin Omerovic
Michael Manuel Ornelas
Yasmine Vanessa Ortuno
Vincent Leon Oterbein
Anthony Charles Pappalardo III
Chan Young Park
Sung Gun Park
Adrian Jomo Parker
Sara Marie Paschke, with distinction
Yannik Christopher Paul
*Jacob Carlton Pauly
Daniel Noble Pawelski
Baylee Janelle Payne
Alexandra Lynn Pelino
Christopher Austin Pellegrini
Nicholas Ryan Pellegrini
Madeline Pellicore
Alexandra Perardi
Alondra Perea
*Nina Alexis Perez, with distinction
Kenton Eric Perry
*Madeline Peterson
*Tyler Thomas Peterson
Steven Patrick Pfeifer
Mackenzie Alyssa Piatchek
Michael Andre Pier
Sarah Jane Platt
William Symington Platt
Patrick Clark Poole
Natalie Poremba, with distinction
Erika Cheyenne Porras Gutierrez
Emily Nicole Postma
Madison June Prestine
Anne Marie Progar, with distinction
*Virgil Alexander Nunan
*Madeline Peterson
*Kaitlyn Mataya
*Amir Shah Qadri
Katherine Michelle Quigley
*Frigyes Racz
Spencer Cyrus Rafii
Rami Mohamed Ragab
Zachary Ramsey
Drew Anthony Recchia
Karan Kuruganti Reddy
Sarah Louise Reice
Petter Reistad, with high distinction
Bryce James Renner
Joshua Edward Repine
Marinn Reyes
Shane Rhodes
Lauren Richards
Justina Leah Ridge
*Israel Shoshana Riedner, with honors
Elizabeth K. Robben
Ashlee Olivia Rodehorst
Donovan James Rodriguez, with distinction, with honors
Jonathan Hunter Rodriguez
Jose Adrian Rodriguez
Kendall Christine Rolfe
Anna Alicia Roman
Louise Christine Ronaldson
Arika Rooney
Caitlin Marie Rose
Karin Marie Rosen
Alex Orion Rozman
Matthew Patrick Rukd
Jackson Kyle Rueter, with high distinction, with honors
Alison Darlene Rush
Andre Russell
Marcus Alexander Safranek
Kyle Christopher Sagara
Avery Grace Sampson
Evan Alexander Sanderson
George Hilton Sands III
Jack Turner Sauer
Kendall Hawthorne Saunders, with distinction, with honors
Lucas Charles Savoy
Allison Morgan Sawyer
Hunter Dennis Schaefer
Nicholas Wyatt Schaeffer
Spencer David Scherer
Matteo Anthony Schiro
Kevin Christopher Schmeits
Alec Edward Schmergel
Maeve Kennedy Schmidt
Austin Kyle Schmitt
Ryan Schmitz
Anke Gretta Schoettle
Alex James Schott
Bailey Sienna Schreck, with high distinction
Mallory Anne Scott
Matthew William Scott
Sarah Amanda Seibold
Zachary Matthew Seitz
Michael Ian Seigsohn
Pamala Phonsavanh Senethong
Daniel Thomas Sermak
Dayna Alexandra Serxner
Potter Bond Seybolt
Adam Elias Shafer
Michael Grant Shahamat
Yashaswi Shalaya
*Rod Shayan
*Zhe Shi
*Gina Lee Shin
Julia Lynn Short
Luke Edward Siddens
*Nikolai Sie
James Patrick Simpson, with distinction
Lauren T. Simpson

Cory James Skeels
Abigail Marie Small
Davis Smestad
McKenzie Brennan Smith
Kathryn Maloney Smiely
Sean Song
Logan Wesley Sorrells
Kathryn Lynn Spikula
Maurice Spolan
Katherine Marie Spotton
Austin Sprabarry
Arielia Liat Sroloff
Ashley Marie Staab
Kennedy Lauren Stanley
*Juliana Probowati Stearns
Kyle Mitchell Steckler
Brent Steinhauser
Keagan Terrie Steyn
Emily Stock
Kelsey Elizabeth Stokes
William Travis Stokes
*Jessica Paige Stolz
Dalton Strayer
Cole Sundlov
Jamie Jenee Suntken, with high distinction, with honors
Cory Adam Swanson
*Logan Kieffer Swartz
Brianna Marie Swenson
Jeffrey P. Switzer
Daniel Peter Tabor
Dillon Aod Tanchin
Xi Tang
*Alexis Lynn Tanguay
Nicole Marie Tarde
Cecilia R. Tarlas
Max Alexander Taylor
Tate Edward Teague
*Madison Rae Tehven
Supachet Thamrongvithavatpong
*Charles Robert Thomas
*Laura Lee Thomas
Hope Elizabeth Mulvey Thomson, with distinction
Griffin James Tietz
Rahel Gebrabizgi Tilahun
Ramiro Tiscornia
*Joshua Dean Toler
Mirna Elise Trautwein
Laurel Clare Trujillo
Jeffrey Tulloch
Carlie Spencer Turk
Alysa Morgan Urban, with high distinction
Benjamin James Urban, with distinction
Holly Katheryn Vaccaro
Aakash Bharat Vaidya
Viridiana Valdez
Rieley Vancampen
Robert M. Vance
Reed Ashton Vanderlinde
*Grant Benedict Vanek
Vincent Vasina
Natalie Rene Vaughan
Keagan Erik Vernon
Matthew Thomas Vernon
Cody Michael Victor

Miranda Vigil
*Vijay Kumar Viswanathan, with high distinction
Noah Volkman
Nicole Lynn Volpe
Marissa Michelle Wajda
Stine Walle
Chase Mitchell Waller
Cory Kristine Wamakamer
Ludan Wang
Christopher Ryan Ward, with distinction
Roland Jeffrey Warns, with distinction, with honors
Avery Jane Weiler
Lindsay Rachel Weinberg
Kathleen Frances Weiner
Christopher David Weir
Justin Alexander Weiss
Jessica Marie Werner
Colton James West
Mark David Whitaker
Casey Adair White
Nicole Josephine Whiteside
Steven Addison Whitman
Claire Victoria Whittingham
Carley Patricia Wilcox
Nicholas Lawrence Wilkas
Carson Chandler Willard
Joseph Timothy Williams
Alexander D. Willie
Alyssa Toni Wilson
Cassandra Mary Wilson
Matthew Jonathan Wilson
Rennie Winograd
Brian Patrick Winstanley, with distinction, with honors
Mattie Lynn Wise
Alex David Wnorowski
Katie Wold
Shannon Shee Eng Wong
Stephanie Anastasiya Wood
Josie Lynn Woods
Bryce Daniel Woodworth
Benjamin Wright
Caroline Victoria Wright
Mara Elyse Wroblewski
Yiwen Wu
Alec William Wyand
Leah Frances An Yang Yee
Zachary Scott Yee
Joseph Oppenheimer
Benjamin Young
Timothy Stephen Young
Daniel Joseph Zavala
Mei Yan Zhang
Hao Zhong
Yelizaveta Zhovmiruk
Marissa Michelle Ziel, with high distinction
Michael Dylan Zimmerman

* Recipient of a double degree
Summer 2018 Candidates

Bachelor of Science
Business Administration
Lester K. Aguilar Gordillo, with distinction
Sean Michael Alexander
Thomas Bird Anderson
Christian Jacob Andrezewski
Claire Marilyn Armstrong
Cassie Renea Beermann
Zachary Nathan Blumkin
Alta Nancy Bobian
Ian Jerome Boucher
Jack Charles Breer
Jack Bronson
Benjamin James Brown, with distinction
Jamie Shaylyn Brownstone
Lukas Christian Burner
Enid Alexander Connolly
Nicholas P. Dodaro
Christopher Edward Downs
Julia Hope Dudley
James Conway Eline
Andrew Michael Emanuel
Deena Adel Esbaitah
Scott Edward Evans
Stephanie Field, with distinction
James P. Frainey
Max Fried
Colman Paul Garthwaite
Andrew Gomez
Nicole Lorraine Hagerl
Richard Alexander Havey
Dillon Klinger Hayutin
Katherine Anne Heinen
Emily Eilis Kane
Alexander John Kass
Peter Brand Kennedy
Joshua Teal Kracke
Ruyin Li
Sybilla Longinotti-Buitoni
Ryan Michael Lozinski
Travis Austin Lundin
Ruijie Luo
Bettina Erika De Los Reyes Manalo
Samuel Joseph Marich
Aditya Mohan
Connor James Mueller
Johnathan Michael Murray, with distinction
Justin Michael Murray
Christine Rose Naranjo
Maxwell Hunter Nordby
Ian Oden
Troy Matthew Petrick Jr.
Chelsea Elizabeth Piel
Jacob Plastina
Sarah Polak
Colin Michael Powers
Zachary Evan Przekop
Chenli Qian
William Richards
Michael Grant Sacia, with distinction

Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering
Raed Mohammed Almotery
Sarmad Riyadh Alzadjali, summa cum laude
Kimberly Rose Bourland, summa cum laude
Alexi Darren Bukowski
Alejandro Roberto Chavarría
James Christian Kramer
Isaac Xavier McPadden
Harrison Stout

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
Abysolome Samuel Asmerom
Michael Robert Auer
Jacinth Cabello
John Willem Cevaal
Sean Christopher Farley
Karl Alexander Forst
Kristopher Howard Fuller
Donato James Garcia
Akmar Dahlia Idris
Hyeon Jung Kim
Grace Louise Lahrs
Nicholas Blain Lowary
Jack Garrett McClain
Olupasami Ogunbayode
Robert Frank Orban Jr.
Remy Stern, summa cum laude

College of Engineering and Applied Science
Fall 2017 Graduates

Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Katelyn Nicole Dudley, with honors
Brandon James Harris
Anthony Joseph Lima
Andrew Vincent McBride
Tyler Micheal Roth
Antoine Guillaume Steiblen
Craig Stuart Wenkheimer

Bachelor of Science in Applied Mathematics
Hiu Ping Cheung
Dawson Chung
Eric Robert Hopkins, cum laude
Michael Plecinski
Jordan Evan Stern, summa cum laude, with honors

Bachelor of Science in Architectural Engineering
Shoug A M A M Alkaram
Fai AMulla
Dakota James Becker
Miranda Janay Darden
Abrar M H H Fairouz
Ryan Francis Owiansky
Zachary Taylor Roueche

Bachelor of Science in Chemical and Biological Engineering
Naomi Iverson
Aaron Michael Lipsey
Mary Elizabeth Sholl
Stephen Marshall Tift

*Recipient of a double degree
Bachelors of Science in Technology, Arts and Media
Paige Lorraine Alleman
Carolyne Castanon
Lorenzo James Cordova
Susana Romelia Gomez-Burgos
Kristofer Niklas Klipfel
Christopher Koski
Keren Megory-Cohen, cum laude
Maggie Teresa Patton, magna cum laude

Bachelors of Science in Engineering Plus
Russell Anderson
Ryan James Cruz
Aaron Holstein
Kevin Matthew Kirch
Alexander Isaac Schwartz, with honors

Bachelors of Science in Environmental Engineering
Haya Darwish, summa cum laude
Ava Marie Eastman
Sierra Flori
*John Arthur Greene, magna cum laude
Sarah Jara
Elias James Katsoulas
Maximilian Gabriel Dehn Knight
, with honors
Riley Catherine McConnell
Derek Paul Moon
Zachary David Sunderhuse

Bachelors of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Faisal A M A M Alkaram
Jesus Alvarez-Gonzalez
Nico Arden Andresen
Daniel Robert Becker
Andrew James Binder
*Brandon Wei Boiko
Osama A J A M Burahmah
Victoria Guadalupe Chavez
Mason Lawrence Church
Arthur Gomez
Morgan Loraine Hoos
Jeremy M. Kaplan
Tyler Alexander Lefholz
Scott David Lowenstein
Adam Moises Manilla
Adam Jeffrey Martelon
Pierce Ryan Maty
Marina Emily Charlotte Messenger
Bouricius
James Ira Michael IV, summa cum laude
*Austin Kenneth Miller
Redmond Leo Miller
Lauren Kahmer Moscarello
Summer Nicks
Matthew Nyiro
Graham Matthew Powers
Ethan Robert Rejo
Jacob Roberson
Ryan John Roney
Andrew South, cum laude
McCartney Katelyn Sprague
Gautham Viswaroopan
Kyle Walters
Chuankun Wang

Bachelors of Science in Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Nur Amalina Abd Rashid
*Kelsey Lynn Proulx Aldrich
*Zachary Thomas Allen
*Dalton Valentine Anderson
Syamimah Anwar Deen
Andrew Dalton Arnold
Ryan Michael Aronson, cum laude
*Paige Anderson Arthur
Mattia Astarita, cum laude
Jorgen Paul Baertsch
Emmett Bailey
Ian Benjamin Barrett
Alex Wilfredo Bertman
*Russell Leon Bjella
*Darin Brock
Joshua Daniel Bruski-Hyland
Thanh Cong V. Bui, magna cum laude
*Christopher Robert Chamberlain
Olagappan Chidambaram
Christopher M. Choate
Daniel Raymond Collins
Brandon Wilson Cott
Jacob Richard Crouse
*Ryan Joseph Cutter
Lauren Elyssa Darling
*Nicholas Quinn Dawson
Sergey Sergeevich Derevyanko
*Jonathan Warren Smith Eble, cum laude
*David Mitchel Emmert, summa cum laude
*Jaeylyn Kyle Faulk, magna cum laude
*Zachary Edward Fellows
Jose Feu Vidal
Haleigh Elizabeth Flaherty
Matthew Caleh Funk
Diego Trigoso Gomes
Daniel Bryan Greer
Samantha Kate Growley
Kennedy Richard Harrmann
Cassidy Leigh Hawthorne
Jesse Robert Holton
Benjamin James Hutchinson
Tristan Lawrence Isacs
Abigail Marie Johnson
Samantha Agatha Johnson
*Jennifer Lauren Kampmeier
Samuel Norman Kelly
Connor David Kerry, magna cum laude
*Timothy Wade Kiley
Gregory Allison Kondor
Kirill Kravchuk
Mary Nicole Landis

Spring 2018 Candidates

Bachelors of Science in Applied Mathematics
*Dalton Valentine Anderson
*Gregory William Benton, summa cum laude
*Royce Erickson Brosseau
Kylee M. Budai, summa cum laude
*Ian Guo-fan Char, summa cum laude
*Amy Chen, cum laude
*Edward A. Decrescenzo
Nicolene Anne Dobson
Lauren Catherine Gregg
*Scott Thomas Hestevold, magna cum laude, with honors
*Felix Michael Jimenez, magna cum laude

* Recipient of a double degree
Joseph Leland Johnston
Elizabeth Doubravka Kane
*Denis Kazakov, magna cum laude, with honors
*Jonathan Wilder Lavington
David Alan Levin
*Alexander John Lien
*Qi Pei
*Gerardo Rafael Pulido
*Ansel Rothstein-Dowden, summa cum laude
*Shane Sterling Sarnac, cum laude
*Jay Tunkie Saunders II, magna cum laude
Yongbo Shu
*Evan Jeffrey Sidrow, summa cum laude
Clayton Matthew Skinner, cum laude
Kevin Sun, summa cum laude
*Dmitriy Sergeyvich Tarasov
*Robert James Tyrrell-Ead
*Justin Elling Cribbs Tyse
Kirk William Van Arkel, summa cum laude
Alexander Isaiah Winoker
*Nicole Woytarowicz

Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering
Ahmad Alguraini
Sarah Mahdi Altatan
Soren Bodelson Brown
Avery Carlstrom
Ryan Clark Clement, summa cum laude
*Tyler Alen Davis, cum laude
Angelique Fathy
Nicholas Ryan Freeburg
Sean Jones
Kaitlyn Keeli McConnell
Emiliana Medina
*Sienna Lindsey Palos
Stavros Roditis
Kyu Chul Shim
Gavin Dayne Spray
Cory Brandon Strieper
*Morgan Talmage
Leo Dominick Tringali
Peter Charles Wright
*Xiaomei Zhang

Bachelor of Science in Chemical and Biological Engineering
Taylor Marie Albrecht
Ellis Tore Aune
Gabriel Marcelo Azcarraga Garza
Shandilynn Rochelle Ball
Danielle Nicole Batakis
Michael Beiswenger
Rachel Ann Berezin, summa cum laude
Pallavi Bhushal
Zachary David Blehm
Kurt Henry Boening
Alexandra Nicole Borelli, cum laude
Jillian Aurora Allen Brenner
Jeff Allen Brewer
*Tram-Anh Thi Cai
Connor Patrick Callen
Kaitlin Anne Chapman
Abigayle Pearl Clabaugh, summa cum laude
Samuel Clouse
William Thomas Cordell, magna cum laude, with honors
Jacob Cox
Aidan Duggan
*Jessica Flanagan
Jack Douglas Galyon
Dixa Gautam
Connor Michael Gerace
Trevor Matthew Goldman, magna cum laude
Steffen Andrew Graham, cum laude
Shiru Guo
Asia Hiroka Hall
Brandon Wayne Hillhouse
Brandon Ho
Daniel Ho
Elijah Holland, cum laude
Ella A. Hushka
Gannon Michael Kehe
Molly Lauren Kinbley
Samuel Kipperman
Taylor Mackenzie Kontour, magna cum laude
Norma Kate Langdong, magna cum laude
Alec Taylor Larson, magna cum laude
Anne Lonowski, cum laude
Jenae Jilliane Luellen
Cassidy Rose Maly
*Haley N. Manchester, magna cum laude
Ian Thomas McGrail
Gabrielle Claudia Melli
Nicholas Alexander Monteleone, summa cum laude
Ashley Elizabeth Nelson
Kianna Mai Diem Nguyen, summa cum laude
Jacob Adam Oligschläger
Katie Jane Oswalt
Susie Park
Gregory Edward Pendrys
Salome Jimmy Philip
Eri Rae Pierson
Xilal Yubril Rima
Logan Garrett Shapiro
Madeleine Janette Sitton
Dylan Miguel Smith
Samuel D. Smith, magna cum laude
Dana Francesca Stamo
Rachel B. Starbuck
Christopher Michael Sterling
Apurva Subramanian
*Kevin Sun, summa cum laude
Emily Ann Syvertson
Megan Elizabeth Tatusko, magna cum laude
Andrew Kenneth Tice
Cathryn Mary Toomey
Casey Rae Vanderheyden, cum laude
Roberto Veloz
Brittany Ann Villanueva, cum laude
Audra Jeane Volk
Michael K. Vu
Molly Katherine Werder
Sarah Madeleine Whetstone
Terrance Owen Whitehead
Kirsten Elizabeth Wiegand

Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering
Badriya Khalid Khamis Said Al Dhuhli
Dawood Al Kiyumi
Mohammed Hani AlAfaliq
Munira Alateeqi
Khalid Emad Albutairi
Mohammed Saad M Aldossary
Muqbil Saleh Alhalaf
Houd Alkarhuri
Mohammed Mobarak M ALMarri
*Talia Danielle Assi
*Victor Robert Bader
Garrett James Behr
Jenny Marie Brown, magna cum laude
Kathleen Diane Brown
Ariana Rene Carmosino
Davis Robert Conklin, summa cum laude
Adam Crone
Brendan Nikoli Culliton, cum laude
*Edward A. Decrescenzo
Andrew Drazkowski
Joseph Paul Duchaj
Mohamed Eid
Ethan John Paul Ellingboe
Mark Eulau
Jesse Duke Evans
Paul Gardner Feibelman
Benjamin Michael Fischbach
Raka Ghosh-Dastidar
Taylor Gene Harris
Muhammad Azamuddin Bin Hassan
Noah Hayashida
Nicole Janae Hines
Cory Galin Hinesley-McGill
Aron Julius Jessien
Manjing Jiang
Taylor Kim
David Anthony Klug
James Ryan Landrum
Austin Alexander Lee
Daniela Lopez
Joshua Tyler McDaniel
*Erin Michaela McDonnell
Logan G. Miller
Lulus Rahmawati Binti Mulyani
Muhammad Nur Afiq Nasrini
Kevin Nguyen
James Ryan Patton
Jason Christopher Renlund
Rachel Allison Saker
Steven Adams Samazin
*Jay Tunkie Saunders II, magna cum laude
Jackson James Schepers, summa cum laude
Thomas Jeffrey Scherping
Dennis Shi, summa cum laude
Aleka Houlihan Stevens
James Bennett Stone
Daniel Wayne Tillema Jr., cum laude
Jessica Taylor Tobey
Britton Matthew Travis
Michael Thomas Trezek
Ian Jonel Ico Velasco
Zewei Wang

* Recipient of a double degree
Brent Robert Williams, *cum laude
Larissa Katherine Woods
Radoslaw Tomasz Zelazny
Jin Zeng

**Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering**
Ali Al Athari
Massimiliano Eric Avanzi
Maryam Ben Nakhi
Evan James Bosshart
Jordan Seely Brennise
Chandler Robert Cartolano
Alana Margaret Church, *magna cum laude
Andrew Michael Cireula
Charles Harry Conarro
Jacob Roberts Creamer
Rajdeh Dergahosian
Edward John William Downs
Fatemah Mohammad Ebrahim
Bryce William Evans
Jared Allen Foulk
Eric Michael Fuqua
Tucker Edmund Graczyk
Julie Ann Hardy
Damon Howard
Grant Kamin
*Nathan Richard Klass
*Derek Lawrence Kosakowski
Zane Doyle Lazerus
Kyle Allen Lichty
*Joseph Lytwyn
Joseph James Maguire
Cameron James Meyer
Joshua Nunemacher
Stefan Pauley
James Harrison Pauley V
Matthew E. Pechon, *cum laude
John J. Piccone
Fernando D. Rodriguez Carvallo
Daniel Ray Schlatter
*Mia Christine Schrilla
Lane Joseph Shawley
Eduardo Roger Soderberg, *cum laude
Samuel Kemp Sweet
Winston Chase Swicord
Jake Tihamsky
*Nicola Joy Van Den Heever, *magna cum laude, with honors
Angel Ismael Villar
Henrique Zani

**Bachelor of Science in Computer Science**
Dylan Michael Ahearn
Amjad Ahmed Alharbi
Robert Cates Allen
*Zachary Thomas Allen
Monte Anderson
Samuel Taylor Anoff
Bradley Charles Arnot, *summa cum laude
Chandler Scott Baggett
Ameya Shirish Bahirat
Robert S. Ballard
*Ryan Baten
Byron Frederick Becker, *cum laude
*Robert John Belter, *summa cum laude
Ross Wyatt Blassingame
*Pieter Christian Bork
*Brandon James Boylan-Peck
Meredith Burgess, *magna cum laude
Andrew Kevin Callahan
Jose Daniel Canizares, *cum laude
Nathan Anthony Carmine
*Ian Guo-fan Chat, *summa cum laude
Jianyi Chen
*Tiffany Louise Christensen
Brian Hayyoung Chung
Nicholas Francis Clement
Cody Constine
Tanner David Coon
*Kade David Cooper
William Ryan Cooper
Ryan Craig
Nolan Cretens
Michael Andrew Crozier
Jeremy Donald Dahms
Peter James Delevoryas, *magna cum laude
John Paul Dinkel, *magna cum laude, with honors
*Sean Daniel Donohoe, *summa cum laude
Kelsey Xiaojiao Dowd, *cum laude
Raymond Kenya Anthony Duncan
Siqi Feng
Kevin Flynn
Alicia Nicole Friske, *cum laude
*Derek Gorthy, *cum laude
Peter William Wilkinson Gutenko
Hunter Sanford Haskins
Derek Morgan Holland
*Seth Thomas Hovestol, *magna cum laude, with honors
Joshua Jenkins
RuiWen Jin
Zachary Louis Johnson
Callie Alexis Jones
Fatin Zawani Kamaruzaman
Ehsan Karimi
*Denis Kazakov, *magna cum laude, with honors
*Bu Sun Kim, *summa cum laude
Robert Ladd
Andrew Jiho Lee
*Jacob Carl Levine
Kevin Liao
*Chaoqun Li
Booker A. Lightman
Tyler James Luggar
Vincent Mahathirash, *cum laude
Jwalin Maniar
Jackson John Markowski, *cum laude
Joel Harodi Marquez
Sean Christopher McClure
*Brennan George McConnell, *summa cum laude
Nathan Anderson McKenna
Connor Ryan McNamara
Jackson Alexander Medavilla
Michael Min, *cum laude
Jake Michael Mitchell
Nicholas Marc Montoya
Dalton McClain Morrow
*Sean Kevin Moss
*Alan Moy, *summa cum laude

John Patrick Murphy
Dan Vu Nguyen
Nhi Quynh Nguyen
Elia Ortiz
Connor James Parrish
Austin Lee Pearman
*Qi Pei
Tarah Michelle Peltz, *cum laude
*Seth Stanton Perry, *summa cum laude
*Jordan Bradley Peters
Nicholas James Pfeuffer
Rachel S. Platt
Shawn Alexander Polson, *cum laude
Le Qin
Yu Qiu
Lauren Katherine Raddatz
Audrey Randall, *cum laude
John Scott Richards
Derek Scott Riemer
Christine Annmarie Reyes Samson
*Shane Sterling Sarnson
Scott Z. Schubert
*Soham Nalin Shah, *magna cum laude
Raghav Sharma
Nicholas Flint Smith
Yang Song, *magna cum laude
Satchel Ellsworth Spencer
Elijah Michael Staple
Michael Tang
*Dmitriy Sergeyevich Tarasov
Deekshitha Reddy Thumma
Cody A. Towstik
Theerarun Tufonnghee
Victoria Marcia Velasquez
Michael Vienneau
Justin Brent Visher
Conor Stephen Walsh
Owen Wattenmaker
Izaak Broersma Weiss
Bryce David Wilson
*Nicole Woytarowicz
Michael Delun Xiao
Gongyuan Xing
Zichao Yang
Daniel Yuryevich Yedidovich
Peter James Young
Scott Lucas Young, *cum laude
David Zhuzhunashvili

**Bachelor of Science in Electrical and Computer Engineering**
Marwan Almudarres
Joshua Altabet
Tyler James Aratani
*Rober John Belter, *summa cum laude
Doan Bao Bui
Connor Jon Carlson
Rhett Crismon, *summa cum laude
*Matthew G. Cullen
Troy Davis
Marisa Michelle Edwinson
Boskin Erkocevic, *cum laude
Gabriel W. Faber
Thomas Pablo Malonzo Gayagoy
Bryan Joseph Gonzales
Joshua Green
Jacob Grunwald
*Matthew Patrick Haney
Vanika Hans
Steven David Hoernicke
Yang Hu
Andrew Michael Kasten
Scan Patrick Lambert, summa cum laude
Jingwen Luo
Neil Mallick
Melissa A. Mantey
Alec Gregory Motazedii
Hamilton Maxwell Nelson
Huan Minh Nguyen
Camille Marie Noufi, cum laude
*Daniel Nguyen Phelan
Christopher Peter Quinn
Charles Jacob Sagaser
Isaiah S. Sierra-Baron, cum laude
Matthew Merrill Spydell, cum laude

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
Mohammed Salem Al Mehrizi
Abdullah Abdulhamid Alhawaj
*Bradley Frank Allen
*Matthew David Arendall, cum laude
Shaun Patrick Byrne
Christopher Arthur Cottrill
Robert Joseph Benton Davis
Trevor James Dunn
Logan Peter Foley
Jonathan Christian Gruen
Chengcheng Han, summa cum laude
Bryan Loyd Thomas Harant
Calahan Donnay Hempe
Allison Jane Howard
Yang Hu
Miao Huang
Zachary Ken Kaluza, magna cum laude
Meifang Li
Zachary John Linder
*Thomas Trevor Loeffler
Christopher John Maesaka
Alberto Andres Michelea Suarez
Christopher Morton
Reed Moseng
Megan Ceridwen Robinson, magna cum laude
Maria Rodriguez
Jeremy Kendall Storey
Benjamin Harris Tyler
*Yue Wei
Grant Powell White
Samantha Leigh Williams
Jack Rush Williamson
Gabriel Cruz Yen
Xucheng You, cum laude

Bachelor of Science in Engineering Physics
Randall Jedric Ball, summa cum laude, magna cum laude
Julianna Bourgeois
Shayla Cogan
Cameron Gene Dotts
Joseph Jacob Frank
Noah Etan Holland-Moritz
Ross Alexander Inman
Zhenlong Li
Carlos Lopez-Abadia, summa cum laude, magna cum laude
Maxwell Keene Maurice
Kenneth McCarthy
*Andres Felipe Mora, cum laude
Kevan Rio Huyck O’Connell
Chad Ribisi
Samuel Noah Rosean
Benjamin Vickers Saare1, summa cum laude, summa cum laude
Nicolas Luis Santander
*Robert James Tyrrell-Ead
Edward Robert Wassman III
Olivia Zanoni

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering
Aniza Annuar
Victoria Arnot
*Talia Danielle Assi
Dale Thomas Brokaw
Courtlyn Carpenter, cum laude
Makenna Domenica Cevallos Nuñez
Tanner Grant Cook
Catherine Lafaye Courtney
Siti Munirah Faisal
Carrie Anne Fendrick
*Sara M. Goldstein
Goldstein, cum laude
Carson James Heinz
William Herold, cum laude
Matthew Anton Hess, cum laude
Shannon Elizabeth Hessler
Juliette Costa Kaplan
Ryan Kelhier, magna cum laude
Mercedes Kindler
Erika King, cum laude
Austin Robert Kinzer
Tyler Daniel Kurtz
Noah Persson
*Madeline Hua Pluto
Paul Edward Rastrelli, cum laude

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Bader Abuqmaiez
Erik J. Akia
Majed Ridha Al Hulayel
Mujahad Alarfaj
Faisal Badr F Almehaimid
Mohammed Salman Almulhim
Haitham Alsaidi
Jonathan Michael Anderson, magna cum laude
Haralambos Apostolopoulos, magna cum laude
Blake Nicholas Arellano
Diane Irene Babcock
Ty Christian Bailey
J.T. Balling
Brent William Bauer
*Jessica Anne Beal
Spencer Bennett
Elliot Marc Benson
Robert George Bieg III
Rowan Rachel Binkley-Jones
Blake Hunter Biskner, summa cum laude
Brendan Mitchell Biterlin
*Nicholas A. Bollen
Jake Lee Bormak
Yousef A M A A Boulard
Jack Richard Boyd
Andrew James Bradford, cum laude
Dominick James Brevig
Jodi Brown
Joseph Buches
Alain Oswaldo Bucio Barrios
Rebecca Marie Bullard
Kyle Austin Carr
Dylan Cassady
Matthew Alexander Chamot, summa cum laude
Wesley Wayne Chapman, magna cum laude
Marcus Dyal Chowbay
Julian Daniel Claudio
Carston Fleming Clay
Chase Dixon Cleveland
Ethan Skye Cobb
Alexander Ryan Coe
Michael Brandon Cofield
Sean Connolly
Alastair Frederick Crowe, cum laude
Abigail Dawn Reyes Cruz
Dak Ray Kirk Dice, summa cum laude
Logan Nicholas Donohue
Grégoire Henry Du Pasquier
Matthew Scott Dywer
Gabriel Van Sicklen Elbert
Paul Alexander Filby
Ross Fischer, magna cum laude
Keegan Michael Fitzpatrick
Benjamin Foss

* Recipient of a double degree

Maria Tóbias Rocken
Analise Marie Samples
Narayan Nandkumar Shanbhag
Rosario Piero Terracina
Feng Xiang
Wei Ye

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Bader Abuqmaiez
Erik J. Akia
Majed Ridha Al Hulayel
Mujahad Alarfaj
Faisal Badr F Almehaimid
Mohammed Salman Almulhim
Haitham Alsaidi
Jonathan Michael Anderson, magna cum laude
Haralambos Apostolopoulos, magna cum laude
Blake Nicholas Arellano
Diane Irene Babcock
Ty Christian Bailey
J.T. Balling
Brent William Bauer
*Jessica Anne Beal
Spencer Bennett
Elliot Marc Benson
Robert George Bieg III
Rowan Rachel Binkley-Jones
Blake Hunter Biskner, summa cum laude
Brendan Mitchell Biterlin
*Nicholas A. Bollen
Jake Lee Bormak
Yousef A M A A Boulard
Jack Richard Boyd
Andrew James Bradford, cum laude
Dominick James Brevig
Jodi Brown
Joseph Buches
Alain Oswaldo Bucio Barrios
Rebecca Marie Bullard
Kyle Austin Carr
Dylan Cassady
Matthew Alexander Chamot, summa cum laude
Wesley Wayne Chapman, magna cum laude
Marcus Dyal Chowbay
Julian Daniel Claudio
Carston Fleming Clay
Chase Dixon Cleveland
Ethan Skye Cobb
Alexander Ryan Coe
Michael Brandon Cofield
Sean Connolly
Alastair Frederick Crowe, cum laude
Abigail Dawn Reyes Cruz
Dak Ray Kirk Dice, summa cum laude
Logan Nicholas Donohue
Grégoire Henry Du Pasquier
Matthew Scott Dywer
Gabriel Van Sicklen Elbert
Paul Alexander Filby
Ross Fischer, magna cum laude
Keegan Michael Fitzpatrick
Benjamin Foss

* Recipient of a double degree
Scott Evans Foster
Gage Emerson Froelich
Alison Fuller, *cum laude
Zacheriah Gabrielle
Marcus Anthony Garza
Nicholas Jon Gentz
Micayla Grace Gorra
Pablo Agustine Gorra
Timothy Mark Guoin
Cameron Miller Graves
Daniel William Green
Michael Joseph Guenther
Sherena Nicole Guild
Zacheriah Gabrielle
Marcus Anthony Garza
Nicholas Jon Gentz
Micayla Grace Gorra
Pablo Agustine Gorra
Timothy Mark Guoin
Cameron Miller Graves
Daniel William Green
Michael Joseph Guenther
Sherena Nicole Guild
Forrest Xavier McIntyre
Grant A. McNutt
Morgan Ruth McQuain
Galen Omkar Melchert
Amanda Bronn Merrick
Julian Todd Michael
Muhammad Aiman Mohd Asri
Mirza Fatini Mohd Rosidi
John Joshua Monahan
Andres Montemayor Salinas
Sung Won Moon
Kristina Moonie, *cum laude
Michael Thomas Morse
'Stephen Neil Morton
Katherine Louise Mosley
Hayden Riley Murphy
Ali Naji
Ryan Andrew Neff
Jonathan Nelson
Austin James Nicholson
Mathew Cole Nielsen
'Philip David Nystrom
Kevin Andrew Oh
Francisco Javier Olivas
'Samuel Lucas Oliver
Kurt Tyler Olson, magna cum laude
Henry Griffith Osman III
Gunnar James Pagni, magna cum laude
Gimin Park
Seunghwa Park
Joseph Parnell
Kayla Ann Parsons
Eric Stefan Perkey
'Daniel Nguyen Phelan
Brooke Michelle Phillips
Nicholas Robert Pierce
Zachery Robert Pierce
Roy Powell
Samantha Joanne Preston, *cum laude
Timothy Michael Pringle
Erik Josephus Pronk
Evan Christopher Provan, *cum laude
Qiannan Qi
William Stone Ramsey
Tyler T. Raymond
Eric James Robinson
Errol Sannie Romero Jr.
Alexander Jacobson Rosenberry
'Issac Dylan Ross
Steven Alexander Rothbart
Robert Gardner Rush
Kyle Jay Russell
Michael Taylor Sandoval
Gabriel Vescott Saxe
'Marcus Jared Schmidt
Katelyn Taylor Schnorr
Zachary Blake Scroggins
James Seedorf
Nathan James Sewall
Steven Andrew Simkins
Kathleen Elizabeth Simon
Chandler Renee Squires
Nathan Robert Steketee
Nathan John Stilwell
'Mack Bo Tang
Benjamin Tarasiewicz, *summa cum laude
Jordan William Thoning
Kevin Titterton
Brandon James Flores Toves
Zachary Taylor Trahey
'Anouk Uragoda
Scott Michael Vining
Levi Duncan Walcher
Ryan Walker
Jacob Wayne Wallace
Jordon Paul Wensley
Timothy James Werder
Tyler Jake Wettstein
Benjamin Mathew Whitney
Garrett Michael Wolcott
Teodor Wessman Wolter
Darwin Sean Feeney Wood
Matthew G. Wood
Hanxiong Yang
Paul Charles Yanovich
Zachary Taylor Yearout
Alexander Maximilian Zovko
Bachelor of Science in Technology, Arts and Media
Alejandro Alvarez
Andy Chuong
Cyron Collantes Completo
Emily Elisabeth Daub
Cassandra Goodby, magna cum laude
Michael Brent Gough
Taylor Hersherberger
Dieter Markus Hudobnik
Phillip James McKenzie
Melissa Moonie
Olivia Rose Pulick
Tyler Joseph Schad, cum laude
Kaylin Mieko Shioshita
Brooke Leighann Smetanka
Blain VanNice, magna cum laude
Rachel Ann Wood
*Emma Wu
Summer 2018 Candidates
Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Abdiel Alejandro Agramonte Moreno
Ian P. Geraghty
'Lee M T Huynh
Ethan Morgan
'Alan Sanchez
Charles Dawson Stokley
Bachelor of Science in Applied Mathematics
'Ali Alnasser, *cum laude
'Jacob Morgan Burgess
'Lee M T Huynh
'Maximilian Emil Ruth, *summa cum laude
*Recipient of a double degree
Bachelor of Science in Architectural Engineering
* Zoey Marie Craun, cum laude
Mussie Gebregiorgis Gebremedhin

Bachelor of Science in Chemical and Biological Engineering
Atheer Adel Alqatari

Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering
Tyler Antonette Gossett, magna cum laude
Christopher Stannert

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
Daniel Patrick Conroy
Eduardo Jevrem Nestorovic Gabuteau
Tao Wang
Gabe Madison Wingert

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science
Nels Bean Anderson
Bryan Lynn Brent
Jake Ellis Broadwater
Michael Albert Condon
Ryan Paul Davis
Isabella Francesca Figueroa
* Dilara R. Madinger, magna cum laude
Jonathan Carter Schmitt
Alexander McDevitt Sheehan
Calvin James Stoehr
Evau Su
* Ryan Edward Tabler
Thomas Van Trieu
John Jinjiro Welch

Bachelor of Science in Electrical and Computer Engineering
Bader Albader
* Ali Alnasser, cum laude
Jinhong Chen
Christy Lynn Roney
* Jeff Venicx

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
Muhammad Haffizi Abdul Rahman
Mohammad Essa AlNoaimi
Stephen Jude Lauricella
Jordan Shimonek

Bachelor of Science in Engineering Physics
* Jacob Morgan Burgess
* Maximilian Emil Ruth, summa cum laude

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering
Liyanu Husnaa Azmi
Akhilesh Sandeep
Andres Schmeda

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Hamzh Abdullah Albar
Abdulaziz A M A A Bouland
* Nathan Travis Brinks, magna cum laude

* Gabriel Chapel
* Kaillee Rose Nicolle Cox, magna cum laude
Noah Kaiser
Danielle Rebecca Kensington
Tyler Kukuchka
Siyu Lin
Keller Michael Lofgren
Alexander D. Lubar
* Levi Brown Pearson
Yousef M. Shasharti
* Hanwen Zhao
Cory James Zaber

Bachelor of Science in Technology, Arts and Media
Harry Theodore Spetnagel
* Ryan Edward Tabler
Andrew Jacob Wesselhoff
Chandler Craig Zastrow

Environmental Design
Russell Moore, Provost

Fall 2017 Graduates

Bachelor of Environmental Design
Hannah Rose Bennett-Haughey
Bryan Miguel Blas
Tucker Brunley
Nathaniel Carlos Chacon
Natalie de Carvalho Jorge, with special honors
Indra Erdenebat
Kurt Timothy Gravit
Margaret Lee Harrington
Stephen Roehm Heck, with honors
Olivia Vian Herbert
Thomas Vincent Hoffmann II
Adam Nicholas Jauregui
Kyle Matthew Johnson
Andrew R. Landis
Anne Kathryn Mosites
Shannon Elizabeth Mulqueen
Anton Valerevich Slesarenko
Anna M. Sparlin
Claire Marie Straus, with honors
Ivy Nguyen Tran
Sam Robert Walker
Breanna Workman
Wenjie Yan

Spring 2018 Candidates

Bachelor of Environmental Design
Ahmed Mohamed Alnagadi
Sultan A. Alshuaibi
Akitomo Amai, with honors
Batbildor Ariunbat
Caresa Marie Atencio
Gregory Lucas Linberg Blanpied, with special honors
Natalie Catharine Boghanno, summa cum laude, with special honors
Andrew Brickman
Eric Senica Brown-Malone
Anne Elizabeth Cooper
Federica de Lemos Lopez
Claire Rivers Derr, with honors

Kristopher M. Diaz, cum laude
Abigail Elizabeth Doellman
Riley Steven Eichler
Binggun Fan
Bryce Cameron Fish, with honors
Jennifer Forrister, with special honors
William James France
Audrey Grace Freeman
Peter Russ Ganfield
Ryan Christopher Gorospe, with honors
Hunter John Haine
Eliana Meera Hassan, with honors
Dominic Hoang Diep Hathaway
Joseph Paul Heinicke
Christine Hopkins
Grant E. Jensen
Richard Bouws Karsten
McCaylee Kaskie
Jesse Patrick Koenig
Stefan William Kowynia, with honors
Xin Li
Kristina HuiSia Lu, with special honors
Rykele Landen Lynch
Kelley Elizabeth Maas, with special honors
* Joshua Magallanes
Megan Patricia McCurdy
Brett Louis McGwire
Miranda Marcella Miller
Sara Elizabeth Millar, with special honors
Bradley Miller
Geoffrey Scott Mittler
Nicholas Moutron
Lisa Kathryn Myszkowski
William Seiffer Oberlander
Anthony Ortiz Sandoval
Alec Oswald
Karah Hannah Parrs, with honors
Asia Michaela Peters, with special honors
Callie Anne Preston
Jose Xavier Primelles
Sierra Suzanne Reed
August Joseph Rodello
Eduardo Samayoa
Tyler Joseph Schowengerdt, with honors
James Takeo Seto-Templeton
Emilie Victoria Sickels
Elyse Nicole Ji-Yun Skinner, summa cum laude, with special honors
Ashley Elizabeth Stark
Julia Roseberry Stauffer
Dixon Stein
Sydney Elizabeth Stetzel
Carson Stewart
Nile Thompson
Shane Trento
John David Vaccaro
Gintare Vilimaite
Cale Wagner, with special honors
Christopher Blake Williams
Kaitlin Jo Wirth

Summer 2018 Candidates
Jacob Lee Archambault
Madden Mae Kuljis
Matthew Anthony Murray
College of Media, Communication and Information
Lori Bergen, Dean
Fall 2017 Graduates
Bachelor of Arts
Lydia Rose Basque
Sabina Johanna Bradford
Luke Duane Davis
*Madison Rae Duvall
Mara Giuini-Rayborn
*Sophie Griot
Colin Bernard Hart
Alexis Cristine Jaramillo, with distinction
*Eleanor Rullkoetter Landshaum
Coltin Lash
Laura Auld Leroux
Maria Priscilla Lonsdale Zambrana
Aaron Michael Montgomery
Nina Webb Potter
Eliza Kate Radeka, with distinction
Marguerite Lee Ramm
Darrius Delance Roberson
Danielle S. Seat
Keegan Alexander Velasquez
John Richard Vogel
Bachelor of Science
Alec Aichinger
Randi Alaina Alosi
Erin Tyler Beery
Caelin Marise Beesemeyer
Cody Frederick Brady
Kirby Patrick Brazelton
David James Coleman
Adam Micah Finkelman
Morgan Lorraine Gallo
Omari Izim Green
Erika Anna Maria Kuorikoski
Courtney Leigh
Lucas Samuel Lorentz
Alexandra Ann Martin
Rosemary Gularb Mohr
Anna Paige Padilla
Michael Kenneth Preston
Tiffany Cloe Sanders
Madeline Ambrose Taber
Jeremiah Towers
Grace McKenzie Tynecki
Alex Zieve
Bachelor of Science Journalism
Elizabeth Love Allen
Andrea Eulalia Bravo
*Emily Marie Brown
Briana Elizabeth Cady
Brittney Marie Camacho
*Jonina Marie Diele
Lauren Elizabeth Ferrier, with distinction
Aaron Jesse Kopelman
Henry Tofflemire Laporte
Lorelle Elena Lynch
Scarlett Elizabeth McQuade
Natasha Anne Millman
*Recipient of a double degree
Anna Mary Russo, with distinction
Kate Elizabeth Smart
Christopher Lewis Taylor
Harrison Berwick Warters
Theodora Whillans
Hanna Katrine Marianne Whirty
Kristopher Leighton Wong
Tsang Brian Yeung
Spring 2018 Candidates
Bachelor of Arts
Zachary Altschuler
Mackenzie Arena
Eric Pedro Bachrach
Riley Benjamin Banks
Joy Lexie Barber, summa cum laude, with distinction
Maggie May Bashford
Ashley Nicole Ben-Porat
McKenzie Berke
Katherine Elizabeth Berohn, with distinction
Chandler Elizabeth Bettis
Leigh-An Nicole Bradley
Griffin Brahm
Mackenzie Brecker
Gabrielle Christine Bresler
Harper Joy Brown
Mary Buckley
Jessie Frances Bunting
Olivia Leigh Byron
Colleen Gale Campbell, cum laude
Amanda Marie Cary, with distinction
Justine Danielle Chapel, with distinction
Benna Allison Cohen, cum laude
Guy Patrick Connolly, with distinction
Jesse James Cooper
Guadalupe Crespo
Michael Lee Curtis, with distinction
Marisa Danos
Tessa Rene Diestel, summa cum laude, with distinction
Miranda McKee Dood
Megan Kristine Dolaway
Jillian Ashley Edelstein
Gabrielle Louise Egger
Catherine Leigh Eichler, with distinction
Nicole Marie Elton
* Caylin Rae Enoch
Troy Pearson Fairbanks
Leslie Yasmine Fajardo
Ashley Nichole Faoliu
Sarah Farley
Samantha Nicole Fernandez
Lauren Paige Fink
Lee Ann Foden
Courtney Forehand, magna cum laude, with distinction
Ariana Marie Freeman
Noelle Alyssa Freschet
Katherine Camille Gallo
Ashley A. Garg
Kelsie Shea Garrison
Robert Gehlen
Jordan Gillmore, with distinction
Zachary Nathaniel Goldring
*Chandler Grace Gould
Rachel Nicole Grammes
*Graham Griffin
Sarah Margaret Grove
*Kimberly Habicht
Colin Patrick Hackett
Lauren Nicole Harano
Scott Daniel Hicken, magna cum laude
Leah Ann Hillman
Lindsay Michelle Hoffmann
*Rhonda Lynn Hohn, with distinction
Rebecca R. Horton, with distinction
Sarah Joyce
Amanda Taylor Kay
Nicholas Elliott Keserich
Nadia Michelle Khorchidian
Logan Michael Kiefer
Ari Daniel Kononov
Anna Koutelas
Matthew Kulp
Ryann Mary Laudon
Amanda Louise Leonard
Joseph Ari Levine
Sydney Elizabeth Levine
Anais Andrea Lewett
Gavin McBride Libby, with distinction
Madison Patricia Little
Aimee Margaret Lonneman
Kyle John Lutz
Brendan Connor Mackey
Emma Claire Mahoney
*Nikita Andrei Mamochine
Gabriella Rae Mandarino
Vivian Markel, with distinction
Kyla Larum McCann
Candace Sealy McMurray, cum laude
William McGregor Mead
Erica Madeline Miller
James Miller
Devon Mac Miner
Brett Moriarty
Hannah Rose Mullaney
Katrina Clare Murphy
Grace Farrell Musselman, summa cum laude, with distinction
Courtney Stewart Ormon
Julia Elise Palmer
Mary Alanna Parker
Joshua Ryan Peterson
Camille Joan Pfugradt
Tyler Pialet
Kelsey Milynda Pilipovich
Emma Pion-Berlin
Samuel Redwood Pollard
Michelle Victoria Puglioto
Quinn Randall
Michael Rhodes
Hannah J. Rice
Kyle Stephen Rini
Rachel Rebecca Robinson
Audrey Lee Rodriguez, with distinction
Sarah Elizabeth Rogers
Matthew Ellis Santos, with distinction
Ryan Catherine Schafer
Mariah Zoila Schumacher
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Recipient of a double degree
Brianna Ashley Buffo
Kyle Newman Adolfo Bruna
Sarah Ruth Brown
Drake Joseph Brown
Amani Michelle Brown
Christian Veeck Brosnan
Ross David Brewer
Luke Michael Cain

* Recipient of a double degree

Brianna Ashley Buffo
Kyle Newman Adolfo Bruna
Sarah Ruth Brown
Drake Joseph Brown
Amani Michelle Brown
Christian Veeck Brosnan
Ross David Brewer
Luke Michael Cain

University of Colorado Boulder
Campbell Anne Pontin  
*Tory Shane Powers, *magna cum laude  
Nicolette Leigh Power  
Marina Jane Pulver  
Benjamin Lucas Radis  
Serena Rathi  
Hannah Reith  
Cassandra Reed Remington  
Morgan Anne Reno, *with distinction  
Neil Ryan Rexroth  
Lauren Michelle Richey  
Jordan Leigh Rowe  
Magellan Rubin  
Mary P. Ruehl, *with distinction  
Hunter Joseph Rush  
Natalie Elise Salvato  
Robert James Salvato  
Haley Phillips Samuels  
Connor Mogan Sanders  
Julia Francesca Sarcone  
Makayla Sauro  
Emily Mary Scanlon  
Aaron Marcus Schapiro  
Riley William Schmitz  
Noah Joseph Schneiderman  
Erika Morgan Seemann  
Abigail Sholar  
Savannah Lee Simms  
Nefeli Marie Southern  
Jasiah Rose Spencer  
Andrew Sternfield  
Blake Troy Sudeck  
Colby Alexandra Suta  
Jacob Craig Swiatek  
Perrin Lee Swoveland-Bailey, *with distinction  
Madison Elise Tasker  
Savannah Nicole Taylor  
Cooper Ryaun Terrones  
Breece Lee Thomas  
Emily Nicole Thomas  
Taylor Lee Thostenson  
Meredith Alexandra Thurman  
Madeline Claire Tyrrell  
Lucille Bopeley Uguccioni  
Hunter Ellis Van Wagner  
*Anna Thuy Mi Vu  
Sarah Quinn Wadsworth, *cum laude  
Jinger Wang  
Benjamin Michael Weber  
Rand Michael Wellhouser  
Boone Wilde Whiteside  
Julia Claire Wilkins  
*Jordan Ann Williams  
Kyle James Wolfarth  
*Emma Wu  
Leyla Deniz Yalman  
Nicole Susan Zimbrick  

**Bachelor of Science Journalism**  
Alisha Nicole Benda  
*Diane Marie Clark  
Connor Miles Craven  
Perri Nicole Fisher  
*Erika Gulija, *with distinction  
Luke Brian Johnson  
Maxamillian Jaffe Levy  
Justin Rouleau  
Anna Lisa Sawtelle  
Aubrey Stegner  
Cydney Janowiak Tanner  
Wei Yuk Tong  

**Summer 2018 Candidates**  
Bachelor of Arts  
Krystle Michelle Aaraas  
John Davis Acker  
Autumn Rose Alden  
Samuel Luke Anderson  
McKenna Ellise Boyce  
Kendall Leigh Candioglos  
Brianne Cevaal  
Marina Chhoeun  
Devi Diana Stone Chung, *with distinction  
Riley Ballin Clinton  
Alexandra Grey Corwin  
Zane Michael Jonathan Dark  
Savannah Taylor Segura Di Vito  
Kristin Ann Endahl  
Connor Edward Fitzgerald  
Katrina Bella Forte  
Jelena Arezina Galagaza  
*Sheridan Christine Gill  
Mary Patricia Hawes  
Ely Hess  
Hayden William Hoover  
Joseph Charles Keenan  
Peter Noah Koukov  
Andrew T. Lewis  
Devin Christopher Michaelis, *with distinction  
Tyler James Olson  
Kaitlin Louise Pickrell  
Carly Elizabeth Roggensack  
McKenna Ellesse Rohner  
Amy Alexandra Smith  
Olivia Catherine Smith  
Gal Shimon Tuchshnieder  
Jaren Jacob Vigil  
Alison Joy Walsh  
Vonda Jane Westlake  
Anna Winkelman  
Lee Yamakawa  
Daniel Douglas Zalesky  

**Bachelor of Science**  
Ghanima Kh N A Almuaili  
Matthew Jaron Anders  
Katherine Lee Andrews, *with distinction  
Jorian Nicole Baucen  
Jack Perry Benizerg  
Iris Berber  
Hailey Anne Brown  
Matthew Bryce Casella  
Jordan Saint Clair Chandler  
Alexander Johnson Chereskin  
Kayla Lynn Chriss  
Matthew H. Cohen  
Macy Rose Collins  
Demetrios Lamar Cook II  
Kaitlyn Crafts-Thimmig  
Hayleigh Olivia Criss  
Emily Rose Elkin  
Daisy Nichole Ford  
Ricardo Gamboa Jr.  
Michael Stuart Gershman  
Caleigh Dawn Gold  
Aaron James Haigler  
Colin Richard Helm  
Morgan Ernest Hitz  
Maxwell Steven Hofert  
Hannah Kaufman  
Pauli Viljami Kervinen  
Taylor Alexis Lawrence  
Laura Elizabeth LoDico  
Timothy Joseph Lynott  
Andrew Maclaughlin  
Molly Ann Malligr  
Joseph Marchese  
Julia Martin  
Natalie Kalli Meniktas  
Taylor Joy Mitchell  
Spencer David Moore  
Alisha Marese Neal  
Eduardo Andres Neidig  
John Richard Nitchen  
Natalla Ceciile Progar  
*Madeline Marie Roberts  
Anna Rodriguez  
Evan Rosen  
Zachary Maurice Rothenberg  
Mia Rudick  
Austin Satkowski  
Elen Samantha Smith  
Scout Hunter Watson  
Christopher Scott Wright  

**Bachelor of Science Journalism**  
Elias Lorenz Wallach  

**College of Music**  
Robert Shay, Dean  

**Fall 2017 Graduates**  
Bachelor of Arts in Music  
Timur Golubin  
Karson Jet Good  
*Daniel Alexander Thompson, *with honors  

**Bachelor of Music**  
Sarah Elizabeth Broadwell  
Shea Georgia Brown  
Michael Angelo Coduto II  
Nicolas Killeen, *with high honors  
Anna Michelle Knapp, *with honors  
*Melissa Anne Merkel, *with highest honors  
*Anisha Justine Rush  
*Jordan Evan Stern, *with highest honors  
*Caroline Diane Vickstrom, *with highest honors  

**Bachelor of Music Education**  
Alex Andre Mondragon  
*Caroline Diane Vickstrom, *with highest honors  

*Recipient of a double degree
Spring 2018 Candidates
Bachelor of Arts in Music
Allison Paige Charles
Jacob Tyler Lucas
*Jason Nakagawa Mobley
Elana Tovah Weiner, with honors
*Stephanie Yu, with highest honors

Bachelor of Music
*Dante Ruben Ascarrunz, with highest honors
Nora Nicole Barpal
*Jessica Anne Beal
Aidan Patrick Cook, with highest honors
Andrew William DePree
Megan Elizabeth Dudek
Sean Leonard Harley Eberlin, with highest honors
Sarah Elert, with high honors
*Jessica Lauren Erbe, with highest honors
*Jade Micaela Espina, with high honors
Josef Nicholas Fischer, with honors
Jason Alexander Friedman, with highest honors
Taylor Suzanne Graham
Alexander Patrick Heffron
*Andrew Bruce Iannuccillo, with honors
Trevor Kang Jargon
Andrew Robert Keeve, with honors
*Julian Ian Kley
David James Leech, with highest honors
Winona Caitlin Martin
Michael D’Angelo Ochoa
Rebecca Lanier Ramsey, with high honors
Kyle Parker Richardson
*Maggdalen Rose Rickard, with honors
Zachary Gilerest Ritchie, with high honors
Nathaniel Charles Rothenberg
Kristian Jan Salva
Margaret Althea Sloyer, with highest honors
Alice Diana Sprinkle, with highest honors
Allyson Stibbards
Selyne Marie Tibbetts-Pagan
Harry Jacob Trump
Constantine Ray Tsanos
Jacob Henry Wallace
Qifan Wu, with high honors

Bachelor of Music Education
Alex Steven Acheson
Kaylin Elizabeth Brennan, with honors
*Jessica Lauren Erbe, with highest honors
*Jade Micaela Espina, with high honors
Michal Leanne Garner
*Andrew Bruce Iannuccillo, with honors
Quinn Dominik Kalinski
*Maggdalen Rose Rickard, with honors
Danielle Emily Valdez
Julia Elizabeth Wirth, with honors

Summer 2018 Candidates
Bachelor of Arts in Music
Mark Andrew Wilkolak
Bachelor of Music
*Lea Elisabeth Mattson
*Recipient of a double degree

Candidates for Commission

Fall 2017
Second Lieutenant, United States Air Force
Adam Jeffrey Martelon

Ensign, United States Navy
Daniel Henry McComas
Abigail McKenna Rigby

Second Lieutenant, United States Army
Jacob Roberson, EN

Second Lieutenant, United States Marine Corps
Christopher Donald Maginnis
Ryan James Cruz

Spring 2018
Second Lieutenant, United States Air Force
Joshua Daniel Bruski-Hyland
Christian Jacob Erchinger
Courtney Diane Geisert
Michael Joseph Guenther
Hyun Jin Kim
Mason Lane Hall Lopez
Bryan Michael Meek
Ryan Mori
Kevin Andrew Oh
Austin Lee Pearlman
Matthew John Reid
Victoria Ann Smith
Brandon Paul Stetler
Daniel Peter Tabor
Brandon James Flores Toves
Syrus Von Yeung
Adam Paul Zenger

Ensign, United States Navy
Shaun Patrick Byrne
Patrick Durham Fischer
Jesse Robert Holton
Logan Garrett Shapiro

Second Lieutenant, United States Army
Samantha J. Basgall, ORD
Eric Senica Brown-Malone, FA
Christian Kyler Burns
Brendon Dean Frazier, FA
Aaron Alan Hughbanks, EN
Eric Kang, FA
Maxwell Andrew Leicester, IN
David Giletti McCormick, IN
Krystian Jan Salva, EN
Andrew John Sheneman, MI
Wesley Quang Khai Truong, FA

Second Lieutenant, United States Marine Corps
Michael David Johnson
Abigail Rose Lealaimatafaot
John B. McLaren Jr.
Matthew E. Pechon

Summer 2018
Second Lieutenant, United States Army
Louis Sangjun Park
Taylor Jeremy Stokes

Commanding Officers
Professor of Aerospace Studies
Colonel John T. Cairney, U.S. Air Force

Professor of Military Science
Lieutenant Colonel Aaron K. Roof, U.S. Army

Professor of Naval Science
Colonel Michael J. Gough, U.S. Marine Corps
COMMENCEMENT CORDS

"Seniors Creating Future Buffs Scholarship," the senior class gift, is represented by a blue cord worn by contributors. Visit colorado.edu/seniors/senior-class-legacies for more information.

CU Proud Award winners wear a silver cord.

Daniels Scholars at CU Boulder wear a teal and white cord that pays tribute to Bill Daniels, who made their dream of achieving a college degree a reality.

danielsfund.org/scholarships

Honoring Military Service, CU Boulder is proud to recognize graduates wearing a red, white and blue cord who have served in our country’s armed forces (veterans) as well as those who will serve upon graduation (ROTC commissionees.)

The CU Boulder Alumni Association assigns black and gold cords to graduates recognize as members of CU Legacy families. colorado.edu/alumni/buffalolegacy

The American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE) leadership team wears royal purple cords. The AIChE is the world’s leading organization of chemical engineers, which consists of student members and industry professionals.

colorado.edu/chbe/academics/student-groups

Leeds School of Business Real Estate Certificate or MBA graduates with a real estate emphasis wear brown cords signifying the legacy they will create in their communities.

colorado.edu/business/academic-programs/certificate-programs/real-estate-certificate

Rotaract, the campus chapter of the Boulder Rotary Club, assigns a maroon CU Rotaract Club graduation sash to student members.

orgsync.com/157058/chapter

Smead Scholars are graduate engineering students who are recognized as the most talented aerospace engineering graduates nationally. This program is in memory of Dr. Harold “Joe” Smead. colorado.edu/aerospace/smead.

CU GOLD (Gaining Opportunities through Leadership Development) provides free leadership development programs to CU students. Those wearing a teal cord are dedicated to the mission that any student can be a leader.

Asian Unity confers a red and white sash on students who have shown exemplary leadership with their utmost passion and dedication in strengthening the Asian American & Pacific Islanders community (AAPI) at CU Boulder.

CU Education Abroad is proud of its study abroad students (wearing a blue and green cord) who earned credit while broadening their personal and academic perspectives in a culturally diverse world.

Safely and Accessibility

The University of Colorado Boulder works diligently to ensure the safety of our graduates, their families and their friends during the spring 2017 Commencement Exercises. You can do your part by noting the following:

- Once you are seated in Folsom Stadium, locate the nearest exit. If you are seated on the field level, you should exit north (toward Dal Ward Athletic Center).
- Listen carefully and follow any instructions that might be issued by the Master of Ceremonies or other public safety authority.
- Parents should keep their children with them at all times.
- Pay particular attention to the safety of any elderly people and people with disabilities.
- If directed to evacuate Folsom Stadium, move away from the stadium and remain outside until you receive an all-clear by a public safety authority.
- If necessary, seek assistance from a robed Commencement marshal, uniformed police officer or security guard.

Thank you, and congratulations to all of our graduates!

The following services are available to ensure equal access to people with disabilities:

- Real-time captioning will be displayed on the main video board. Captioning can also be viewed on personal mobile devices (go to mobilecap.net and enter login code 2969).
- Assistive listening devices are located at the information kiosks. (Note: A photo ID must be left with staff when obtaining this device.) American Sign Language interpreters will be located in Section 119.
- Large-print brochures are available at the information kiosks.
- Wheelchair seating is available in Sections 103, 114, 118, 119 and 121. Wheelchair assistance is provided at the north side of Duane Physics. Service animals are welcome at all campus ceremonies.
- Accessible shuttles and limited courtesy transportation are available.
- For emergency medical treatment, please dial 911. Event security staff can help during medical emergencies.
SEATING BY SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES

1. Media, Communication and Information (CMCI)
2. Environmental Design
3. Music
4. Engineering
5. Business
6. Arts and Sciences